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*Or can't afford to 

So-called "single-board" computers are a long way 
from being single-board computer systems. Analyze 
what it really takes to make one: CPU board, mem
ory boards, I/O boards, rack-mount, software devel
opment system, and weeks (sometimes months) of 
construction, programming, and debugging. 

Now consider the BASIC CONTROLLER™ : one 
board. Period. CPU, RAM, EPROM sockets, video 
generator, keyboard and cassette interfaces, 24 hour 
clock, serial and parallel ports, a multitude of "real
world" I/O's- even an EPROM programmer- are all 
included. And our built-in ZIBL™ (280 Industrial 
BASIC language) interpreter will reduce your 
programming time to hours, instead of weeks. So you 
can concentrate on your application, not hardware 
and software. If your needs are less than 200 sys
tems per year, you really can't afford to use anything 
but a BASIC CONTROLLER™. 

n1111nn111·e 
115 Independence Dr .. Menlo Park, CA 94025 (415) 329-8021 

~ 
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THE BASIC CONTROLLER'M WORLD 
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And, we do mean complete! 
Grinnell systems can include com
puters, disc drives, terminals and 
software operating systems. Plus a 
FORTRAN software and driver 
package; high resolution TV moni
tor, camera, and hard copy color 
printer. 

There are also other options to 
meet any special requirement you 
might have. 

Of course, you may already have 
some of the necessary hardware. 

That's why Grinnell systems work 
with standard TV monitors and 
cameras, and why plug-compatible 
interfaces are available for most 
minicomputers. 

We also give you a complete 
product line to choose from: 

GMR 270 Series: 512 x 512 reso
lution frame buffers and full color 
pipeline image processing systems. 

GMR 260 Series: 1024 x 1024 
resolution frame buffers for grey 

scale, black and white, pseudo 
color and full color. 

GMR 27 Series: High speed, 
modular graphic and image display 
systems. 

GMR 37 Series: Low cost graphic 
display systems. 

So, whether you want to analyze 
images from outer space or monitor 
a process in a plant, Grinnell has 
a complete system that can do it. 
For complete specifications and/or 
a quotation, call or write today. 

GRINNELL SYSTEMS 
2159 Bering Drive, San Jose, California 95131 (408) 263-9920 TWX 910 338 2145 
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ON OUR COVER 
With thousands of computer-compatible 
products offered for DEC micro and mini
computers, it's truly a DEC-compatible world. 
Photos courtesy of: Digital Engineering; TDX; 
Burr-Brown; Charles River Data; Date!; DCA. 
Cover illustration by Josh Randall. 
Concept by Richard Sarno. 
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You don't get the lion's share of the 
market tiy pussyfooting around. 

You get it by building the most reliable tape and 
disc controllers available. Our very first production units 
built in 1975 are still going strong. 

Wespercorp controllers work, right from the 
moment they're installed. 

That's because we thoroughly test and document 
the performance of all of our controllers under actual 
operating conditions before they leave 
the factory. 

You get it by building one 
of the best service 
organizations in 
the business. 

Should you ever need service, we'll be there fast. 
Anywhere in the world. We even fly our own airplane, 
so you won't have to wait. 

Wespercorp controllers fit DEC (LSI-11, PDP-11) 
and Data General (NOVA and Eclipse), and Perkin 
Elmer (Interdata) computers. We can fill orders in 30 

days ARO. Sometimes even faster. 
Get the complete story on our entire 

line. Call or write us today. 
Wespercorp, King of the 

Jungle, 14321 Myford Rd., 
Tustin, CA 92680. 
~ Ph. (714) 730-6250. 

~~ 
~tnber 1 in controllers . 



Letters 
Non-degreed EEs 

Dear Editor: 

This is in defense of non-degreed EEs, 
who Feerst disdains. I've had no for
mal electronic training, yet I've de
signed analog and digital products 
which are doing quite well. Does this 
make me less of a designer? No. I ob
serve negative tendencies among my 
degreed colleagues; among them a dis
dain for good ideas originated by 
younger or less educated personnel. 

We non-degreed electronic design
ers have positive characteristics: we 
work harder to prove ourselves, are 
cheaper, are less likely to tolerate 
politics and have learned not to look 
down our noses at others. We start as 
test technicians and work our way into 
design past many obstacles. We are 
denied admission into professional soc
ieties - such as IEEE - and are just as 
prone to get shafted by our employers 
when we come up with an idea that 
makes money (for them). Feerst would 
do well to embrace everyone who de
signs electronic circuits for a living in 
his CCEE. To argue that electronics 
should be a caste in to which admis
sion should be selectively unavailable to 
the non-degreed is undemocratic. 

I have worked in companies where 
non-degreed people are ostracize,d and 
I've had it. We need a standard test for 
competence in the various disciplines. 

Michael B. Stone 
Alexandria, VA 

Discovers XTHL 

Dear Editor: 

As I pointed out to Tim Quilici last 
November, the format in which I first 
presented MSGXP was designed to be 
most easily understood, and no attempt 
to optimize code was made. I was 
therefore pleased that Digital Design 
subsequently printed his optimization 
techniques. Now you have gone us both 
one better! 

Since almost all "Designers' Note
book" articles had been directed to 
hardware designers, and I have worked 
with a number of them taking their 
first steps as micro programmers, I was 
trying to pass on a time saving tech
nique in as straightforward a manner 
as possible . My own software seems to 
echo that simplistic, straightforward 
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simplemindedness! I almost hate to ad
mit that I have been writing 8080 code 
for almost five years - and have never 
used XTHL (eXchange Top of stack 
with HL). The reason is simple: when I 
started with the 8080 I couldn't imag
ine what the hell XTHL was good for, 
so I promptly forgot it! When I first 
started using MSGXP (I did invent the 
technique, to the best of my know
ledge), I should obviously have made 
use of XTHL, but because by then I 
was an "expert" on the 8080 (and 
never used the instruction), it ob
viously did not exist! 

It is because of exactly this kind 
of "mental programming" that I think 
articles such as Tim's are valuable to us 
and to less experienced engineers. All 
too often we find ourselves in a sit
uation where the governing principle 
is "Don't make it neat, make it NOW." 
This tends to stifle imagination and 
learning, and my own is a perfect 
example. 

Hopefully, Digital Design will con
tinue to publish such "Designers' 
Notebook" articles, which help to 
eliminate stagnation. 

Ken Barbier 
Borrego ·Engineering 

Digital Tape's Birth 

Dear Editor: 

I enjoyed reading about Wilvred (Bill) 
Wetzel in your May issue and your re
cognition of his contributions to the 
magnetic recording art. I was working 
on a system for recording FM data for 
telemetering purposes on magnetic tape 
for a new base that was to be built at 
Cape Canaveral in 1951. In the tele
metering recording system a pilot chan
nel was recorded together with the 
multichannel data, recovered and used 
to provide corrective signals for remov
ing tape stretch and flutter and wow 
errors. The problem that I was working 
on was that of overcoming the delay in 
the bandpass filters. It caused the cor
rective signals to arrive too early. I de
signed a pile of electronics to delay the 
corrective signals through RC lattice 
networks to arrive in time for theoret
ical perfect synchronization. The sig
nal did not fully correct because of a 
strange residual 3000 cps FM noise. The 
highest mechanical flutter and wow 
frequencies could not extend beyond 
100 cps. Most of the problem resided 
in the tape itself - high frequency flut
ter had just been discovered. 

We had the recorder and signal 
analysis equipment: 3M had the tape 
making facility. Bill Wetzel would make 

up test tapes, changing parameters in 
the manufacturing process, and send 
them to us. We would then tell him 
which tapes were better - and which 
worse . Most of the problem was tied 
down to small clumping on the surface 
- which we called "teaties" in our cor
respondence in deference to their con
ical shapes. Under the microscope he 
found the nature of the troublemaking 
inclusions and began to appreciate the 
importance of cleanliness in the manu
facturing process. He found how to re
duce the number and frequency of 
these teaties and pushed 3M into manu
facturing a special tape just for us -
deteatified tape. Someone in 3M asked 
the question: "What does the word 'de
teatified' mean?" It was simply too ris
que for the early 1950s, so it emerged 
as 3M's Instrumentation Grade Mag
netic Recording tape , with later ver
sions used for digital magnetic 
recording. 

I believe that the sales of this special 
grade tape eclipsed that for conven
tional audio tape and evolved as a sig
nificant factor in 3M's profitability 
and growth. I always like to think that 
3M's leadership in high performance 
tapes was partially as a result of Bill 
Wetzel's feeling that national defense 
was important enough to take a gam
ble on creating a product for a market 
that didn't exist in the minds of two 
out of three in the business. 

Paul Baran 
President 
Cabledata Associates 
Palo Alto, CA 

Line Disturbance Analyzers 

Dear Editor: 

We are looking for a piece of equip
ment which will connect to our AC 
line and detect and display anomalies 
in voltage and phase. It must also have 
a printer to record permanently such 
faults, and have a built in time clock 
so we can correlate the line anomalies 
with other equipment cycling. This 
was discussed in the February 1980 
issue's "Evaluating Power Line and 
Power Supply Performance In Compu
ter Systems" (by S. Tharp of Dranetz) , 
but I would like to see a total listing of 
units. Is such a product available? Or , 
would the function be implemented 
using a larger instrument? Any help 
will be appreciated. 

Michael Neidich 
UP Systems, Inc. 
18 Hillside Lane 
No . Syosset, NY 11791 
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Description 

444 equivalent gates 

28 dedicated D-type flip flops 
arranged in 4 rows of 1 each 

For m.a.ximwn cost
eHiciency design with 
the new MCE CMOS 
Monochip; 

Specification 
at 25°C (5 volts) 

3 to 5 volts supply 

Average propagation delay 
of 13ns (FO = 2) 

MCE Monochip™ is the most cost
effective member of our CMOS digital 
gate array family. It's the same size as 
our MCC Monochip (23,500 square 
mils), but has 28 flip flops more
giving you the equivalent of 444 gates 
and boosting silicon usage efficiency 
by 37%. That means greater cost sav
ings for you. 

MCE Monochip1
"' is ideal for appli

cations such as counters or dividers, 
data latches, or shift registers where 
numerous flip flops are required. Plus 
MCE Monochip has many new features 
to make chip layouts simpler for you, 
including 22 buffers and 18 drivers 
evenly distributed on the chip's pe
riphery, internal contacts for easier 
accommodation of bus structures, and 
underpasses for easy access to the 
four corner bonding pads. 

Start designing your own MCE gate 
array today. Our CMOS Design Manual 
gives you all the materials and informa
tion you need for just $25. 

Because MCE Monochip's compo
nents are already in place, all you do 
is tell us how to connect them for the 
circuit you need. Working from your 
layout, we make your circuit and deliver 
20 prototypes in 12 to 14 weeks for 
$4,650. Once you've approved them, 
we'll produce 1,000 to 500,000 parts 
for you. 

Start saving money on your designs 
today-with the MCE Monochip. To 
order your kit- or for more informa
tion - call or write us. Interdesign, 
1255 Reamwood Avenue, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086. (408) 734-8666. 

160 array cells arranged in 8 rows Toggle frequency up to 5 
of 18 each and 4 rows of 4 each megahertz 

40 1/0/cells, 22 of which can be 
connected as three-state outputs 

136 x 174 mils 

44 pins max. 

Storage temperature range: 
-55 to + 150°C 

Operating temperature range: 
-55 to + 125°C 

Proven metal gate CMOS 
technology 
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~~kout 
Paul Snigier, Editor 

The Magazine For DEC Compatible Products 
Digital Design this month offers a comprehensive DEC-compatible Directory. An impor
tant industry milestone, it is the first DEC-compatible directory published by any elec
tronics/computer trade-press publication. Last August we had the first DEC-compatible 
issue ever devoted to this subject. This current issue is the second of our on-going series in 
this important field. 

This directory is designed to meet your needs as well as those of OEM integrators and 
system designers. In August we wrote: "Searching for compatible memory and peri
pherals for DEC computers can be a hassle. Where do you look? We understand that 
many system designers scan through Digital Design's pages and look at the advertisements; 
some save back issues or tear out ads. Since most major manufacturers of DEC (and Data 
General and other) compatible boards and peripherals advertise in Digital Design often , at 
least once each six months, this is a workable solution. However, we want to do more for 
you and publish DEC-compatible equipment directories and directory listings of firms 
that manufacture/service compatible memory and peripherals." 

DEC-compatible-manufacturers' responses to our August Speakout questionnaire were more than we expected: they were 
overwhelming! Strong, favorable reader response hinted that this issue might become a collector's item. Many called or wrote 
to say they would be willing to pay (a lot) for such a directory . Naturally, we thought of publishing it separately and charging 
(a lot) for it. We then decided that the best way to serve our advertisers (who pay our bills and make it possible for you to 
receive DD , and other computer magazines, free) was to first serve our reader's interests. 

We plan to expand this directory. Our third DEC-compatible issue will appear in July. We will publish descriptions of new 
devices that will have been introduced by then and will include those manufacturers who missed last August's questionnaire . 
If you were left out and want to be listed in the expanded directory, then please fill out this questionnaire. Use photocopied 
forms for each product. Don't take the easy way out and write: "See spec sheet." (We cannot reprint spec sheets.) Include in 
your mail-back, press releases, photos, manuals, literature, articles, etc. Also, let us know whom to contact for more information . 

Remember, if your firm manufactures DEC-compatible products, this is an excellent opportunity to be listed in a 
directory that will reach 65 ,000 direct (173 ,000 total) readers - leading computer system integrators throughout the indus
try . This directory issue will be saved by system integrators and designers, and will be actively referred to over the next 12 
months and beyond. 

~---------------------------------------, 

If your firm manufactures, buys, sells, trades, writes software for DEC-compatible memories, peripherals or 
equipment, then let our 65 ,000 direct (173,000 total) readers know. Send us all the product literature 
you've got. Please place one product per page (make photocopies as desired). See Speakout above for more 
directions. 

Description/specs--------------------------------

I 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Do you: manufacture D-buy O-sell 0-trade O-service 0------(check all that apply) I 
Is vendor maintenance available? ----------------------------
Number of your field offices·~_FO, Name of 3rd party service: ---------------

No vendor maintenance (No V~): ---------------------------
Price(s)---------------------------------
Company contact (sales) ___________________________ _ 

Company Name/Division-------------------------------
Street/box# ________________________________ _ 
City __________________ State/Zip ____ Phone ( 
Who should our editors contact? ___________________________ _ 

Mail this form to: Directory Editor,Digital Design, 1050 Commonwealth Ave ., MA 02215 (617) 232-5470. 
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From 
mini-computer systems 

Peripheral Products 
Division 

A Unique Combination of OEM 
Products For Minicomputer/ 

Microcomputer Systems 
Peripheral Controllers 

Des kw are 

.., 

Distributor 
Fl & 

epresentativ 
Inquiries e 
ln11itec1 

• Disk controllers ( 10-300 mb) 
NOVA Compatible 

• 4- and 8-channel multiplexers 
NOVA compatible 

• Minicomputer 
systems packaging 

• Line printer controllers for -
DEC, NOVA, IBM Series I 

• Microcomputer systems 
integration 

• CRT terminal workstations 

For further information contact: 

MCS, Peripheral Products Division 
2259 Via Burton 
Anaheim, California 92806 
(714) 870-7660 

399 Fairview Park Drive 
Elmsford, New York 10523 

(914) 592-8812 
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Technology 
Trends 
Multiplexer Systems Aid Communications 
Users of DEC's DHl 1 multiplexer 
need improved line-handling capabili
ties in a smaller package and at a lower 
cost. Such a communications multi
plexer would allow PDP-11/V AX-11 
users to connect as many as 64 asyn
chronous communications line devices 
to a single controller board housed 
within the CPU backplane. Additional 
lines could be connected through a 
communications controller card to the 
CPU; and line adapter cards to external 
distribution panels. Such a multiplexer 
would use a single hex-size circuit board 
for the communications controller 
connected by a 34-conductor ribbon
cable to as many as four distribution 
panels. Each panel contains its own in
tegral supply and either one or two 
eight-channel line adapters. The CS-
11 /His such a unit. 

Line adapters provide data/modem 
interface circuitry plus UART circuitry 
for serial-to-parallel/parallel-to-serial 
conversions for parallel data transfer 
between adapters and controller. The 
UARTs also contain a baud rate gen
erator. The line adapters may be con
figured initially for either RS-232C or 
current-loop interface. 

Flexibility 

"This unique system organization gives 
users flexibility where it is needed," 
said Phillip Begich of Emulex. "Chan
nels may be added in eight - not 16 -
line increments; and types of inter
faces can be changed, mixed or 
matched . 

"Since all line interfacing variations 
are outside the CPU, users never re
structure the CPU chassis or add ex
pansion boxes for additional lines, 
as with other multiplexers requiring 
multiple boards in the host CPU," 
Begich continued. "If more than 64 
lines are needed, only · one additional 
standalone board is inserted on the 
Unibus to handle a second group of up 
to 64 lines." 

CSl l/H exceeds DZl l's low per
formance and DEC's comparable 
DHl 1 systems. "It offers all of the 
DHl 1 features - such as DMA output 
transmission, FIFO input and adapta-
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bility of line interfacing, speed and for
mat selection ," stated Begich , "and in
dividual byte count and address regis
ters are provided for each line for DMA 
of characters transmitted from CPU 
memory. This procedure reduces both 
CPU and Unibus loading in compari
son to interrupt-driven multiplexers , 
which have programmed output opera

. tions ." Begich also noted that it offers 
added benefits with optimized packag
ing : higher total performance, auto
matic self-test and reduced power re
quirements. All these standard and en
hancement features have diagnostic 
and operating software transparency. 

It supports asynchronous line inter
faces of all types, including RS-232C , 
with full DMl 1 compatible modem con
trol and· current loop. It provides for 
program selection of individual line 
speeds to 19,200 baud using all com
monly-used baud rates (plus split line 
speeds for handling different rates in 
transmit and receive). Character size 
from 5 to 8 bits and stop bits are 1, 
1.5 or 2 bits in size. Transmission 
modes include half duplex , full duplex 
or echoplex. 

The CSl l/H firmware PROMs di-

,-----1 

1 

HostPDP-11 

1 

I 

rectly emulate DHl 1 functions , al
lowing transparent execution of 
standard DEC diagnostics and OS 
software . 

Beyond these standard DHI 1 bene
fits, the system provides features lack
ing in other DHl 1 systems . Compact 
packaging puts all basic communica
tions controller functions on one board 
plugging into a single Unibus SPC slot 
as only one unit load on the Unibus. 
The single 34-conductor flat cable 
daisy chains up to four distribution 
panels containing the line adapter 
circuitry. 

CS 11 /H requires 4 A from the in
ternal +5-V computer supply. Each 
distribution panel has a supply , so no 
additional CPU power is required as 
lines are added. 

Each CCI 1 controller emulates up 
to four 16-line DHl l's in eight-line in
crements up to 64 lines. All operating 
mode and special firmware enhance
ments are selectable by slide switches 
for each eight-line group. 

Want further information? Contact 
Emulex Corp, 2001 E. Deere Ave. , 
Santa Ana, CA92705 . (714)557-7580. 

CP11 
Distribution Panel 

CA11 
Line 

Circle 196 

8 
Async . 

I 

I 
"' :9 1/'--"'-

CC11/H 
31-Conductor 

Flat Cable 
Adapter Lines 

c: Communications 
::::> Controller 

I I 
L _____ J 

Daisy Chain to 
Additional CP11 

CA11 8 
Line Async. 

Adapter Lines 

The basic element of the CS11 Multiplexer is the CC11/H communications controller: it emu
lates the functions of the multiple cards found in the OH11 and occupies one STC slot on the 
Unibus and represents just one unit load to the CPU. 
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Hotline to your PDP-11 

Able deals a powerful data-communications hand 
We've moved 
well into data 
communica
tions and 
already have a 
fist full of 
cards that sell 
for less than 
the competi
tion but do a 
lot more. They 
all will save 
you space, 
power, bus 
loading and 
money while 
giving better 
performance, 
reliability, 
flexibility, and 

DMAX/16'" 
(16·LlNE DHll REPLACEMENT) 

INSTALLS IN: <half OHi 1 space. DATA RATES: 
All standard baud rates plus 19.2K ba)uti:oi~se 
user programmable rate (16 baud rates . . . -
SING ADVANTAGES: Word transfers (In lieu of 
b te OMA) cut processing overhead by h~lf1 OPER-
1TING MODES: Full or half duplex with full mo
dem control via DM / 16 option. CAPACITY: U.P to 
256 lineson a single PDP-II at 2 bus loads per 16-hnes. 

DZ/16 
(16-LlNE DZll-E REPLACEMENT) 

INSTALLS IN: VAX or PDP-11 in half DZU-E space 
at 1 bus load. UNIQUE OPERATING ADVAN
TAGES: On-board LED self-test pmpomts malfunc
tion area. Built-in maintenance aid (stagg~red 
loop-around) provides only way to effect total panty/ 
framing error check. On-board add~ss/vector pencil 
switches assure complete configuration control. 

QUADRASYNC/B'" OR C'" 
(4-LINE DLll REPLACEMENT/EIA OR CL) 

INSTALLS IN: 1 SPC slot, 4 lines at 1 bus load. 
DATA _RATES: 7 selectable rates for any of the 
lines (150-9600). ELECTRICAL: EIA standard 
RS232C or 20 MA current loop (send/receive). 
VECTOR/ADDRESS SELECTION: Vector 
and address values to be set on boundaries of 
00, to 40,. 16 continuous word address for 
Vector or Address. 

convenience. Take a look at the 
facts, then decide for yourself. 
Along with our powerful com-

Catch our state-of-the-art data 
communications surprise. Visit 
ABU· 's booth .;:t964, Interface '8 J, 
Las Vegas . 

(4-LI~'!;J~RASYNC/E'" 
INSTALLS IN· l-E REPLACEMENT) 
DATA RATEs" l SPC slot 4 Jin 

2
Ji3nes (150-9600). :E~sEeCJeTctRabJ~ rates'fo~t.~ burs load. 

2C with od lCAL· EI Y o the 4 
SELECTION· 1e6m co~troJ. VECTo'it~,\I)lard RS
tor or Addr.,;. continuous word ad DRESS 
boundary. - starting values s l dress for Vec-

e ected on any 

l4-LI~1bADRACALL'" 
INSTALL$ IN· NII REPLACEMENT) 
PERFORMAN. 1 SPC slot 4 Jin 
with Unibus t CE: lnterfac.;. u t es at l bus load. 
g·input signal; f~;odial link-ups.~N'~J.fYJO! ACU's 
E~~receivers. 6-out;u~f.U are handled by ¥lf~T: 
[ION~~~I;,~r~i~ti~~c~o~~~~RE~~·~L~nsg 
Y use of J>enciJ switches~ ev1ce address and vect~ .. 

· DV; 
(8, 16, 24 or 32-LINE D 16 

INSTALLS IN:< half DV VJ 1 REPLACEMENT) 
tocol hand]' t ll space · . 

DEC DD~CPr JSBYnc/ async corrf:i~vidin~ byte Pro-
ADVANT • M BISYNC t {)cations such 

lines in '.AGE:. User may ~~.c~ PERATING 
ho ·d ~mbtnations of 4 yn~ and async 
Fu'\J switch selection witbr 8 Imes by on. 

.V software compafbl m?dem control 
performance features. i e with aU DV1i 

munication 
package and 

world-wide prod
uct support we 

have a complete 
selection of cache 
buffer memories, 

Fastbus memories, 
DMA interfaces, 

PDP-11 bus repeat
ers and LSI Q-bus 

adaptors. Write for 
details. You'll find 

out why our 
customers consider 

us the leader among 
manufacturers of 

PDP enhancements. 

Able, the 
computer experts 

ABLE COMPUTER, 1751 Langley Avenue, 
Irvine, California 92714. (714) 979-7030. 

TWX 910-595-1729. 

ABLE COMPUTER-EUROPE, 
74/76 Northbrook Street, Newbury, 

Berkshire, England RG13 lAE. 
(0635) 32125. TELEX 848507 HJULPHG. 
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Terminal Response-Time Reduced Tenfold 
Want a smart terminal that updates 
screen 5 to 10 times faster than typical 
µP-based units? The IQ 135, from 
Soroc , achieves fast response using a 
16-bit refresh memory (instead of the 
usual 8-bit) in a design that accesses 
two characters for the screen at one 
time . 

Besides providing reduced response 
times, IQ 135 allows the computer or 
operator to easily alter the terminal 
configuration to maximize compatibil
ity with system hardware requirements . 
This is accomplished by changing con
trol codes used during data transmis
sion to delimit certain portions of the 
screen (such as protected areas and 
ends of lines) . If, for example, a printer 
requires only a carriage return at the 
end of a line instead of a carriage 
return and line feed, the operator 
changes the control code to send only 
the carriage return. 

System flexibility includes human 
factors and hardware requirements. A 
36-character user message line is in
dependent of screen data, allowing the 
system to maintain constant messages 
on the screen for the operator even 
while the rest of the screen data is be
ing scrolled. The right-hand margin 
is adjustable in increments as small as 
one character, and blinking fields can 
be set by adjusting the length of time 
the blinking characters are on and off. 

The 2-k screen memory is sup
ported by a 750-character FIFO buf
fer that uses space compression to ex
tend capacity. Up to 128 continuous 
spaces can be compressed into a 
single byte of FIFO memory - a use
ful capability in text-0riented applica
tions like WP where data often contain 
many continuous spaces. 

IQ 135 displays the full ASCII 128-
character set in upper and lower cases 
on a screen with a capacity of 80 
characters by 24 lines. Standard com
munications interface is RS-232C. An 
optional 20-ma current loop interface 
is available, and data transmission is 
switch selectable in rates from 110 to 
19,200 baud . 

Want more information? Contact 
Soroc Technology, Inc., 165 Freedom 
Ave., Anaheim, CA 92801. (714) 
992-2860 . Circle 197 
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Data to µP 

Data from µP Refresh 
Memory 
1K X 8 

Even 
Characters 

Refresh 
Memory 
1K X 8 

Odd 
Characters 

8-Bit 
Latch 

Even Cycle r-""L---" 

Odd Cycle ' 
To 

The µP accesses refresh memory much more frequently than possible in µP-based terminals. 
The video section accesses two characters/time in the 16-bit-wide refresh memory, saving one 
character for the next character time. The Z-80 can have a memory cycle between character 
accesses, and maximum delay between memory cycles is only one character time (about 
600- to 700 ns). 

Trend To Conditioned Power Grows 

The future will see increasing emphasis 
on power conditioning. Noise disturb
ances, voltage variations and outages 
were always a problem for computers. 
IBM's 1974 two-year study found that 
the typical computer site experienced 
130 error-producing power anomalies 
per month. Matters haven't improved 
much since then ; indeed , they may be 
·worse . Certainly, the spectre oflower
quality power due to oil shortages and 
nuclear plant construction slowdowns 
are not reassuring to OEMs. With the 
invasion of microcomputers and mini
computers into unprotected industrial 
and business environments, the ques
tion of conditioned power becomes 
one of increasing concern in 1981. 

What can OEMs do? The answer to 
that question was recently discussed 
by Patrick K. Hallinan of Topaz in San 
Diego, CA. Hallinan's recommenda
tions to system integrators were as 
follows. 

Getting rid of noise 

For low-gain circuits or insensitive 
loads , transformer isolation is ade
quate . If powering a high-gain circuit, 
sensitive instrumentation, DP systems, 
communication systems or telemetry 
equipment, primary noise must be 
blocked to prevent degraded or inac
curate performance. Greater physical 
separation of coils produces less noise 
coupling, but it increases leakage in-
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ductance and reduces power transfer. 
A grounded single-turn of conductive 
foil between coils diverts much pri
mary noise current to ground . Capac
itance around the Faraday shield 
couples enough noise from primary to 
secondary to cause problems. A box 
shield, completely enclosing the wind
ing with conductive foil, provides a 
ground path for primary circuit noise. 
Smaller capacitance exists between 
primary and secondary coils . The 
ultra-isolator stops noise currents from 
crossing the transformer in either di-

rection. Each coil is enclosed in a 
wrapped foil-box shield . Enclosure and 
separator plates provide a second level 
of box shielding. Coils are separated. 
This protects against 88 .5% of all error
producing power anomalies. 

Undervoltages and overvoltages 
account for 11 % of significant power 
line disturbances . These are due to 
normal transmission line voltage drops, 
intra-building voltage drops, brown
outs, and voltage sags and surges. 

The most common solution to 
voltage variations is the AC line-volt
age regulator. Incoming voltages rise 
13% above nominal and fall 25% be
low nominal. They regulate to around 
±7% of nominal. Today OEMs have 
turned to power conditioners, which 
combine an ultra-isolator with a volt
age regulator to produce the best 

counter-weapon against noise and volt
age variations. They come in a wide :>J 

variety of shapes and sizes , and in ,.,. 
power ratings to suit virtually any 
computer. Power conditioners can + 
solve 99 .5% of all power disturbances . ... 
Approximately 0.5% of power line 
disturbances are power outages - de- -... 
vastations that erase entire programs 
in milliseconds. The most common .. 
solution to blackouts is the Uninter- .. 
ruptible Power System (UPS). They 
can be either on-line or off-line (see .. 
Digital Design , February 1980). Power 
conditioners , best for most computer ;.. 
applications where cost is primary, " 
cost $.45 per VA; UPS cost $2.50 per 
VA. The selection is one of weighing ,... 
the cost of data that could be lost : if 
invaluable, the added cost of UPS is ,. 
a bargain. 

OEMs Urged to Scrutinize DEC-Emulating Video Terminals .. 
Rick Brechtlein, Cobar, Inc 

Many VT- I 00 ty pe terminal makers 
jumped temporarily into the market to 
capitalize on DEC's recent terminal de
livery woes. Lock into one of these 
"here today, gone tomorrow" termi
nals and your woes may be just start
ing. Asked what the OEM system de
signer can do to protect himself, Rick 
Brechtlein of Cobar offers some ad
vice .in the following report. 

DEC's headache 

The DEC terminal emulation "gold 
rush" began more than a year ago 
when DEC incorrectly anticipated a 
slowdown in business but was soon 
overwhelmed with orders. The VT-I OO's 
unique design, detached keyboard (ar
ranged similarly to the IBM Selectric) , 
set-up modes (allowing operators to 
configure systems through the key
board) and overall good performance 
made the VT-100 into a defacto termi
nal standard . Soon , DEC fell 14 
months behind on deliveries! The gold 
rush was on. 

Some companies recoded the micro 
program in general purpose terminals 
and offered these as emulators that 
functionally duplicated the VT-100. 
Others carried emulation farther : their 
terminals were designed to look and 
feel like the VT-100. Some even added 
extra features. One had some qualities 
that even DEC's VT-132 lacked! · 

DEC will begin a major marketing 
push for its VT-1 32, the latest genera
tion terminal, early this year; and it 
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could trigger a greater demand than 
the VT-100. 

Because DEC increased its manu
facturing capability three-fold within 
the last year and greatly reduced de
livery time, some terminal emulators 
felt the VT-100 market was too vola
tile : they modified their VT-100 emu
lators as general purpose terminals . 
Still , even though DEC is catching up 
with its VT-100 deliveries, there is a 
good market for DEC terminal emula
tor makers who offer a quality prod
uct, good service and provide hardware 
for the small OEM systems designers 
with unique applications. 

Buyer criteria 

Emulating terminals sell for 2045% 
below DEC's prices. But when DEC re
duces prices , some suppliers will bail 
out , leaving their customers behind. 

Rule 1: the capability of expanding 
a system should be near the top of 
your checklist for evaluating DEC 
terminal emulators. Those most totally 
committed have terminals designed for 
today and tomorrow. It should have 
VT-132 features , plus more. Expect 
a great demand for the VT-132 ; it fits 
perfectly into DEC's marketing pat
tern of concentrating on the commer
cial business-forms management, word 
processing, distributed processing and 
off-line applications - that are ter
minal-oriented . 

The VT-132 hit the market before 
software could support it. Late last 

year , there was still no DEC software 
to support the terminal, even though ~ 
it had already been in limited produc
tion for about 18 months. However, 
there are quite a few large DEC OEM 
software houses that are writing their 
own 1/0 drivers to take advantage of 
VT-132 features. .. Rule 2 : an emulating terminal 
should at least equal VT-132 perform
ance. One common complaint from 
VT-100 users is the data overrun 
problem. Most emulators have ex
panded buffers and improved scrolling 
mode to help solve this problem. For 
example, look for a data buffer larger 
than the VT-132 's, (twice the size of .., 
the VT-100 buffer,) and scroll speed 
controlled automatically by a µP to 
virtually eliminate data overruns (a 
frequent and costly problem in heavily
used DEC systems) . 

Internal memory size will determine 
a terminal 's versatility and expandabil
ity. It takes 8K of PROM to duplicate 
the VT-lOO's , and approximately an 
additional 4K to add VT-132 capabil
ities. Insist on at least that much more 
internal memory. It's a good idea to 
have expansion capability of about 
32K to handle future requi rements. 

The terminal should have a bidirec
tional auxiliary port, which will permit 
adding nearly any type of peripheral 
with an RS-232C interface . (This is a 
must for system expansion.) 

Also important for expandability 
and flexibility is data and contrn1 char-

• 



Channels .. with a Battery 
Dolch Logic Instruments' third generation logic analyzer, the 
LAM 3250, lets you meet your troubleshooting needs now, 
and expand for the future. The LAM 3250 records up to 32 
channels of information at sampling rates to 50 MHz, and with 
optional Channel Expansion Probes, its capability can be 
extended to 64 channels. And there's more. 

Sophisticated clocking. 
Since it incorporates dual 16-channel X 1000-bit recording 
blocks, the LAM 3250 can accept up to two independent 
external clocks for sampling data, letting you independently 
monitor both address and data on a multiplexed bus. 

Powerful triggering. 
Four-level sequential triggering, each level with an inde
pendent pass counter ranging from 1-255 counts, lets you 
debug programs containing nested subroutines. There's even 
a Restart function to guide you through data on the bus. All 
of this is easily programmed in a separate trigger menu. 

Battery back-up. 
The LAM 3250's revolutionary new BATTERY.BACKED 
MENU MEMORY feature allows you to store up to 6 
separate files of display and menu parameters in CMOS 
RAM for up to three months without power. This means that 

you can recall complete test set-ups in a matter of seconds. 
No more time wasted rewriting menus. 

Check these features and compare: 
• 32 channels X 1000-bit memory 
• Expandable to 64-channel X 500-bit memory (optional) 
• Sampling rates to 50 MHz 
• 5 ns glitch capture 
• Timing capability for 16 or 32 channels 
• Hex, octal, binary and ASCII displays 
• Powerful word search feature 
• Window triggering 
• Real-time trigger tracing 
• Non-volatile menu memory 
• GPIB and RS-232 interfaces standard 
• Personality probes and disassemblers for many popular 

uP's and bus systems (optional) 

This is only part of the story. For more details on this and 
other dynamic troubleshooting tools, contact the logic 
analyzer experts today. Dolch Logic Instruments, 
230 Devcon Drive, San Jose, CA 95112. 
Or call toll free (800) 538-7506. In California (408) 946-6044. 

!mDDLCH 
LOGIC INSTRUMENTS 

REPRESENTATIVES: Austrt• 02236/866310. Belalum 022192451·53. C•n.d• 1514 1 3J6-0392, Denman. 02804200, Finland 08090520311, Fnll<:e 069.302880. G ennany 0893190 1-1 . Grul Brhaln 0734694944, Greece 0218219470. 

Hollrind 040533725, hr.el 03453151, Italy 0241 58746, Non .. y 02356110. Spain 05221 3199. Sweden 08879490. Swltz.erland 0136J2188, Ea.it Eurc>pe-U.K. 093252121. SinJl•pore 0637944. Sout h Africa 01227739. 
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acter arrangement. If data and control 
characters are in a table, users change 
the character sets by merely changing 
the table, thus permitting redefining 
keyboard layout (an important feature 
if users need special requirements, 
such as foreign languages) . 

Most emulators deliver terminals in 
30 days; some factory-direct manufac
turers do better. But service is impor
tant - although much less critical for 
VTs than other devices because VTs 
are simpler. Will a terminal require 
significant maintenance during its life? 
Unlikely. Most don't have adjustments 
to check; and some, like the VT-132/ 
VT-100, don't even use mechanical 
switches to set up operating param
eters. Thus, most offer substantial 
warranties. A few offer one-year war
ranties . Other common warranty peri
ods are for six months and 90 days. 
Some even offer loaner terminals when 
a CRT needs factory repair. Rule 3: 
deal with a factory-direct emulator to 
speed response when service is 
required . 

puter peripheral manufacturing com
panies! You can learn a lot about a 
new company's financial stability by 
checking his vendors for credit refer
ences. Look also , at the background of +' 
the company's principals. 

Operator convenience enhance
ments, such as transmitting multiple 
character sequences through a single 
key stroke, can be implemented with 
the "set-up" procedure. For example, 
a command sequence repetitively used 
during an editing session could be in
voked with a single key . 

A few emulators have features such 
as controllable cursor (operators can 
stop it from blinking) and non-glare 
screen (a characteristic no~ available in 
VT-lOOs and VT-132s). 

Consider ergonomics 

Most emulators probably don't 
emulate enough. It is important for a 
terminal to look, feel and even sound 
like a DEC terminal. Too many emula
tors fail on the human engineering 
aspects . 

Many OEM's question the viability 
of terminal manufacturers. Will the 
company you buy from be around to 
service and supply more terminals in 
the future? Are start-up companies 
less likely to survive than large estab
lished companies? Although percent
age of failures among new companies 
is great, the computer peripheral in
dustry is unique : most got a lot of ex
perience with another peripheral man
ufacturer - before starting their own 
companies. Few novices organize com-

Advantages exist in dealing with a 
start-up company. If ordering fewer 
terminals - or terminals for special 
applications - you may be better off 
dealing with a newer , smaller company ,.. 
that is eager to get your business. But, 
be sure there is a degree of commit
ment to the DEC marketplace. 

Finally , look for the terminal 
maker whose marketing approach is 
similar to yours. You are committed 
to a market and designed a system for 
what is probably a vertical market. 
Most emulators produce quality prod
ucts. Several firms that make VT-100 
emulators include : Visual Technology, 
Datamedia, Cobar, Plessey, C. ltoh 
(Japanese) , Volker-Craig (Canadian) , 
Microterm, Direct, Datagraphix and 
Teleray. 

But firm commitment and product 
selection are not the only selection 
factors. In choosing, select the video 
display terminal that maximizes the 
capabilities technologically available to 
fulfill the requirements of your partic
ular market. 

COLOR GRAPHICS FROM TWO 
SMALL PLOTTERS WITH DI DEAS. 

T here's nothing small about Zeta 's high-speed 
incremental plotters except their size and cost. 
Plot quality and throughput equal that of much 
larger machines. 

Model 1450 gives you 4-pen, progromoble 
multiple-color plotting. The 1550 is a one-pen 
plotter with low price but high-speed and high 
resolution. This inexpensive new plotter gener
ates charts of unsurpassed plot quality. !30th 
models plot with speeds of 10 inches per second . 
!30th con give you multicolored graphics over a 
plotting area of 11 inches by 144 feet. 

Color communicates better. 
Our ZCHART II Interactive 13usiness Graphics 

Program generates line charts, bar charts or pie 
charts with such relative ease that a secretory 
who's a novice to plotting con produce colored 
business graphics that communicate as only charts 

con . Prices start at less DTA 
than $6,000. We'd 
welcome on 
opportunity to tell 
you more. Write us. lo"fl ~olol o R 
Or better yet, coll. ~LJ LJ~ 

laE NICOLET ZETA CORPORATION 2.300 Stonwell Drive. Concord. Co. 94520 Coll (415) 6 71 -0600 
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A must for 
your consideration 
because the Series 630 
starts where other terminals stop. 
The 630 is a smart state-of-the-art ergo
nomically designed terminal which 
incorporates quality, reliability , and the 
flexibility to adapt to your system at a 
price which helps keep your overall 
system cost down. 

The 630 has many standard features to 
complement your system. A few of these 
are detached keyboard with the reliable 
reed switch technology, non glare 
screen, full editing capabilities , 
user,programmable auxiliary 1/0 
port and horizontal split screen, 
six user defined function keys, 
and upper and lower case 
characters . 

TEC also offers an array of 

Made 1n U.S.A. 

Quite frankly, 
when it comes to OEM 

terminals, TEC far exceeds competition. 

designed with 
the OEM in mind 

options to make the 630 even more 
attractive to you, some of which are tilt/ 
swivel terminal base, 96 character limited 
graphics set, composite video output, 2, 
4, or 8 pages of memory with paging or 
scrolling . 

TEC has been in business for over 23 
years . We know how to make OEMs 
happy, we have built CRT terminals for 
them for over 15 years. That's a long time 

and we're proud of it . We believe 
in providing individual support 
to all of our customers , espe-
cially after the sale has taken 
place. TEC will also modify or 
completely redesign its ter
minals to meet your exact 
requirement. 

Circle 29 on Reader Inquiry Card 

For a detailed brochure on the 630 or 
other TEC terminals, or for applications 
assistance, contact TEC today . 

.TEC, Incorporated 
DECADES OF SUPPORT 
Corporate Headquarters 
2727 N. Fairview Ave. 
Tucson, Arizona USA 85705 ( 602) 792-2230 
TWX 910-952-1377 Telex 16-5540 

• Boston (617) 879-6886 
• Chicago (312) 655-1 060 
• Cincinnati (513) 984-6620 
• Los Angeles (714) 848-3111 
• Minneapolis(612)941-1120 
• Philadelphia (201) 780-6700 
• San Francisco (408) 374-2660 
• Washington D.C. (703) 354-1222 
• West Palm Beach (305) 684-1604 

TEC International , Inc. E 
European Sales Office 1 ti-® 
Avenue Louise 148-Box 6 ~ 
1050 Brussels, Belgium 
(02) 649-81 54 Telex 846-63553 



Cipher Data Products is the leading independent 
manufacturer of tape drives. That means we can give you 
more combinations of size, speed, capability and cost for 
meeting any application you can name. From our high 
performance yet cost-efficient vacuum column drives to 
our low cost and versatile streaming drives. 

Take our exciting 
high p:rformen. 

There may be other vacuum column drives, but 
only Cipher's 900 Series gives you these exclusive features: 

0 quiet operation 
0 internal diagnostics 
O low power usage 
0 no changing of 50/ 60 Hz belts or pulleys 

The 900 Series uses built-in Z-80 intelligence and far 
simpler mechanical design to provide total closed loop control 
for gentle tape handling. You get your choice of 45, 75 or 125 
inch per second speeds in NRZl/PE recording formats. 

Catch the excitement! 
Call us today at (714 J 578-9100. Or write for 

our free product brochure-10225 Wiiiow Creek Road, 
San Diego, Callfornla 92131. 

IAe !'6.' eXCl6.70,!I cn1npnny 
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Your Choi 
RM02 \>r 

\ 

RP06 
E1nulation 

• SMD interface for 67 or 256 Mbyte drives 
• Microprocessor-controlled with internal self-test 

•Transparent ECC with LED error message display 
•On-board connectors cable directly to four drives 

•Low IC density ensures cooler, more reliable operation 
•Easily installed in any two PDP-11 SPC backplane slots for full DEC* compatibility 

•Cost savings of 50% compared to RM02 or RP06 when configured into disc subsystem 

PM-DS02D (RM02 emulation) 
Plessey's PM-DS02D disc subsystem con
sists of the PM-DC1102 controller and 
one 67 Mbyte PM-DD11 /80 SMD drive 
that has a proven history of reliability and 
data integrity. The PM-DS02D subsystem 
provides complete sohware and media 
compatibility with DEC's RH11 /RM02 
subsystem . The PM-DC1102, in this con· 
figuration, can directly support four 67 
Mbyte disc drives for a total system capac

ity of 268 Mbytes. Disc pack files created on either the PM-DS020 
or the DEC RM02 can be used interchangeably. 

-Plessey Peripheral Systems 

PM-DS06E (RP06 emulation) 
The PM-DS06E consists of the PM-DC1102 disc controller and one 
256 Mbyte PM-DD 11 /300 SM D disc pack drive with cables. The 
PM -DS06E provides for expanded capa
city RP06 emulation (256 instead of 176 
Mbytes) and, by use of minor software 
patches, is compatible with RSTS*/ 
RSX 11 M • system software and diagnos
tics for DEC's RP06 disc subsystem. Up 
to four 256 Mbyte PM-DD11 /300 disc 
drives may be cabled directly to the con· 
troller for a maximum system capacity 
in excess of 1000 Mbytes. 

*Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 

1691 Browning Avenue 
Irvine, CA. 92714 

Toll Free Tele: 1-800-422-4217 
In Calif : 1-800-854-3581 

..........••.......................................•.......................•.....•...•....•................•.....•........... 
! Please send me further information on Plessey's : ! . . 
: 0 PM-DC1102 D PM-DS02D D PM-DS06E E 
! Name Title • • * 
! Company : . . 
: Street City State Zip : 

: Plessey Peripheral Systems, Attn: Marketing Department, 1691 Browning, Irvine, CA 92714 : 
• + 

·······························································~·························•*********************************** 



Innovative 
Design 
Touch and Go With Optical Video Controls 
It's widely recognized that engineers 
prefer electronics components with at 
least as many buttons as the average 
accordian, whereas businessmen gener
ally begrudge a single on/off switch. In 
recent years, circumstance has favored 
the engineer, due to the explosive de
velopment of complex features for 
what were previously simple machines. 
And with smaller and smaller units 
performing more and more functions , 
merely finding enough square inches 
of surface area to aesthetically locate 
the controls became a task in itself. 

With Xerox's model 5700 elec
tronics data processing printer, it be
came more than a task ; in fact, unless 
they wanted their printer to look "like 
the cockpit of a 747 ," as manager of 
software display Anthony Ciuffini 
puts it, it was impossible. For although 
the 5700 is far from small, its list of 
functions and features - word processor 
printing, electronic mail, remote com
puter printing and direct copying -
is quite extensive. "We looked at the 
features we were trying to incorpor
ate ," says Ciuffini, "and we decided 
we couldn't do it with a conventional 
approach - period." 

Xerox's unconventional solution is 
an 8" X 11 11 touch-control video screen 
that serves as both control panel and 
operator's manual for the 5700. When 
you turn on the printer , a diagrammatic 
control panel , along with key function 
questions, appears on the screen. All 
the operator need do is answer the 
questions by actually touching the 
"buttons" represented on the screen. 
If the operator is unsure about some
thing, there is a touch button marked 
"help" near the bottom of the screen. 
Touching it calls up more detailed in
formation and instruction . 

Via what Xerox calls " progressive 
disclosure ," the 5700 guides the oper
ator, who guides the 5700 through its 
operations. "The operator turns on the 
machine," explains Ciuffini, "and 
chooses a mode from the three that 
come up on the screen (PRINT, COPY, 
or COMMUNICATE). From there on, 
everything's self-explanatory - training 
is minimal." 
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Beyond its use as control panel and 
operator's manual , the 5700's video 
display also serves a diagnostic func
tion: should a simple mechanical prob
lem occur, the screen displays a drawing 
of the 5700 with a blinking light indi
cating the problem's location. If the 
5700 believes its problem to be beyond 
the ken of its owners, it asks that a 
service rep be called. 

Ciuffini claims that the 5700 is the 
first optical touch-control screen on 
the market. It senses finger location by 
use of infrared light-emitting diodes 
(LEDSs) and light-sensing transistors , 
occupying four one-inch-wide printed 
circuit boards that frame the video 
screen. Infrared LEDs line two of the 
circuit b.oards (one vertical and one 
horizontal), while light-sensing trans
istors populate the two opposing 
boards. The entire frame of pc boards 
lies under a red polycarbonate bezel , 
made by GE , that shields out most of 
the ambient light, while allowing trans
mission in the infrared band . 

"Opposite each LED," explains 
Ciuffini, "we bias a photo-transistor 
to the ambient, room light, just before 
we fire the photo-diode. Then, the 
transistor looks for the firing of the 

diode. Ifwe see it , we then claim there's 
no interruption; if we don't see it , we 
know we have a hit 

Starting in the lower, right-hand 
corner and moving up and across , the 
diodes scan the screen forty times each 
second. Each diode occupies .216 
inches, so the average-sized finger will 
intercept two or three beams in each 
dimension. "So even if you lose a 
diode," says Ciuffini, "the system will 
still work." 

Although some consider the video 
control screen a little "Hollywoodish," 
Ciuffini claims that it's the best possible 
solution to their design problem. "The 
only other possible answer I could 
imagine would be voice-feedback and 
recognition," he says, "and that's still 
three to five years down the line ." 

Purchase price of the Xerox 5700 
electronic printing system varies ac
cording to what features are specified. 
The lowest cost system available costs 
$66 ,300 or $1 ,440 per month on a 
one-year lease agreement. A typical sys
tem runs in the vicinity of $90K. Xerox 
Corp, 701 S Aviation Blvd, El Segundo , 
CA 90245. Circle 198 

- Bob Hirshon 

Instead of pushing buttons, operator of Xerox 5700 electronic printing system just touches 
sc reen to control system. Different displays appear for each kind of office operation - print
ing for word processors and remote computers, electronic mail or copying. 
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. OUR SMART TERMINAL 
IS ONE TOUGH COMPETITOR. 
It's not easy buying a terminal today. 
There's a lot of names to choose 
from. So consider the facts, then 
make your decision. 

THE AMPEX DIALOGUE 80™ 
TAKES THE COMPETITION ON. 

The Dialogue 80 is one tough 
competitor. Comparing our inter
active, desk-top editing terminal to 
most other terminals costing hun
dreds of dollars more is very 
revealing. 

For instance, most do not offer 
a detached keyboard. We do! Most 
do not offer a self test. We do! 

And most do not offer a status 
line. Ours comes with a continuous 
display of current operating modes, 
functions, error/ fault conditions and 
more' 

The list continues with third and 
fourth memory pages. We have itl 
Most of the others do not. 

And truly programmable func
tion keys? Once again, we have it. 
Most of the others do not. 

For hundreds of dollars less, the 
Dialogue 80 gives you a host of 
standard features the others do not. 
When you take a closer look, the 
Dialogue 80 is the smart terminal buy! 

ENGINEERED FOR TODAY. 
With everything the Dialogue 80 has 
going for it, you 'd expect it to be 
designed for today's needs. And it is. 
With a long list of "friendly" features 
that make operation easy and 
comfortable. 

That means machine and man 
interact successfully. And it also 
means the Dialogue 80 contributes 
to a productive environment. 

Circle 14 on Reader Inquiry Card 

CALL US TODAY. WE HAVE THE 
ANSWERS. 
We're confident we have the right 
terminal. From our Dialogue 80 to 
our Dialogue 30, one of the best 
priced terminals on the market today. 

So, if you still have questions on 
which is the best terminal buy, call 
us. Ampex has the answers with the 
Dialogue 80 designed and priced for 
the OEM and systems house. 

Call Harvey Hirsch today at 
Ampex Corporation, Memory 
Products Division, 213 / 640-0150, 
200 North Nash Street, El Segundo, 
CA 90245. 

AMPEX 
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE. 

©Ampex 1980 
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Innovative 
Design 

Steel Belt Styli Deliver 
Electrostatic Hard Copy 

For inexpensive hard copy from 
storage tube or raster scan displays, 
Tektronix introduced the model 4611 
and the 4612 copy devices. These units 
offer several notable features, the most 
important of which, from a marketing 
aspect, if not a design aspect, is the use 
of a dielectric paper that looks, feels, 
and acts like regular bond paper. Ac
cording to the manufacturer, it pro
vides archival-quality hard copy that 
doesn't fade. And the copies can be 
written on with pen or pencil. 

Rather than the usual liquid toner, 
the 4611 and 4612 use a dry, powder
like toner that doesn't seep, leak, or 
smear. It consists of carbon and wax 
that's heat-fused to the dielectric paper. 
Total paper and toner cost for an 
8-1 /2" X 11" copy is about 3 cents. 

Design-wise, the 4611 and 4612 
depart considerably from conventional 
electrostatic hard copy devices. Instead 

of a stationary row of print heads, 
Tektronix uses six writing styli on a 
rapidly rotating stainless steel belt. 
Above this belt passes the dielectric 
paper; above that are two backing 
electrodes that apply a voltage differ
ence and, through the styli, place a 
small point of charge on the paper. 
Two of the belt's six styli are in con
tact with the paper at any instant. 
Switching each of the two electrodes 
on and off precisely determines place
ment of each electrical point. 

After passing between the styli and 
electrodes, the paper travels over the 
toner applicator. Here, the points of 
electrical charge applied by the writing 
styli magnetically attract charged par
ticles of carbon/wax toner. Finally, a 
hot metal band heat-fuses the black 
toner particles to the paper. 

Resolution is 256 dots per inch 
horizontally and 170 dots per inch ver-

HAVE IT YOUR WAY. 

tically. Because there is considerable 
dot overlap (67% horizontally , 40% 
vertically), lines drawn on the 4611 
and 4612, although somewhat ragged , 
are more continuous than the dotted 
lines characteristic of other electro
static printers . 

Model 4611 copies from storage 
tube displays, while model 4612 works 
from raster scan video sources. Neither 
will set any speed records for delivering 
hard copy ; they each require about 24 
to 30 seconds per page. But they both 
produce copy that's high enough in 
quality and permanence to save , yet 
low enough in cost to throw out. 
Tektronix, Inc, P.O. Box 1700, 
Beaverton , OR 97075. Circle 199. ,.... 

- Bob Hirshon .. 

Instead of using stationary print heads, Tek- 4 
tronix employs six stainless steel writing styli 
on a rapidly rotating belt. 

25 lps standard and 100 lps streaming for only $3815.* 
Get the only tape subsystem in the world that works with 

ANY Data General CPU or DG emulator, at a price you 
would expect to pay for only a tape drive. It's the most 
cost-effective tape backup available for Winchester 
disc drives, giving you maximum storage in the 
shortest possible time. 

Rianda has combined its unique Model 
22XX mag tape adapter with the versatile 
Cipher Microstreamer to form a price/perfor- -
mance package never before available. 

• Compatible with IBM and ANSI nine 
track standards. 

• Handles eight drives in any combina-
tion of NAZI, PE and GCR. 

• 40 Mbyte transfer in under 
five minutes. 

Find out for yourself why this is 
the most cost-effective tape subsystem you can 
buy. It's available for immediate delivery. Call today. 

RIAN DA • 100 Piece quantities. 

Microstreamer is a trademark of 
Cipher Data Products, Inc. 

Rianda Electronics, 2535 Via Palma, Anaheim, CA 92801. Telephone (714) 995-6552. Telex 18-1623. 
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10 intelligent hard disc and 
magnetic tape controllers 
offer LSl-11: 11/2, 11/23, 
and PDP-11 * single quad slot 
compatibility with up to 60% power saving. 

Only DILOG (Distributed Logic Corporation) exclusive 
automated design, common proprietary architecture and 
sophisticated bipolar µPs give you • all single board quad 
size products requiring no external power or chassis . . . 
just a cable to connect the drive ... you don 't need anything 
else• high reliability• automated self-test including data 
base protect feature and indicator. And at cost savings of 
50% or more. 

LSl-11 MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROLLER, Model 
DQ 120, interfaces 4 industry standard reel-to-reel drives 
•emulates TM11 *•handles 7 and/or 9 track NRZI drives 
to 112.5 ips •selectable DEC or IBM byte order formatting 
•data error checking• RT-11/RSX-11 *compatible 
• extended addressing to 128K words. 

LSl-11 MAGNETIC TAPE COUPLER, Model DQ 
130, interfaces dual density (NRZl/PE) formatted drives 
•emulates TM11 •handles up to eight 9 track 800/1600 
bpi industry standard drives at speeds from 12.5 to 125 ips 
• "streamer" mode capability • software or switch selec
table density• RT-11/RSX-11 software compatibility. 

LSl·11 MASS STORAGE DISC CONTROLLER, 

LSl-11 DISC CONTROLLER, 
Model DQ 100, interfaces 2.5, 5, 10 

••• or 20 MB cartridge and fixed platter 
drives in combinations to 80 MB 

• RKV-11/RK05* emulator• handles front load (2315) and/or 
top load (5440) drives • automatic power fail/power down 
media protection• RT-11/RSX-11 compatible. 

LSl-11 EMULATING MASS STORAGE 
CONTROLLER, Model DQ 202. Cost effective interface of 
two 8and/or14-inch Winchesters, SMD or CMD hard disc 
drives without changing controller . . . 8 to 300 MB capacity 
• RP emulator • automatic media flaw compensation. 

PDP·11 MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROLLER, Model 
DU 120, emulates TM-11 and has same features as Model 
DQ 120 (LSI unit) • software compatible with RT-11, RSX-11, 
RSTS, IAS and MUMPS. 

PDP·11 MAGNETIC TAPE COUPLER, Model 
DU 130, offers features of Model DQ 130 (LSI unit)• RT-11, 
RSX-11, RSTS, IAS and MUMPS software compatible. 

PDP-11 DISC CONTROLLER, Model DU 100 includes 
features of Model DQ 100 (LSI unit)• RT-11, RSX-11, RSTS, 
IAS and MUMPS compatible• emulates RK-11. 

PDP-11 EMULATING MASS STORAGE 
CONTROLLER, Model DU 202, offers same features as 
Model DQ 202 (LSI unit). 

Model DQ 200, interfaces any two SMD flat cable inter-~~l:,.iiiiiiiiijiiii.,_iiijil~ 
Write or call for detailed product performance 

'nformation, OEM quantity pricing, stock to 30 day 
delivery or warranty data on these DEC 11 face compatible hard disc drives for up to 500 MB 

on-line storage • mix or match compatible 
Winchester, SMD or CMD • variable sector 
size • automatic media flaw compensation 
with bad sector flagging • optimized logical 
to physical unit mapping • implements 
Winchester fixed head option. 

LSl-11 SHUGART SA4000 
WINCHESTER DISC CONTROLLER, 
Model DQ 201, emulates DEC RK* 
• runs drivers under RT-11 and 
RSX-11M* systems 
• compatible 
with 14.5 MB SA4004 or 29 MB 
SA4008 drives • automatic 
media flaw compensation. 

"Trademark Digi tal Equipment Corp. 

..,...:--~~CP'!:l compatible products ... or several soon to be 

Circle 12 on Reader Inquiry Card 

announced new DILOG products. 
Distributed Logic Corp., 12800-0 Garden 
Grove Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92643 

Phone(714)534-8950 
Telex: 681399 DILOG GGVE 

DI STR I B UTED 

m&nmm111111111i1~100 

All OILOG µP Products 
are Low Power, Quad Size 
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Reconfip.re your 
PDPll Unibus· 
with the 
push of 
a button. 
Do you need 
to share 
peripherals? 
Do you have 
multiple cpu's 
with a limited number of peripherals? 
Do you need to selectively choose 
which peripheral is on the bus? 
If so, Datafusion Corporation's OSRll-A Busrouter can help. It is a 
passive, manually operated device to perform the physical and 
electrical switching of the Unibus'~ for PDPl 1 series computer systems: 
up to eight switching planes (i.e., configurations); electromechanical 
switching relays (simple, high reliability, minimal electrical loading). 

· Essentially, each Busrouter 
switching plane can be 
viewed as a single pole, mul
tiple throw switch. 

The application shown here 
is a situation opposite the 
first, where one peripheral 
bus can be switched between 
two cpu's with the cpu not 
selected being terminated. 

BUS1 -0...._ 
"e.-cpu 

BUS2-0 

CPU1 -----n . ...._ 
......__sus 

CPU2--+-...-

: TERMINATOR 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
BUS 

Many more configurations are available such as sharing multiple 
peripheral devices between multiple cpu's and then selectively 
choosing to switch each one or all to one cpu or another. 

Other PDPll products available are a bus repeater, bus cable 
tester, and an associative processor for high speed text search -
a hardware approach. 

We also have some ideas for the application of our products which 
might not have occurred to you. If you can't get the performance that 
you would like from your PDPll system, maybe we can Iii 
help . Please telephone our Marketing Manager at ID 
(213) 887-9523 or write to Datafusion Corporation, 
5115 Douglas Fir Road, Calabasas, California 91302. 

*TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
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Innovative 
Design 

And the band plays 
on and on and ..... 
In the mid-1950's, computers came 
out of university research labs and ex
ploded into the commercial world. 
Since then, the computer industry has 
expanded faster and with more vitality 
than any other industry in all the 
chronologies of science. No other 
newly-developed technology ever en
joyed a quarter-century of undimin
ished growth. How long will it con
tinue before leveling off? Will 1981 be 
another year of increase in both tech
nology and sales? Stephen G. Jerritts, 
President of Honeywell's Information 
Systems sees no early end to the 
rainbow: 

"Honeywell expects 1981 trends in 
the computer industry," he declared 
recently, "to parallel those of 1980. 
The industry will exhibit steady 
growth, possibly impacted by uncer
tainty of the US and international 
economies. 

"Demand for systems to help users 
improve productivity will continue. 

"There are, however, some poten
tial areas of difficulty for the whole 
industry in 1981. The present trend 
towards record high interest rates, if 
prolonged, could negatively impact the 
industry because of the high cost of 
leasing. Also, international markets 
may not maintain the strength dis
played during 1980." 

(Meanwhile the industry continues 
to welcome in every new year with 
the same song it has sung the past 25 
years and hopes to sing again during 
the forthcoming 25: "Happy days are 
here again!") -H. Shershow 

DEC-O>mpatible 
Winchester and 
Floppy Storage 
The DEC compatible LSI-11 "Flin
chester" storage system, FWTOl 172 
system includes 8.9M bytes of fixed 8" 
Winchester storage plus IM byte of 
double sided floppy disk storage. Also 
available for the PDP-11 , the "Flin
chester" systems include disk drives , 
controller, interface, power and cabling 
in a low profile 5 1/4" rack or table 
top enclosure. 

"Flinchester" storage systems are 
compatible with standard DEC operat-

" 
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JI 
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RELIABJIJ'l'T 
+PRICE-~ VALUE 

FOR VAX MEMORY 

- A Full 24-Month Warranty 
(twice the standard) 

- How Can We Afford to do this 

- Simple ... We build Memory that is a New 
Standard in Reliability. 

Call Us for a Quote: 
Don Johnson 800-538-851 O 

408-736-7132 in California 

We also have Full Installation/Maintenance 
available throughout the U.S. 

National Semiconductor Corporation MS7C265 
2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Claro, CA 95051 
Tel: (408) 736-6994 TWX: (910) 339-9253 
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Innovative 
Design 

ing systems RT-11 and RSX-1 lM. 
Operating with floppy diskettes, stand
ard DEC RXOl, RX02 and IBM 2/2D 
formats are automatically recognized 
for data input and output. The double 
sided floppy disk provides over 40% 
faster average access compared to DEC 
single head RX02 floppy disk drives. 

Winchester disk operation increases 
performance of DEC LSI-11/PDP-11 

The single dual head floppy dl1k ts hardware, 
software and media compatible with the DEC 

RX02. Software •electable IBM 3740, 2/20 
formats provide diskette Interchange with IBM 

and other non-DEC systems. On-boud 
bootstrap loads (from Winchester or floppy) 

and runs your RT-11. RSX-llM and other 
software automatically at power up. All this plus 
resident diagnostics In a single 10-1 /2" package. 

AND MORE PERFORMANCE ••• 
The latest 8" Winchester disk technology gives 

you up to 203 faster data transfera than 
DEC's Rl.01. Extended mode operation allows 

multiple 1ector and condguous acrOH track 
block Ira-.. during Wlnci...ter or tloppy 

-.n..osxo1112..,_._ .... 

floppy based systems. Average access 
to 8 .9M bytes of storage is 70 msec 
with greater than SOOK bytes per sec
ond data transfer rates. System 
throughput improvements of up to 8 
times that of DEC RX02 floppy based 
systems are achievable. 

SMS has solved the Winchester back
up problem through the use of lM 
byte floppy disk drives. Reliable and 
low cost floppy diskettes require less 
than 60 seconds to transfer l .2M byte 
of data to or from the Winchester disk. 
The SMS "Minute per Megabyte" solu-

For ...... .-do IMilond lOM ..,._, Ille SMS 
WIN 1426 add-on Wlnchater clloli provldeo up 
to 26.4M byt" for DIA System llX. Clioooe 
either a DSXOll 72 resident IOM byt" 
Winchester disk or an add-on 26.4M byte 14" 
Winchester In a low profile 5-1/4" enclosure. 
The WIN1426 cable connectl directly to the 
SMS .. Flinchetter"' controller resident In the 
Disk System 1 lX. And the WIN1426 provides 
twice the data transfer performance and flue 
times the storage capacity of DEC's RLOl . 

AVAILABLE SOON! 
PDP-11 or LSl-11 Winchester plus floppy disk 
add-on storage In a single 5-1 / 4 .. package! 

• T"°*mart of °'9'tol Equlpmtnt ~tton 
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tion allows an operator to backup 
8 .9M bytes in less than 8 minutes in
cluding insertion and removal time. 
Alternatively for many partial backup 
or selective file backup applications 
only a single convenient diskette may 
be required. 

A proprietary SMS "Flinchester" 
controller is included in the FWTO 1172 
to interface between the LSI-11 Q-Bus 
and both floppy and Winchester disks. 
Two modes of operation are possible . 
Compatible mode provides complete 
DEC RX02 hardware , software and 
media compatibility. Standard DEC 
software will run on "Flinchester" sys
tems without any modification to 
device handlers. To access the Win
chester disk and IBM compatible flop
py disks, the controllers' extended 
mode can be utilizied with an appro
priate device handler. SMS offers de
vice handlers for RT-11 and RSX-1 lM 
operating systems. 

The extended mode also increases 
system throughput due to high per
formance DMA interface operations. 
Rather than transferring only one disk 
sector per command, up to a 65K byte 
data block may be transferred in a 
single command . The LSI-11 is not in
terrupted until a transfer completes 
since the SMS "Flinchester" controller 
automatically steps to successive tracks 
or cylinders. Up to (2) floppy disks 
and (2) 8

11 

Winchester disks are sup
ported by the SMS controller. Each 
device is addressed independently by 
the same SMS RT-11 or RSX-1 lM 
handler . 

Additional features of "Flinchester" 
systems include extensive test and 
diagnostic support. Resident controller 
self-test automatically performs basic 
CPU, memory, controller and drive 
test after each power up or bootstrap 
operation. Additional tests may be ex
ecuted via software selected mainten
ance commands or via on board 
switches. LED indicators display basic 
system malfunction via error code dis
play. More extensive test and utility 
operations are easily performed 
through a special SMS Installation and 
Test diskette. The diskette automatic
ally boots a stand alone program which 
provides a convenient and easy to use 
terminal-to-operator interface . A menu 
driven display with operator selection 
allows testing, drive alignment, copy
ing, formatting, scanning and Win
chester backup and load functions. 
Prices start at $6700. 

Scientific Micro Systems, 777 East 
Middlefield, Rd., Mountain View, CA 
94043. 
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Know All the Hidden Costs! 

Only System Designed Just for PDP-11 Famlly 
Designed exclusively for DEC's UNIBUS or MASSBUS 
CPU's. On the UNIBUS, it's just one card that plugs into 
any spare SPC slot. On the MASSBUS, four cards plug 
into any spare existing RH70 standard back plane. 
Same Disk Drive as DEC RM02-03, RP06 and 
RM04-05 
We use the same disk manufacturers as does DEC. The 
RM02·03 is the 9762 CDC 80MB and the new RM04-05 
300MB is the CDC 9766. Only the LOGO is different. 
Transparent to All DEC Software, Diagnostics and 
Drivers 
You bet! Use your existing Software . . . no change 
needed. Runs all DEC's Diagnostics plus has its own. 
Fully emulates DEC disk Drivers. 
Worldwlde lnstallatlon and Maintenance 
Through Data .Systems Services, maintenance and 
installation is provided via CDC for both Drive and 
Controller. We also offer full PDP· 11 system support. 
Full Media Compatlble? 
That's right! You can read or write on our drives. Put it 
on DEC's and it will play or vice versa. TRULY MEDIA 
COMPATIBLE. 

OEM Discounts Available 

POP and DEC are registered trademarks ot Digit al EQulpment Corporation. 

DRM02·3 BOMB Slave 

DRJM02 BOMB+ Controller 

DRWM03 BOMB+ Controller 

DRJM04·5 300MB Slave 

DRJM04 300MB +Controller 

DRWM05 300MB +Controller 

RJM07 600MB +Controller 

RWM07 600MB +Controller 

RM07 600MB Slave 

DRP06 200MB Slave 

DRWP06 200MB +Controller 

DTU45 

DTU77 

DTU125 

Line Printers 

Memories 

11 /34 -.11170, VAX 

Systems 

ATA 
YSTEMS 

ERVICES 

(714) 770-8024 
23901 Remme Ridge 
El Toro, CA 92630 
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COVER FEATURE 

The DEC 
Paul Snigier, Editor 

Digital Design's "DEC-Compatible Directory" is the first 
such directory published by any electronics/computer 
tabloid or magazine. Prior to publication, it generated un
usually strong reader and manufacturer interest. We suspect 
it might go on to become a collector's item that will be 
saved and referenced over the next 12months (and beyond). 

This is our first DEC-compatible directory, but it does 
not mark the beginning of Digital Design's coverage of this 
specialized field. For the past four years, Digital Design has 
published more on DEC-compatible products than any 
other publication. Finally, last August we published the in
dustry's first DEC-compatible issue, "The World of DEC
Compatibility." 

Future "DEC-Compatible Directories" will expand cov
erage to include more firms and products. Do you produce 
DEC-compatible devices or offer compatible software or 
services? If your firm and products are not listed in this 
issue, then we would like to add your name to an updated 
directory scheduled for July. (That directory will also de
scribe new products and services introduced in the interim . 
So, if you want your new products included in the next 
directory, then simply refer to "Speakout," in this issue, 
and complete the "DEC-Compatible Questionnaire." One 
product per page, please (make photocopies as necessary .) 
Mail to Digital Design's Directory Editor. 

Your listing will be seen by Digital Design's 65 ,000 
direct (173 ,000 total) readers - system designers, OEM 
integrators and system builders. A sizeable segment of these 
readers design and integrate DEC-compatible products into 
their systems. 

Meeting OEM/user needs 
Makers of DEC-compatible equipment will experience con
tinued growth. Any recessionary trends will not be felt to 
any extent; even if lead times of DEC equipment were to 
lessen, users will continue to seek DEC-compatible periph
erals and boards to extend their existing systems capabil
ity. In fact, in recessionary times, or in times when upward 
movement to a superior system is difficult due to long lead 
times, the tendency is to upgrade existing computer sys
tems. For DEC-compatible equipment makers, this spells a 
bonanza. 

Two sides 
The coin has two sides. For DEC users, the bonanaza for 
DEC-compatible manufacturers translates into more com
petitive systems from the numerous firms, all to the ad
vantage of DEC users. The cross fertilization of product 
developments from this hotbed of activity promises to 
maintain DEC's commanding lead over its competitors. 
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Foreign peripheral vendors also offer technologically supe
rior boards, peripherals and products DEC can't (or doesn't 
want to) produce. In many cases, they incorporate the 
latest available devices into their products before DEC will. 
If DEC's long lead times are due to a lack of computers be
ing shipped, that's one thing (usually bad for add-in/on 
vendors); if due to a memory shortage, as we've seen recent
ly, this is good for the DEC-compatible makers. For the 
growing 32-bit VAX market, which has yet to hit in full 
force, lack of mass memory promises to lure more plug
compatible vendors into this arena. Unlike the PDP-11 
field, vendor reputation and commitment are even more 
critical with th<: VAX. Once suffering from a "here today, 
gone tomorrow" reputation, the plug-compatible vendor 
market is respectable: it has come of age and past reputa
tion no longer will prove a deterrent to users seeking to 
increase the capability of their VAX systems. 

Users last summer were shipped VAX systems with only 
256 kB out of the original 768 kB that was originally prom
ised. They had to wait several months. Since the VAX can 
address 32 MB, this add-in/on memory market shows great 
promise for the independents. 

Delivery woes 
Whenever a manufacturer like DEC can't meet demand (or 
fails to anticipate demand accurately), distributors and 
users alike take it on the chin. The LA120 teleprinter last 
spring is just one example that comes to mind. When DEC 
discovered deliveries would slip, it failed to notify dealers; 
the dealers did not discover it until two months later, put
ting them behind the eight ball. Firms that leased such prod
ucts were worse off. For those who couldn't wait, pur
chase of a TI820 or other unit was the only option left. 

The scenario has been repeated again and again. VT-100 
deliveries fell far behind and emulators jumped in. 

Vendor strategies differ 
Vendor approaches are interesting. If a vendor can retro
fit an existing product for DEC-11 compatibility, he has 
opened new markets. Plessy Microsystems did just that; 
it took its MIPROC-16 high-speed 16-bit computer and con
figured it to operate as an Associate Processor to DEC's 
PDP-I ls. 

Dilog (Distributed Logic) is one firm offering a number 
of DEC-I I-compatible products. To capitalize on the grow
ing mass memory market, Dilog introduced a quad-size LSI-
11 compatible intelligent Magnetic Tape Couple that in
cludes TM-11 emulation circuitry and exclusive built-in 
circuitry that handles tape product advances such as 
"Streamer" mode operation. 

Sometimes, an unmet need expressed by DEC users cre
ates a market. For example, system builders and users re
quired "system units" and/or "expansion chassis" used 
with the currently available controllers which occupy two 
to four slots. With this need in mind, Avid (Woburn, MA) 
designed what was believed to be industry's first dual 
density (800/1600 bpi-NRZI/PE) single hex board mag 
tape controller for PDP-11 and VAX-11 computers. 

DEC-compatible manufacturers have found it pays to 
minimize the system integration problems for the customer 
- whether the customer is an OEM or end user. AED (Sun
nyvale, CA) accomplished this for each of three controllers 
by utilizing a technology and architecture reducing com
ponent requirement while providing functionality capable 
of yielding emulation of a DEC disk system. 

The above are just a few vendor strategies. Each firm 
positions itself in what it perceives as an advantageous 
marketing niche. If the vendor succeeds in correctly evaluat
ing the market, he's in clover; if not, he goes hungry and 
may not support that line properly. And, if you miscalculate 
when selecting a vendor who's not totaly committed to a 
given product line, then you're also in trouble. The bottom 
line is this: check the firm's staying power and commitment 
to that given product line. Digital Design's "DEC-Compatible 
Directory" will help you make comparisons between the 
many vendors. The Directory can help you select optimum 
companies for particular needs. 

Directory acronyms 
All product models/numbers in the Directory are bold
faced with heavy type, as are company names. Each new 
product begins on a new line. To prevent redundancy, 
names of firms that submitted several products were listed 
only once - after their last product. (Due to numerous 
products offered in some cases, we did list a company's 
name more than once, to avoid confusion.) 

A brief description follows the product name/number. 
The next entry is a word code, indicating the type of 
vendor maintenance available. "FO" signifies that the firm 
has field offices; "3rd party", that it uses third party main
tenance; and "None" may mean that the firm has a return
to-factory repair - generally the address listed at the end. 
The acronym "I-yr. RTFW" signifies there is a one-year 
return-to-factory warranty. The term "RTFR" means 
return-to-factory repair. Warranty period, if not mentioned, 
was not listed by the company. "W" and "w/o" mean 
"with" and "without." "MUXer" stands for "multiplexer." 
"Comp." is "compatible." "HW/SW-comp." is "hardware/ 
software-compatible." "V" means "vendor maintenance 
available." 
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LSl-1112/23-based 20-MB 
Winchester/tape cartridge 
backup. "Dekchester" includes 
business software. LSl-11 /2-
based floppy WP system, 
"Minichester, " has CRT, 64 kB, 
1-MB dbl. density RX02-com
patible floppies, printer. 
PDP-11 business software. 
Includes WP for RT-11 .ABC 
Computers, lnc.,Box 7529, 
500 Tonopah, Tahoe City, CA 
95730. (916) 5B3-5562. 

DMAX/16 10048. Replaces 
the DEC DH11-AE and DH11-
AD. The DH11-AE Equivalent 
is 2 hex-sized PC boards plus a 
distribution panel. The DH11-
AD equivalent is 3 hex-sized 
PCBs and the panel. PDP-11 & 
LSl-11. Maintenance handled 
on RTFW. $5200 to $6300 for 
qty 1. Rev. due 1I1/B1 . 
Quadrasync/E 10028-1. 
Equivalent to 4 ea. DEC DL 11-
E; RS232 and full modem con
trol. The QUAD/E is an 
extended-width QUAD PC 
Board. PDP-11 & LSl-11. 
$1300 for qty 1. 
Quadrasync/B (10015) 
Quadrasync/C (10022). 
QUAD/B is equivalent to 4 ea. 
DEC DL 11-B, RS232, no 
modem. QUAD/C is equivalent 
to 4 ea. DEC DL 11-C, current 
loop. The QUAD/B and QUAD/ 
C are single quad-sized PC 
Boards. PDP-11 & LSl-11 . 
$950 for qty 1. 
Quadracall 10045. Replaces 
DEC 4 line DN11 . This is a 
single quad-width board that 
connects up to 4 auto call units 
to a PDP-11 . PDP-11 & LSl-11 . 
$1400 for qty 1 . 
DZ/1610090-1. PDP-11 & LSl-
11 . $3500 for qty 1 . 
DV/16. PDP-11 & LSl-11 . B 
channels is $7500 for qty 1. 
SCAT/45 10019. PDP-11 & 
LSl-11 . $12,000 for qty 1 of 
basic set. 
CACHE/ 45 10006-2. PDP-11 
& LSl-11. $4500 for qty 1. 
Emuloader 10047. PDP-11 & 
LSl-11. $500 for qty 1. 
Qniverter 10067. PDP-11 & 
LSl-11 . $750 for qty 1. 
Univerter 10001. PDP-11 & 
LSl-11 . $675 for qty 1. 
Rebus 10014. PDP-11 & LSl-
11 . $1400 for qty 1. 
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Dual 110 10039. PDP-11 & 
LSl-11. $950 for qty 1. 
Buslink.PDP-11 & LSl-11 . 
$2100 to $3600 for qty 1. Dir. of 
Marketing, Able Computer 
1751 Langley Ave., Irvine, CA 
92714(714)979-7030. 

AR-2100 VHS Digitizer. AID 
conversion for real time analy
sis of wide band signals. DEC. 
Sell, service. V. $100K-$200K. 
Dean A. Strack,Adams
Russell Co. Stein Div. 2BO 
Bear Hill Rd., Waltham, MA 
02154 (617) B91-4700. 

PDQ-3 high-speed, stack 
oriented computer system. It 
directly addresses 12BkB of 
memory and executes Pascal 
and other higher level lan
guage statements directly by 
executing UCSD "P" code. It 
operates on "defacto" standard 
bus, DEC-11 /23 "Q" Bus with 
variety of interfaces for disk 
drives, mag tapes, AID, com
munications, etc. Advanced 
Computer Design. Sell, ser
vice. Terminals : Zenith Z-19, 
Sorac and most video termi
nals currently available. Add
in/add-on memory: "Q" Bus 
compatible memory, core, etc. 
Floppy disk drive: CDC, 
Shugart & Shugart Compatible 
Drives. Hard disk drive: CDC 
and Storage Module (SMD) 
compatible drives 12-300 
MB's/Drive. Controllers: 
Emulex, Dilog. 1/0 analog 
boards: A/D, DIA, IEEE, 
Digital 1/0. Others: Mag Tape 
Interfaces, graphics interfaces, 
communications mux. FO. TP. 
High Performance 16-bit stack
oriented computer system 
executes UCSD Pascal 
P-Code directly. Supplies with 
UCSD O.S., Pascal compiler, 
screen-oriented editor and 
linker. Fully Interrupt. $6,495 
(board only, $3, 195) Includes 2 
double-density floppies & con
troller drives. 
DM45. Emulex TC/11-P, 
Cipher 900X 75 IPS tape drive, 
15 feet cable, B00/1600 IPS. 
Controllers: Emulex. $9,600. 
DMn.Emulex TC11/P, Cipher 
900X 125 IPS Tape Drive, BOO/ 
1600 BPI, 15 feet cable. Con
trollers : Emulex TC11/P. 
$10,995. 
DMBO.CDC 9762 BOMB Disc 
Drive, "A" Cable 20', "B" Cable 
20 '. Hard disk drive: CDC 9762 
BOMB Disk Drive. $B,550. 
DM300. CDC9766 300MB Disk 
Drive, "A" Cable 20' , "B" Cable 

20'. Hard disk drive: CDC 9766 
300MB Disk Drive. $14,500. 
DM02/70 (Massbus Disc 
Subsystem). Emulex SC70 
Controller, CDC 9762 BOMB 
Disc Drive, "A" & "B" Cable 20' 
each, Terminator (Drive). Hard 
disk drive: CDC 9762. Control
lers: Emulex SC70. $16,500. 
DM02 (Unibus Disc Subsys
tems). Emulex SC11 Control
ler, CDC 9762 BOMB Disc 
Controller, "A" & "B" Cables 
20' each. Hard disk drive: CDC 
9762 BOMB. Controllers: 
Emulex SC11 Controller. 
$14,550. 
DM06/70 (Massbus Disc 
Subsystem). Emulex SC70 
Controller, CDC 9766 300 MB 
Disc controller (SMD), "A" & 
"B" Cables 20' each, Data & 
Signal. Hard disk drive: 9766 
300MB Disc Drive. Controllers: 
Emulex SC70 Controller. 
Emulex SC70/B2 Massbus 
Controller, Disk Drive Avg. 
Access time BOms, 1.2 MB/sec 
transfer rate, 3000 RPM. 
$22,500. 
DM06 (Unibus Disc Subsys
tem). 300MB Disc Drive 9766 
CDC, Emulex SC11 Controller, 
"A" and "B"' Cable 20' each, 
Terminator (Drive). Control Data. 
Hard disk drive: CDC 9766. 
Controllers : Emulex SC11 . 
$20,500. Vincent Mature/Herb 
Allaire/Gary Noonan, Ad
vanced Digital Products, 
75B4 Trade St., San Diego, CA 
92121 (714) 57B-9595. 

AED 512 Graphics Terminal. 
Full color imaging and graphics 
capability for your DEC system. 
256 simultaneous colors (full 
video memory). Select from a 
pallette of 224. 16K dynamic 
MOS, organized in m = 1 to B 
Picture planes of 512 by 512 
bits. Colors = 2 to the nth. DEC 
(and interface for DG). FO. 
Controller $BB75 (1-9) ; monitor 
$2500 (1-9). 
AED Flex-02. Floppy Disk con
troller for LSl-11 Q-Bus, provid
ing emulation of the RX-02. 
LSl-11 . Controllers, FO. $1220 
(1-9). 
AED Storm-02. RM 02 emu
lator for storage module disks. 
Disk pack interchangeability 
with DEC. Controllers. $4325 
(1-5) . 
AED Winc-01. RL01 trans
parent controller for Winchester
type drives. LSl-11 /2, /23. Sell, 
service. Hard disk drive, con
trollers. $6495. Gary Wilson, 
Nat'I Sales Mgr. , Advanced 

Electronics Design, Inc., 440 
Potrero Ave. , Sunnyvale CA 
95014 (40B) 733-3555. 

Cartridge Tape Subsystem 
DP-8000. The DP-BOOO is a 
Tape FORMATTER intended 
to make the DEi Transport look 
like a FORMATTER 9-trk Open 
Reel Transport. In particular, it 
is Connector Compatible as a 
PERTEC FT-7000/BOOO. DEC. 
Sell. Controllers. Return basis. 
6400 BPI, 4-track serial, 13.4 
MB/cartridge @ BK record 
length. DP-BOOO Subsystem 
$3400. Ron Richard/Dick 
Gorgens, Alloy Engineering 
Co., lnc./Computer Prod. 
Div., B5 Speen St. , Framing
ham, MA 01701 (617) 
620-1710. 

M/Core. Solid state add-on 
core memories for computers 
with controller for Unibus 1/0 
on PDP-11 computers. Add-on 
memory, controllers, HO. Un 
limited capacity. 750-ns avg. 
access time. PDP-11 Unibus 
computer controller. $15,000/ 
MBin qty. 
Model Eighty.Head/track disk 
add-on memory for computers 
with controller for Unibus 1/0 
on PDP-11 s. Add-on memory, 
hard disk drive, controllers, 
HO. 1 to B MB capacity head/ 
track disk memory. B.5 ms avg. 
access time. PDP-11 Unibus 
controller. $7,000 to $17,000 in 
qty. L. T. Lincoln, Alpha Data 
Inc., 20750 Marilla St. , 
Chatsworth, Ca 91311 (213) 
BB2-6500. 

Ampex Megastore 11. Non
volatile memory replacement 
for fixed head disks on Unibus 
systems. RJS03, RUS04, 
RF11 compatible. PDP-11 . 
Sell, FO. Capacity: 512 KB to B 
MB. Transfer rate: 500,000 Bar 
1 MB. $22,000/MB. 
Ampex ARM-1170 Mainframe 
Memory. Plug compatible 
mainframe memory for PDP 
11 /70 computers. Alternative 
to MJ-11 and MK-11 memory. 
Sell, FO. 345 ns effective cycle 
time. 275 ns memory module 
access time. 650 ns memory 
module cycle time. 64K to 512K 
capacity. 
Ampex ARM-20S Expanded 
Mainframe Memory. 256K to 
204BK replacement and add
on semiconductor memory. 
DEC System 20. Add-on semi
conductor memory. 36 bits plus 
parity. 256K to 204BK words in 
256K increments. Access time: 
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550 ns max - 32MHz CPU 
clock/660 ns. Max - 25 MHz 
CPU clock. 
Ampex ARM-1100P Parity 
Memory. Add-on parity mem
ory for PDP-11s employing 
Unibus structure. Add-on parity 
core memory. 32K words x 18 
bits module capacity. 275 ns 
access time. 650 ns cycle time. 
System capacity: 32K to 128K 
words. DATO/DATl/DATIP/ 
DATOB operating modes. 
Ampex ADC-01 Intelligent 
Disk Storage Module Con
troller. Disk controller that 
interfaces all PDP-11 compu
ters utilizing Unibus interface to 
1 or 2 storage module drives. 
Ampex 900 and 9000 series. 
Storage capacity 40 to 6000 
MB. Transfer rate: 0.806 or 
1.209 MB/sec. $3580. Gary 
Owen, Ampex Memory Prod
ucts Div., 200 N. Nash St., El 
Segundo, CA 90245 (213) 
640-0150. 

DP-9500 DEC Printer. Alpha
numeric/Graphic printer, 16.8 
inch paper, 3 char. fonts stand
ard. Sell, service. V. 14F0. 150 
to 200 cps, 1 . 75 to 16.8" paper 
width. Full hor. and vert. format 
control. 60 x 72 dots/in. reso
lution in Graphics. DEC Proto
col or STX/ETX Protocol. 
$1,830. J.W. Knox, Anadex 
Inc. 9825 De Soto Av., 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 (213) 
998-8010. 

RSX-11M DCL. Digital Com
mand Language Interpreter for 
RSX-11 M OS. English com
mands such as COPY, 
RENAME, ASSIGN. Easy to 
use. Supplements but does not 
replace MCA routines. 1-yr. 
support. SW also runs under 
VAX/VMS. Andrew Rubel & 
Assoc., Inc., One Soldiers 
Field Park 605, Boston, MA 
02163 (617) 876-7993. 

LSl-11 Video Display Gener
ator. (VDC II), LP-11 line 
printer interface, FDC-11 
floppy controller, 8 x 4 Q-bus 
card cage, etc. Andromeda 
Systems, 9000 Eton Ave., 
Canoga Park, CA (213) 
709-7600. 

Ann Arbor Ambassador. A 
CRT terminal which imple
ments the ANSI X3.64 std., in
cluding full editing, erasure, 
formatting, print/copy and 
transmission parameters. 
Capable of displaying 18 to 60 
lines of 80 char., selectable 
from host or KB. Includes 
detached 92-key KB with 15-
programmable function keys. 
TTY-compatible. Sell, service. 
Factory maintenance only. 
$1300-1430. 
Model 400S. A compact CRT 
terminal with 2000 character 
memory, available in 25 x 80 
(24 lines displayed), 50 x 40 

(24 lines displayed), and 50 x 
40 ( 12 lines displayed) formats. 
Includes direct cursor address
ing; blink, dim and reverse
video accents; detached 72-
key KB with separate numeric 
pad/cursor controls (up to 36 
function keys optional) ; 15" 
non-glare screen. All TTY
compatible equipment. From 
$1220. 
Model VT52-COMPAT. A CRT 
terminal which emulates the 
VT52 in function and command 
structure. Includes 24 line x 80 
character display format, 
upper/lower case, blink accent 
for highlighting, cursor ad
dressing, erase to end-of
page/end-of-line, and detached 
keyboard with 3 programmable 
function keys; 15-in. non-glare 
screen. All TTY-compatible 
equipment. Factory mainten
ance only. $1450. Sarah 
Freeman, Ann Arbor Ter
minals, Inc. 6175 Jackson 
Rd. , Ann Arbor, Ml 48103 (313) 
663-8000. 

2301 Line Printer Controller. 
PDP-8, 11 series. Centronics/ 
Printronix compatible. $700. 
Deskware Computer Furni
ture. Printer Stands/CRT 
Workstations/System Cabinet
ry. Ardent Computer Prod
ucts. 399 Fairview Dr., Elms
ford, NY 10523 (914) 347-3922. 

Model 8900. Programmable 
IBM Channel-to-DEC Q-bus 
interface. OEM version con
sists of 3 Quad-height modules. 
Terminals : SOROC IQ-120. 
Floppy disk drive: DSD and 
DEC RX01 /2 types. Control
lers: DSD/DEC. Emulates std. 
IBM control units.Transfers 
data at up to 1 MB/sec. Data 
transfer via OMA (NPR). Hard
ware/Software compatible with 
LSl-11/02/23. $4,994 (1); 
$2,995 (50+ ). 
Model 8911. Programmable 
IBM channel adapter stand
alone interface that provides 
channel speed interface be
tween an IBM channel and a 
DEC computer (also other non
std. devices). Buy. Factory or 
on-site repair. Emulates stand
ard IBM control units. Data 
transfers on the channel up to 1 
MB/sec. Contains LSl-11/02, 
32-K RAM, tape drive, 2 serial 
ports, 4 user available quad
slots. $12, 995(1) ; $10,995 
(50+ ). Austron Data Sys-
tems, 1915 Kramer Ln. , 
Austin, TX 78758 (512) 
836-3523. 

NTDS Interface Model Nos. 
14190-501 & 14192-501. 
Rockwell 's NTDS interfaces 
provide the communications 
link between PDP-11 /VAX 
computers and U.S. Navy std. 
tactical computers or NTDS 
peripherals with fast, slow or 
Anew channels. Sell, service. 

$7,000-$9,000. John G. Bur
linggame, Autonetics Marine 
Systems Div., 3370 Miraloma 
Av., Anaheim, CA 92803 (714) 
632-4995. 

Disk Drive Exerciser, Model 
1138 or Model 108. Portable, 
hand-held disk drive exercisers 
for field maintenance of floppy/ 
hard disk drives. DEC (RK05). 
Allan Hughes, Ava Instrumen
tation, Inc., 9672 Manzanita 
Av., Ben Lomond, CA 95005 
(408) 336-5048. 

Tape File Controller Model 
TFC-812. Dual density 800 
NRZl/1600 PE bpi mag tape 
controller for PDP-11 /V AX-11 
systems. FO; 3rd Party. Im
bedded controller, IBM/ ANSI 
compatible, daisy chain up to 8 
tape drives, large data buffer 
for ease of system config., 
checks VRC, LAC, CRC, read 
after write parity check, soft
ware compatible with DEC 
O.S. using TM-11 handler, 
compatible with industry std. 
tape drives. $3400. 
Tape File Controller Model 
TFC-912. Dual density 800 
NRZl/1600 PE tape controller 
for LSl-11 , -11/2, -11/23. Im
bedded controller-occupies 
one Q-bus slot, fits all LSl-11s, 
IBM/ANSI compatible, daisy 
chain up to 8 tape drives, oper
ates with tape drives from 12.5 
to 125 ips, large data buffer for 
ease of system config. , checks 
VRC, LAC, and CRC, read-
write-parity check, software 
compatible with DEC O.S. TM-
11 handler, compat. with indus
try std . tape drives. $3,500. 
Tape File Controller Model 
TFC-822. Single Board Dual 
Density 800 NRZl/1600 PE 
Tape Controller for PDP-11 I 
VAX-11 . Sell, service. Hard
ware/software compatible with 
PDP-11 /V AX-11 that use 
TM-11 Handler. Requires only 
1 hex SPC slot. ANSI/IBM
media compatible, automatic 
threshold control and read retry 
mode, multi-word transfer 
across the Unibus, large FIFO 
data buffer, word and byte 
transfer, self-test on power turn 
on, daisy chain up to 8 tape 
drives, mixing two tape speeds 
and mixing single- and dual
density drives and multi-drives 
configuration. $3,000 (OEM 
qty.). 
Tape File Subsystem Model 
TFS-804-1075 GCR Tape 
Subsystem. Dual density 
1600 PE/6250 GCR bpi GCR 
tape subsystem for PDP-11 I 
VAX-11. System uses a STC 
GCR tape drive at 75 ips. Dual 
density 6250 GCA/1600 PE 
bpi is standard, 4K FIFO data 
buffer, fits all PDP-11/VAX-11 
computers, controller occupies 
one SPC slot, ANSI/IBM media 
compatible, software compat-

ible with DEC operating sys
tems, multi-word transfer, IBM 
or DEC packing via byte swap
ping, tape auto thread/load µP 
controls. $31 ,950. 
Tape File Subsystem Model 
TFS-805-1125 Tape Subsys
tem. Dual-density 1600 PE/ 
6250 GCR or tri-density 800 
NRZl/1600 PE/6250 GCR bpi 
recording densities with tape 
speeds at 75 or 125 ips. Sys
tem software compatible with 
PDP-11 /V AX-11 systems. 
Dual-density 1600 PE/6250 
GCR bpi industry std. , 4K FIFO 
data buffer, controller occupies 
one SPC slot, ANSI/IBM 
media-compatible, software 
compatible with DEC operating 
systems, multi-word transfer, 
IBM or DEC packing via byte 
swapping, tape auto thread/ 
load, µP control. $34,500. 
Tape File Subsystem Model 
TFS-806-1075 & TFS-806-
1125. GCR tape subsystem 
with dual density 1600 PE/ 
6250 GCR bpi or tri-density 800 
NRZl/1600 PE/6250 GCR bpi 
for operation at 75 or 125 ips. 
System interfaced and soft
ware-compatible with PDP-11 I 
VAX-11 . Sell, service. Dual
density 1600 PE/6250 GCR, 
bpi industry std., 4K FIFO data 
buffer, controller occupies 1 
SPC slot, ANSI/IBM media 
compatible, software compati
ble with DEC O.S., multi-word 
transfer, IBM. or DEC packing 
via byte swapping, tape auto 
thread/load, µP control. 
$34,500. John S. Connolly, VP
Sales, AVIV Corp., 6 
Cummings Park, Woburn, MA 
01801. (617) 933-1165. 

8050-1,2 8080-1,2,3 BO 160-
3 8FM90 8FM160 3255. 50, 
80-MB disk drives with Trident 
or SMD interface. 160-MB 
SMD interface. 90 & 160-MB 
Winchester disk drives. DG 
intelligent controller for all 
above disk drives. For any and 
all who use Trident or SMD. 
Terminals, add-in/add-on 
memory, floppy disk drive, hard 
disk drive (50-80-160 remov
able 90-160 Winchester), con
trollers (3255 DG intelligent), I/ 
0 analog boards. No vendor 
maintenance available. Mr. 
Richard Bravo, Ball Computer 
Products, 860 E. Arques, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 
733-6700. 
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DECSystem Controller. LPC-
20 plug-compatible controller/ 
printers handles printers (300, 
600, 900, 1200, 1500, or1800 
lpm). SW comp. w/TOPS-10, 
TOPS-20 OSs. Quad-board 
(10.5" H by 9" W by 0.875" T). 
Hex-board (5.062" H by9'' Wby 
0.875" T). Power (+ 5Vdc @ 
4.5A). $6,500. Printer systems 
(w/LPC-20), from $10,250 
(300 lpm) to $33,500 (1800 
lpm). BOS Computer Corp. 
(Line Printer Systems), 1120 
Crane St. , Menlo Park, CA 
94025. (415) 326-2115. 

PC design. Design and doc
umentation of PCBs compatible 
with DEC, etc. for terminals, 
add-in/add-on memory, floppy 
disk drive, hard disk drive, con
trollers, 1/0 analog boards, 
processors. Price quoted, based 
on complexity/density. Bill 
White, Bill White Printed Cir
cuit Design, 1106 So. Am
bridge St., Anaheim, CA 92806 
(714) 778-1477. 

BIZCOMP 1022 Intelligent 
Modem. Auto-dialing, auto
answer, FCC-registered, Bell 
103-compatible controlled by 
3-wire RS-232 interface. Can 
write comm. software in BASIC 
or COBOL. Compal. w/ any 
RS-232-equipped computer. 
Terminals: buy. Modems: sell, 
service, V. $595. 
BIZCOMP 1030 Series Intelli
gent Modem. Auto-dialing, 
auto-answer, auto-repeat-dial, 
Bell 103 compatible, FCC re
gistered. Intelligent Modem 
controlled by ASCII chars. sent 
over same RS-232 port used 
for data comm. $395; 1031, 
$495. Marketing Mgr., BIZ· 
COMP Corp., Box 7498, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025. (415) 
854-5434. 

VT-100 Type Terminal. BT-
100 Video Display Terminal in
cludes complete VT-100 emu
lation, advanced video pack
age, printer port. Double-size, 
reverse video characters; user
selectable 80/ 132 char./line; 
split screen, smooth scrolling 
capabilities. $1995. Larry 
Howell, The BRAE GEN Corp., 
3340 East LaPalma Ave., Ana
heim, CA 92806 (714) 
632-5245. 

PDP-11 Interactive project 
control programs. Predicts 
potential engineering/architec
tural project problems prior to 
overruns. SST Consultants, 
Inc., Box 23425, Tampa, FL 
33623. (813) 961 -3902. 

MP1104. Analog output for 
LSl-11 . Specialized terminals. 
1/0 analog boards. No vendor 
maintenance. 4-output ch.; 12-
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bit resol. ; ±0.025% acc.; 10µ.s 
conversion. $550. 
MP1216. Analog Input for LSl-
11 . 16 DIF/32 SE input chan
nels; 12-bit resol; ± 0.025% ace; 
40µ,s conversion; ± 1 OV to 
±10mV range. $550. 
MP1216·PGA. Analog input for 
LSl-11. 16 DIF/32 SE input ch.; 
12-bit resol ; ± 0.025% acc.; 
350-µ,s conversion ; ± 10V to 
±10 mV range. $675. C.R. 
Teeple, Burr Brown Indus
trial Systems Products, 3631 
E. 44th St., Tucson, AZ. 85713. 
(602) 747-0711 . 

c 
Printer/VAX Interface. In
stalled on VAX-11 /780 Unibus, 
this word-buffered interface 
permits access to Calcomp's 
5000 series of 6 electrostatic 
printer /plotters ( 11 "/22" wide, 
0.72-3.25 ips). $2260. Cal
ifornia Computer Products, 
Inc., 2411 W. La Palma Av., 
Anaheim, CA 92801 . (714) 
821-2541 . 

PDP-11 semiconductor 
memory. Expanda Stor-11 
appears as fast secondary or 
main memory expansion, 
swapping disk or fixed-head 
disk replacement compatible 
w/ RK-11 controller SW. 350 
ns access. Add-in: 256 kB, 
$8577; to $11,720/MB. Add
on: $9512-$14,750/MB. 
Cambex Corp, 360 Second 
Av, Waltham, MA02154. (617) 
890-6000. 

FD211.Dual floppy system, 
RX02 equiv., for PDP-11 , LSl-
11/2, LSl-11/23. Complete 
SW/media compat. w/DEC 
RX02. Sell , service. Floppy 
disk drive: Shugart SA800 
(single sided) , SA850 (double 
sided). Controllers : CADS 
FC202. FO (at CADS). Com
plete RX02 compatibility with 
single or double-sided drives. 
$3250. 
MF-211. Combines LSl-11 /2 
or LSl-11/23 w/RX02 equival. 
floppy system within 10.5" 
enclosure. Also w/ double
sided drives. SA800; SA850. 
CADS FC202. Functionally 
equiv. to DEC 11V03L, w/ 
single-sided or double-sided 
drives. $5980-$9255. 
HD11 /T 20.8-MB Winchester 
Disk with Cartridge Tape. SW 
equiv. to 4 RL01 s, plus optional 
3M Cartridge Tape backup. 
Hard disk: Shugart. Control
lers: CADS HC300. $8700, w/ 
tape option; w/o cartridge tape, 
$6500. William Nimee, 
Charles River Data Systems 
Inc., 4 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 
01760. (617) 655-1800. 

Cl-103. Desktop µ,C w/ LSl-
11 /2 or LSl-11 /23 CPU. Sell/ 
buy: terminals, floppy drive, 
hard disk drive, controllers. 
Sell : semi memory bds. Vendor 
maintenance: DEC. $4500, 
LSl-11 /2 Base; $8995, LSl-11/ 
23 Base. 
Cl-S100. Add-in expansion 
memory for S-100 bus. 1-yr. 
warranty. $750 for 64Kx 8. 
Cl-1103. Add-in expansion 
memory for LSl-11 , LSl-11/2, 
LSl-11 /23, PDP-11 /03, PDP-
11 /23 and Heathkit H-11 . $750 
for 32K x 16. John Ross, 
Chrislin Industries, 31352 Via 
Colinas #102, Westlake, CA 
91361. (213) 991 -2254. 

MARS-232. MARS - Modular 
Array Processing System. 
MARS is modular, high-speed 
array processor. Allows de
signers to configure multiple 
processor systems. Applica
tions: arithmetic processing, 
FFTs, digital filters table look
ups. Sell , service. Array proc
essor arithmetic peripherals. 
Vendor maintenance from 
home office. 1 K complex FFT 
1.05ms for a single processor; 
1/0 bus rates 30 MB/sec. $20-
$60K for single processor sys
tems. Dr. Peter Alexander, 
CNR Inc, Computer Products 
Div., 220 Reservoir St, 
Needham, MA 02194. (617) 
449-4906. 

Model 3132. Emulating video 
terminal for VT132, VT100 & 
VT52 users. DEC's AVO (ad
vanced video option) and 
printer port option are std. on 
3132. RTFR. Same specs as 
VT-132/VT-100. Model 3132's 
enhancement features im
prove cost/performance. 
$1995. Rick Brechtlein, VP 
Sales, Cobar Inc., 699 S. State 
College Blvd. , Fullerton, CA 
92631 . (714) 992-4345. 

QD 11-10F. Q Bus Disk Sub
system, disk drive, 512-bytes/ 
sector format, 10' cabling, Q 
Bus interface, preformatted 
pack, slides and full mainten
ance docum. 3rd party. $5,995. 
QB 11/00·12·00. Q Bus Inte
grated Terminal - 12" CRT 
monitor (P4 phosphor), 80-
char. x 24-line alphanumeric 
display, LPV 11 1/0, audible 
alarm, line time clock, keylock 
front panel , full ASCII KB, 15-
func. keys, 18-slot Q Bus back
panel , (4) switched AC recep
tacles , LSl-11 CPU, and full 
maintenance docum. $2,995 
(OEM qty. only). 
QB 11/00-9-00. Q Bus Inte
grated Terminal - 9" CRT 
monitQr (P4 phosphor), 64 
char. x 16-line alphanumeric 
display, LPV 11 1/0, audible 
alarm, line time clock, keylock 
front panel, full ASCII KB, 15 
tune. keys, 18-slot Q Bus back
panel , (4) switched AC recep-

tacles, LSl-11 CPU, and full 
maintenance docum. $2,895 
(OEM qty only). Charles S. 
Breen, Comark Corp., 257 '" 
Crescent St. , Waltham, MA 
02154. (61 7) 894-7000. k" 

RKOS Controller Kit. Inter
faces RK05-J disk cartridge 
drives to LSl-11 . Allows users 
to operate RK05 subsystems, .,. 
previously installed on PDP-
11 /23. Interface up to 8 drives 
daisy-chained together, for >A 

total capacity of 20-MB online 
storage. SW compatible with 
RKV11 / RK11 ; operates 
under RT-11 , RSX-11 , RSTS, 
UNIX, TSX operating sys
tems. LSl -11 s/ LSl-11 com
patibles: free "systems 
catalog" lists complete line. 
$1800. CompuMart, Cam
bridge Digital Co., 270 Third 

,. 

St, Cambridge, MA 02139. 
(61 7) 491 -2700. 

PDP-11 Software. Version 2 
handles small-medium manu
facturing control functions of 
materials inventory, job costing 
maintenance, factory schedul
ing and capacity planning. 
$20,000. Computer Covenant 
Corp., 790 Farmington Av., CT 
06032. (203) 677-6563. 

PDP-11 .Array Processor. 
MSP-3X is on 2 stand. hex-size 
(8.4"x 15.7") boards. Plugs into 
SPC (small peripheral control
ler) slots of host computer. 
Performs signal analysis 
operations at 20 to 50 times 
speed of PDP-11. 1204-point 
real FFT in 14.3 ms. 52.5 W. 
$4950. 90-day warranty. 
Computer Design & Applica
tions Inc., 377 Elliot St., 
Newton, MA 02164. (617) 964-
4320. 

DEC ASYNC Multiplexer (DZ· 
11 A, 8 ,E). DEC Async. inter
face (DL-11 A,B,C,D,E)., DEC 
128KB MOS memory (CMS-
11 ), DEC DD 11 -DK DD-11CK 
backplanes. All of above are 
DEC compatible. Zee V. Rote, 
The Computer Group, Box 
17960, Irvine, CA 92713. (714) 
551 -4001. 

NTDS to PDP-11 Unibus 
IF/NPF 1-1 . This interface 
allows data transfers between 
devices with a NATO std. 1/0 
port (such as AN/ UYK-20, AN/ 
USH-26, etc) and DEC Unibus. 
Data transfers are OMA and 
can be 16- or 32-bit parallel 
words. NPF was an outgrowth 
from internal needs. FO: fac
tory. MIL-STD-1397 (SHIPS). 
D.W. Thompson, VP Mktg., 
Computing Devices Co. (a 
div. of Control Data Canada), 
Box 8508, Nepean, Ontario 
K1G 3M9. (613) 596-3050. 

OEC-11/i SBC/80 coax link. 
"11 -0016 Megalink," a Unibus
compatible interface, permits 

.. 





OMA block transfers at Mbps 
between 255 PDP-11 s over 
one 32,000 ' coax. 8.5 x 12" 
quad board plugs into PDP-11 
backplane. $4520(10). Com
putrol Corp., 15 Ethan Allen 
Hwy., Ridgefield, CT 06877. 
(203) 544-9371. 

DEC Memory Tester, T-119. 
RAM board tester. Stand-alone 
Benchtop unit. Fixtures for LSl-
11 /PDP-11 memories. $13,400 
(complete) . 
Product design services. 
Disk controllers (SMD), car
tridge, Winchester tape con
trollers (NAZI, PE, GCR), 
Memories (16-bit thru ECC 
capabilities). Add-in/add-on 
memory: LSl-11, LSl-11 /23, 
PDP-11, VAX. Controllers: disk 
& tape. Also: memory test 
equip. No vendor maintenance. 
Martin Bock, Concept Devel
opment, Inc., 3198 G Airport 
Loop Dr. , Costa Mesa, CA 
92626 (714) 557-1S11 . 

94178 Semiconductor Mem
ory. VAX add-in memory. FO. 
Full cycle time, 400 ns; full 
access time, 250 ns. 32K x 72, 
$1790 (100). 
94170 Semi memory. PDP-
11 /70 add-on memory to 4 MB. 
FO. Full cycle time, 600ns; 
access cycle time, 460 ns. 256 
KB to 4MB capacity, 256KB, 
$6120 (100). 
94134P Semi memory. PDP-
11 /04 to 11 /55 add-in memory 
includes parity, to 256K x 18 
capacity by using double
density (32K) chips. Full cycle 
time, 500 ns; access time, 
350ns. 16K x 1 S to 256K x 1 S 
capacity. 48K x 1S, $1240 
(100). 
94134 Semi memory. PDP-
11 /04 to 11 /34 add-in memory 
to 12SK x 1S capacity. Full 
cycle time, 500 ns; full access 
time, 350 ns. 32K x 18 up to 
128K x 1S. 4SK x 18, $1035 
(100) . 
94123 Semi memory. LSl-11/ 
2 to LSl-11 /23 add-in memory 
up to 64K x 16/18 capacity. 
Full cycle time, 500 ns; full 
access time, 240 ns. 32K x 18, 
$595 (100) . Len Muehleisen, 
Control Data Corp., Com
puter Memory Div., 8001 E. 
Bloomington Freeway, 
Bloomington, MN 55420. (612) 
S30-6135. 

LSl-11 8-K EPROM module/ 
programmer CCS-1220. Also: 
process control computers. 
$460. 
Micro-tape TU-58. RS-232 
dual drive cartridge tape sys
tem connects to minis/micros. 
To 0.5 MB on-line storage. 
Also : process control compu
ters. $2550. David lvex, 
Control Logic Inc., 9 Tech 
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Circle, Natick, MA 01760 (617) 
655-1170. 

Corvus 11 L and Corvus 20L. 
10 and 20 plug-compatible 
Winchester disk drives for LSl-
11 . FO. $5,950 & $6,950. 
Thomas A. Browne, Corvus 
Systems, 2029 O'Toole Av., 
San Jose, CA 95131 . (40S) 
946-7700. TWX No: 910-33S-
0226. 

MAP200, MAP300, MAP6400. 
32-bit and 64-bit floating point 
array processors. Controllers: 
digital & analog 1/0 interfaces 
(scrolls) . 1/0 analog boards: 
ADAM and AOM intelligent 
processors. Also : Array Proc
essors. FO. MAP200: 32-bits, 
7.5 MFLOPS, MAP300: 32-
bits, 15 MFLOPS, MAP6400: 
64 bits, 3 MFLOPS. All 36 MB/ 
s. MAP200 @ $23,800; 
MAP300 @ $36,400; MAP6400 
@ $S9,000. E. Arsenault, CSPI, 
40 Linnell Circle, Billerica, MA 
01S21(617)272-6020. 

500 MUTT (MultiUse Ter
minal Translator). MUTT per
mits owner of computer system 
to connect via phone circuits to 
remote data terminal device 
and have this terminal appear 
to computer as system con
sole. DG, DEC. No vendor 
maintenance. $765. Paris J. 
Campbell, Jr., Mktg. Mgr., 
Custom Systems, Inc. 2415 
Annapolis Lane, Minneapolis, 
MN 55441(612)553-1112. 

OSR11·A. Unibus Router. 
Allows Unibus reconfigured 
easily w/ push of button. Flex
ible, w/ many configurations 
possible. RTFR. 1-yr. warranty. 
Allows 2 CPUs to share one or 
more peripherals. More CPUs 
can be added. Price depends 
on configuration. Std. 2 CPU, 1 
bus is $2900. 
OS811-A. Unibus Repeater. 
Repeats Unibus signals. Allows 
50 ' more cable and 19 more 
loads to be added to Unibus. 
$1250. Bill Diller, Datafusion 
Corp., 5115 Douglas Fir Rd, 
Calabasas, CA 91302. (213) 
8S7-9523. 

8m-1 Computer System. Bulk 
Mini is combination of LSl-11 
and core disc emulator. RTFR. 
15-3/4" chassis with supply, 
interface, 11 quad-slot Q-Bus
backplane and 256KB to 
1.0MB of RF11 disc emulation. 
8M·2 Computer System. Bulk 
Mini is combination of LSl-11 
and MOS/ECC disc emulator. 
15. 75" chassis with supply, 
interface, 11 -quad-slot Q-Bus
backplane and 512KB to 

4.0MB of RF11 disc emulation 
dual port version available. 
DR-115 16K x 16. Core 
Memory for LSl-11 . RTFR. 
Single quad-board (equiv. to 4 
MM-11A) $1540. 
DR·115S 32K x 16. MOS 
Memory for LSl-11 . Single 
dual-board (equiv. to MSV11 -
DD). Also, parity vers. equiv. to 
MSV11-ED. $850. 
DR-113S 128K x 18. MOS 
Memory for LSl-11 /23. Single 
quad-board work w/ or w/o 
Dataram's P03 parity control
ler. (Non-Parity) $2575. 
8S-417 Memory system. 
512KB to 4096KB MOS/ECC 
Memory Expansion for PDP-
11 /70. RTFR. 7" or 15-3/4" 
chassis with supply/cables in 
512KB incr. $10,600. 
DR-114S 128K x 18. MOS 
Memory for PDP-11 . Operates 
with M7850 parity control 
module (equiv. to 2 MS11 -JS). 
$3045. 
DR-114SP 128K x 18. MOS 
Memory for PDP-11 . On-board 
parity generate/check circuitry. 
Equiv. to MS11-LD). $3145. 
DR-114 32K x 18. Core 
Memory for PDP-11 . Single 
board add-in memory (equiv. to 
MM11-DR). $2495. 
DR-120S 64K x 43. MOS 
Memory for DECSystem 2020. 
Single-extended hex-array 
board (equiv. to M8629). 
$5600. 
DR·118A 32K x 12. Core 
memory for PDP-SA. Single 
hex add-in memory board. Also 
as 16K x 12 add-in memory. 
$2545. 
DR-118 16K x 12. Core 
memory for PDP-SE, F, or M. 
Single quad add-in memory 
board. $1925. 
DR-178S 64K x 72 (512KB). 
MOS/ECC Memory for VAX-
111780. Replaces 2 MS210 
array boards. $5660. 
C-202 Memory Sys. 251 KB to 
4.0MB Core Disc Emulator for 
PDP-11 . 7" or 15. 75" chassis 
with supply, interface, cable. 
Emulates RF11 in 256KB in
crements. $S, 100. 
85-204 Memory Sys. 512KB 
to S.OMB MOS/ECC Disc 
Emulator for PDP-11 . 7" or 
15.75" chassis with supply, 
interface, cable. Emulates 
RJS03/04 in 512KB incre
ments. $10,100. 
8C-204 Memory Sys. 512KB 
to 8.0MB Core Disc Emulator 
for PDP-11 . 7" or 15. 75" 
chassis with supply, interface, 
cable. Emulates RJS03/04 in 
512KB increments. Self-test. 
$13,100. 
8S-202/3/4 DP Memory Sys. 
512KB to 8.0MB Dual Port 
MOS/ECC Disc Emulator for 
LSl-11 /PDP-11 . Emulates RF-
11 or RJS03/04 FHD. Acts as 
common data bank between 2 
CPUs or CPU and custom 1/0. 
Each port independently inter-

faoos to LSl-11 , PDP-11 0< -~1 
custom 1/0. 512KB incre-
ments. $13,500. 
8C-202/3/4 DP Memory Sys. 
256KB to 8.0MB Dual Port 
Core Disc Emulator for LSl-11 I 
PDP-11 . Emulates RF-11 or 
RJS03/04 FHD. Acts as 
common data bank between 2 
CPUs or CPU and custom 1/0. 
Each port independently inter
faces. 256KB increments. 
$12,500. 
804 Chassis Assembly. 7" 
LSl-11 System chassis with S 
Quad-slot backplane, supply, 
dual TU5Ss, controller. Moving 
head disc, SMD and tape 
controller. RTFR. Front loading, 
backplane carriers LSI BUS on 
A & B and C & D connectors ; 
provisions for RL01-type con-
troller. $2900. 
803 Chassis Assembly. 5.25" 
LSl -11 System Chassis withs
quad-slot backplane & supply. 
Front loading backplane car-
ries LSI-Bus on A & B and C & 
D connectors; provision for 
RL01 -type controller. $1300. 
DR-414 5-1/4" Expansion 
Chassis. 5.25" PDP-11 
Expansion Chassis contains 
double system unit/supply. 
+ 5V @ 16A, - 15V @ 6A and 
+ 15V @ 3A. $1485. 
8C-205 Memory Sys. 512KB 
to 2.0MB Core Disc Emulator 
for PDP-15. 15. 75" chassis 
with supply & interface. Emu
lates RF15 in 512KB incre
ments. Interface has offline 
self-test. $24,875. 
8S·2,03 Memory Sys. 512KB 
to 4.0MB MOS/ECG Disc 
Emulator for LSl-11 . 7" or 
15.75" chassis with supply, 
interface, cable. Emulates 
RF11 in 512KB increments. 
µP-controlled interface has off
line self-test. $10,300. 
BC-203 memory Sys. 256KB 
to 4.0MB Core Disc Emulator 
for LSl-11 . 7" or 15. 75" chassis 
with supply, interface and 
cable. Emulates RF11 in 
256KB increments. Offline self
test. $8300. 
BS-202 Memory Sys. 512KB 
to 4.0MB MOS/ECC Disc 
Emulator for PDP-11 . 7" or 
15.75" chassis with supply 
interface, cable. Emulates 
RF11 in 512KB increments. 
$10, 100. 
8C-202 Memory Sys. 251 K to 
4.0MB Core Disc Emulator for 
PDP-11. 7" or 15. 75" chassis 
with supply, interface, cable. 
Emulates RF11 in 256KB in
crements. $8, 100. 
PDP-11/T34 Tape Controller. 
When interfaced with 1-4 ind. 
std. R/R tape transports 
emulates RU10/TM11 . Plugs 
into PDP-11 backplane. Dual 
density controller operates to 
1600 bpi, 125 ips. PE or NAZI. 
$3600. 
LSl-11/T04 Tape Controller. 
When interfaced with 1-4 tape 
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LSl-11,*-11/2,-11/23 Q Bus* 
Floppy Disc Controller 

$666.66 
• Compatible with 

RX01/RX02 Media 
IBM 3740 Format 
Shugart Interface 

• Computer Tested and Verified 
• 24 Hour Replacement Program 
• 6 Month Warranty · 
• Single Board Plugs Directly 

Into Any Q Bus Slot 

OTHER DEC*·COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS ... 
I 

ORANGE COUNTY 
6505 Serrano Ave. 
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807 
(714) 974-0166 

BOSTON 
303WymanSt 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 890-0718 

ASYNCHRONOUS MULTIPLEXERS. 8- and 16-line ElA 
or 20mA, including EIN20mA combination. 

PROCESSOR CHASSIS. 5.25"/10.5" high with front 
· console and Unibus* or Q bus* compatible backplanes/ 

pow
1
er supplies. I 

SAN JOSE 
330 N. Mathilda Ave. 
Suite 3021 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 738-3577 

CHICAGO 
4849 Scott St 
Suite 104 
Schiller Park, IL 60176 
(312) 678-2975 

MOS MEMORIES. 64KB-128KB Q bus and Unibus 
compatible plus 256KB-512KB VAX~compatible. 

CONTROLLERS. Single board floppy and cartridge disc 
controllers for L.51-11 series CPU. 

"Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 

Circle 22 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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transports emulates TU10/ 
TM 11. Plugs into LSl-11 back
plane. Dual density controller 
operates to 1600 bpi, 124 ips 
PE or NAZI. $3600. 
LSl-11/T03 Tape Controller. 
Emulates TU10/TM11. Unit 
plugs into LSl-11 backplane. 
Operates to 800 bpi, 75 ips, 
NAZI $2340. 
PDP-11 S33 Disc Controller. 
Storage Module Drive Disc 
Controller. RM02, RK07, 
RP06, other emulations. Plugs 
into PDP-11 backplane. Oper
ates with industry std. SMDs. 
$4900. 
LSl-11 S03 Disc Controller. 
RM02, RK07, RP06, other 
emulations avail. Plugs into 
LSl-11 backplane. Operates 
with SMDs. $5400. 
PDP-11 C33 Disc Controller. 
Moving head Cartridge Disc 
Controller, when interfaced 
with 1-4 disc drives, emulates 
RF11 /RK05 disk system. 
Plugs into PDP-11 backplane. 
Operates with 100 or 200 TPI, 
1500 or 2400 RPM and 2200 or 
2040 bpi drives to 20 MB. 
$1860. 
LSl-11 C03 Disc Controller. 
Movinghead cartridge Disc 
Controller. When interfaced 
with 1-4 disc drives, emulates 
RK11 /RK05 Disk System. 
Plugs into LSl-11 backplane. 
Operates with 100 or 200 TPI, 
1500 or 2400 RPM and 2200 or 
2040 bpi drives to 20 MB. 
$1860. Pete Yeatman, Cus
tomer Services Mgr., Dataram 
Corp., Princeton 
Rd.,Cranbury, NJ 08512. (609) 
799-00'71 . 

DLP-11. Printer controller for 
PDP-11/04 thru 11/70, VAX 
11/780, LSl-11/24. Software 
compatibility: RT-11 , RSTS, 
RSX-11, IAS, UNIX, VMS, 
TSX. 3rd party maintenance. 
$625. (All cables ordered 
separately.) 
DLP-1100. Line printer control
ler for LSl-11 , LSl-11 /2, 
LSl-11 /23, PDP-11 /03. Soft
ware compatibility : RT-11, 
RSX-11, Mini-UNIX. $375. 
(Cables ord. sep.)Jim 
Marshall/Stan Leopard. Data
systems Corp., 8716 Produc
tion Av., San Diego, CA 92121 . 
(714) 566-5500. 

DSD 480. Double-sided floppy 
disk system has double capa
city of DECs RX02. No patch 
needed for RSX-11 users. 
Simple OS patch adds capacity 
for RT-11 users. Can inter
change data between all IBM 
and DEC formats. FO. On
board diagnostics identify 
faulty module. Service "Hot 
Line" for assistance. Replace
ment module airshipped 24 hrs 
of call. $4495. 
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DSDBBO. Combination Win
chester /floppy disk system. 
Winchester emulates RL01; 
floppy emulates RX02. Has 
several additional features in
cluding an easy access control 
panel and exlusive DSD 
"Hyperdiagnostics". $7495. 
DSD 440. Floppy system 
emulates RX02. Additional fea
tures, including "Hyperdiag
nostics" . On-board diagnostics 
identify faulty module, service 
"hot line" for assistance, re
placement module air shipped 
within 24 hrs of call. $3695. 
Jack Margolis. Data Systems 
Design. 3130 Coronado Dr. , 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 . (408) 
727-3163. 

LAB-DATAX. Lab. data acq. 
computer sys. LSl-11 /2 CPU 
with 64K Bytes RAM, fixed & 
floating point instwctions, dual 
drive double density IMB floppy 
drive, 4 RS-232 serial 1/0 
ports, RT-11, FORTRAN & 
DTLIB subroutines plus choice 
over 100 analog 1/0 boards. 
$9210 to $20,230. Nick Baran, 
Data Translation, Inc., 4 
Strathmore Rd., Natick, MA 
01760. (617) 655-5300. 

ST-LSl-RLV. A/D peripheral 
board; 8 differential AID chan
nels; relay multiplexer to ac
commodate differential voltages 
to 250V RMS; a memory
mapped peripheral ; with diag
nostic program formatted on 
paper tape. LSl-11/2, LSl-11, 
PDP-11 /03, PDP-11 /23. 12 
bits; 126 dB CMR; Linear to± 1 I 
2 LSB; 30 samples/sec, 
throughput. $695. 
ST-LSI Series. AID, D/A pe
ripheral brd; compat. w/LSl-11, 
PDP-11 /03, PDP-11 /23; 32 
SE or 16 diff. AID on master 
brd ; 32SE or 16 diff. AID on 
slave; 2 D/A opt. on master; 
slave brd has 4 D/ A chans; A/ 
D master has opt. P.G.A.; 
Pacer clock; EOG EOS inter
rupts; a memory-mapped pe
ripheral ; w/diagnostic pro
gram on paper tape; full quad. 
size. LSl-11, PDP-11/03, PDP-
11/23. 12 bits A/D, D/A; A/D: 
accuracy within ±0.025% FSA 
± 1 /2 LSB; throughput period, 
20 µS; D/A: linear within ±1/2 
LSB max. From $657. (16 SE 
AID chans. only) . 
ST-LSl2 Series. AID periph
eral boards; compatible w/LSl-
11 /2 (half-quad) ; 16 SE or 8 
diff. A/D ch., master board; 48 
SE, 24 diff. AID on slave board; 
OMA board available; pacer 
clock; a memory-mapped 
peripheral; with diagnostic pro
gram on paper tape, half-quad 
size. LSl-11/2. 12 bits; accur
acy within ±0.025% FSA± 1/2 
LSB; throughput period 20 µ,S. 

$625. (Master Board). Ted 
Petit. Datel-lntersil, Inc., 11 
Cabot Blvd., Mansfield, MA 
02048. (617) 339-9341 . 

Tape Controller/1520. Em
bedded PDP-11 compatible 
tape controller interfaces to 4 
drives (any speed) and com
patible with DEC software. A 
dual density controller is 2 
boards - one hex, one quad 
size. DEC-11/04-60. Control
lers: sell & service tape sub
systems. FO. Densities 200 -
1600 BPI ; 7 or 9 track, speed 
12.5 - 125 ips. 2 board em
bedded controller. $3400. Stu 
Reile/Jeff Strief, Datum 
lnc./Peripheral Products, 
1363 S. State College Blvd., 
Anaheim, CA 92806. (714) 
533-6333. 

VISACOM/23 computer and 
display system. Built around 
LSl-11 /23. Provides for image 
display of 256 x 256 x 16 or 
512 x 512 x 16 bit image 
memory using 16K RAMs. May 
have up to 112K words of Q
bus memory to support with 
RT11 or RSX 11 M. Stand-alone 
or DEC interface; other inter
faces. Terminals: Televideo -
TV 1-912. Floppy drive: SMS 
FT/FD 0100 I floppy. 1-yr 
RTFW. 256 x 256 x 16 or 512 
x 512 x 16-bit image memory. 
Top 4 bits for overlay. Zoom 
2:1, 4:1, 8:1 onimageandover
lay independently. Full scroll 
capability. 16K MOS RAM. 
Compatible with complete line 
of LSl-11 Q-bus devices. 
$30,000-$50,000. 
VISACOM - both a com
puter and a display system 
(LSI 11/02-based). 256 x 256 
x 16 bit or 512 x 512 x 16 bit 
image memory with 320 x 256 
or 640 x 512 viewable matrix. 
Configured either color, mono
chrome, or both, plus 4 bits 
dedicated to 4 overlay planes 
configured as stand-alone with 
floppy, CRT or peripheral to 
host computer. 256 x 256 x 16 
bit image memory or 512 x 512 
x 16 bit. Top 4 bits tor overlay. 
Zoom 2:1, 4:1 , 8:1 on image 
and overlay independently. 
Compatible with complete line 
of DEC Q-bus devices. Full 
scroll capability. 16K MOS 
RAM chips for image memory. 
$15,000-$30,000. 
ID1100. 1K x 1K x 4upto 1K 
x 1 K x 24 image display sys
tem. Suitable for ultra-high 
resolution, monochrome or 
color display. DEC interface 
std ; other interfaces available. 
1 K x 1 K x 4 or 8 bits/image 
memory plus 1 K x 1 K x 4 bits 
for overlay per memory control
ler, 3 memory controllers for 
color, 16K MOS RAM chips for 
image; options include joystick, 
trackball, lightpen. $40K to 
$100K. 
IP5000. Up to 4 channels of 
512 x 512 x 8bitimagemem
ory. Optionally 512 x 512 x 4 
or 8 bit overlay memory. Sys
tem has digital video processor 

tor allowing channel arithmetic 
or boolean operations at video 
frame rates. DEC interface std, 
plus most popular mini inter
faces avail. Internal digital 
processor, to 4 512 x 512 x 8 
bit memory ch. 4 or 8 bit 
overlay, split screen and 
pseudo color support, ASCII 
overlay, zoom 2:1, 4:1, 8:1 on 
each memory or overlay ch, full 
scroll capability all ch. 16K 
MOS RAM chips for image 
memory. $40,000-$65,000. 
ID5000. 512 x 512 x 8 bit or 
512 x 512 x 12 bit systems 
supporting either color or 
monochrome image display. 
Addressable/viewable matrix 
of 512 x 512; point plot mode, 
ASCII overlay, 50 char. by 25 
lines; joystick/cursor optional. 
12-bit systems have 1 or 2 bits 
for graphic overlay. 16K MOS 
RAMs for image memory. 
$13,000-$20,000. 
ID2000. 256 x 256 x 8 or 256 
x 256 x 12 bit sys. supporting 
color or monochrome image 
display. Addressable/viewable 
matrix of 256 x 256; point-plot 
mode ASCII overlay-64 ASCII 
subsets arranged as 80 char. x 
25 lines; joystick & cursor 
optional. 12-bit systems have 1 
or 2 bits for graphic overlay. 
$8,000-$12,000. Phil Cleve
land. National Sales Mgr., 
DeAnza Systems, Inc., 118 
Charcot Ave. , San Jose, CA 
95131 . (408) 263-7155. 

ATP Series. Analog-Digital 1/0 
Cards and Subsys. for Process 
Control/Instrumentation. PDP-
11 & LSl-11 , DG, Intel, Texas, 
Motorola, Computer Automa
tion , PE (Interdata) Harris. 3rd 
party maintenance. G. Read
man, Di-An Data Systems 
Ltd., Mersey House, Battersea 
Road, Heaton Mersey, Stock
port SK4 3EA England. Phone: 
061-442-9768. 

Diagnostic Engineering. 
Diagnostic products for DEC
compatible products. OS 
drivers for DEC-compatible 
products. Russell Wheeler, 
Dice Systems, Inc., 7 1 / 2 
Harris Rd., Nashua, NH 03062. 
(603) 888-6700. 

PDP-11-compatible reel
to-reel tape systems. Has: 
single hex-width plug-in inter
face board ; transport-embed
ded formatter; complete line 
tape transports (reel sizes: 
?", 8.5", 10.5"; speeds: 12.5 to 
75 ips; formats : NAZI, PE, 
NAZI/PE; densities: 800, 1600 
bpi for 9-track & 200, 556, 800 
tor ?-track.) Terminals: 150-
200 CPS matrix teleprinter with 
RS-232C interface. Control
lers: Model UGI - Unibus
compatible interface. Vendor 
maintenance at factory. 3rd 
party. Digi-Data Corp., 8580 
Dorsey Run Rd., Jessup, MD 
20794. (301) 498-0200. 
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Look for geological faults by calcu
lating the ratio between spectral bands 
using real-time Image arithmetic. 

Determine how much vegetation pres
ently exists In a LANDSAT Image by 
using the real-time Image arithmetic 
and histogram calculation functions. 

Use the flexible N x M convolution 
feature to enhance the edges on any 
particular rock formation or other spatial 
feature In less than one second. 

Identify timber, rock, lava flow, and 
volcanic dust by using the minimum 
distance classlflcatlon function. 

Examine details as shown by using 
zoom, or compare the processed pic
ture with the orlglnal by using split 
screen and zoom . 

.;,~==-"l.•'!o: 

Reduce noise In an Image by envoklng 
the Tukey median filter. 



System 105 Statistical Multi
plexor. System 105, an 8-port 
max. statistical multiplexor for 
point-to-point or multipoint 
application, has 2 sizes: 
105-400, a 4-port max. unit and 
105-800, a 8-port max. unit. 
FO; 3rd party. 105-400, $1295; 
105-800, $1495. 
System 115 Statistical 
Muxor. System 115 is a 2-32 
port statistical muxor for p-p or 
multipoint. $2450. 
System 150 Network Pro
cessor. Provides network 
management w/centralized 
control, ability to perform host 
selection, port contention/ 
network reconfiguration. Is a 
64-port unit for p-p or multipoint 
use. $13,500. 
System 205 Unibus Interface 
Statistical muxor. This single 
PCB replaces up to 128 ports in 
p-p or multipoint use. $4250. 
System 210 Terminal Control 
Unit. Terminal communica
tions system for DEC system-
10 similar to DEC DC10, DC68, 
or DC76. Includes all hardware 
and software to support 2-128 
local asynch terminals or dial
up modems of 50-9600 baud 
speeds. $11,000. 
System 250 - Network 
Processor. Centralized statis
tical muxor controls overall 
routing functions, port conten
tion, host selection and multi
point muxing for DCA's net
works. Also a front-end pro
cessor for DEC system-10s. 
$21 ,500. 
System 355 Master Network 
Processor. Bus-oriented pro
cessor that supports 62 high
speed trunk lines, 126 ports 
and provides terminal users 
access to 255 host computers 
in p-p, multipoint and multinode 
data use. Also has built-in 
diagnostics. $8,750. William L. 
Goldstein, VP Mktg./Sales, 
Digital Communications 
Associates, Inc., 135 Tech
nology Park/ Atlanta, Norcross, 
GA 30092. (404) 448-1400. 

MEGACORE. Add-on systems 
interfaced to any computer, in
cluding DEC, NOVA, HARRIS 
etc. We sell & service add-on 
systems and repair all equip
ment sold at our factory. 
DEC, NOVA and ECLIPSE 
memory boards. Brand new 
memory boards 100% com
patible w/ all DEC, NOVA and 
ECLIPSE memory boards. 1-yr 
warranty. Alfred Gomez, 
Digital Data Systems, Inc., 
1396 NW 65 Terrace, Planta
tion, FL 33313. (305) 
792-3290. 

Retro-Graphics, model 
VT-640 PCB. Mounts inside 
VT-100. Provides high-
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powered computer graphics 
capability. Vendor mainte
nance from DEC distributor. 
640 x 480 resolution, 8 modes 
plus user programmable 
modes, green toned screen, 
compatible with most graphics 
software, including Tektronix 
Plot 10 and ISSCO's DISSPLA 
and TELLAGRAF terminal plus 
retro-graphic: $3495. Lee 
Ambrosini , Digital Engineer
ing, Inc., 630 Bercut Dr., 
Sacramento, CA 95814. (916) 
447-7600. 

DBL 2.0. Enhanced version 
of Dibol-11. Compiles/ 
executes programs written in 
DISC's DBL 1.3 or DEC's 
Dibol-11. DBL spans RT-11 , 
RSTS/E, RSX-11 M, and TSX 
and TSX-PlusM (by S&H 
Computers, Nashville, TN). 
Digital Information Systems 
Corp., 6247 Fair Oaks Blvd. , 
Carmichael, CA 95608. (916) 
485-4849. 

TCU-150. Battery-supported 
calendar clock for PDP-11 Uni
bus. FO. Continuously main
tains year, month, day, hour, 
min, sec. Batteries support for 
3 mo., but recharge auto
matically when computer 
power restored. $460. 
RMA-032. 32KW RAM board 
for LSl-11 . Supports bank
switching to 2MB in LSl-11 /2. 
Dual-width board. 450 ns 
access time. Up to 32 RMA-
032s controlled by single BSC-
256 bank switch controller. 
$990. 
BSC-256. Bank-switch
controller. Controls up to 2 
Megabytes of RAM or ROM 
using the RMA-032 and RMS-
016 memory boards. Vastly 
expands LSl-11 /2 memory 
space. Dual width board 
appears as registers in periph
eral space. Contains 32 word 
prom bootstrap. $300. 
RMP-116. EPROM Pro
grammer/Memory Board. DEC 
PDP-11 Unibus. Holds 16K 
words of Intel 2716 or Tl 2516 
EPROMs. Programs and exe
cutes from any socket. $895. 
TCU-100. Time-of-day Cal
endar Clock, battery-sup
ported. PDP-11 Unibus. Con
tinuously maintains month, 
day, hour, min, sec. Batteries 
good for 3 mo. , recharge auto
matically when power restored. 
Programmable interrupts. $495. 
TCU-50D. Battery-supported 
time of day calendar clock for 
LSl-11 QBUS. Dual-width 
board maintains hour, min, sec, 
mo, day. Battery supported 
(self-recharging) time is con
tinuously available. $325. 
RMS-016. 16 KW EPROM 
board. Compatible with BSC-
256 Bank switch controller. 
LSl-11 . FO. 300 ns access time 
EPROM board. Uses Intel 
2716s or Tl 2516s. Dual-width 

board. $300. Marie Stokes, 
Digital Pathways, Inc., 1260 
L'Avenida, Mountain View, CA 
94043. ( 415) 969-7600. 

VP 800/ A Video Processor. 
Software based, table driven 
CRT display. Human eng., 80 
or 132 cpl, 32K of packed dis
play memory, user-definable 
character sets, smooth scroll (2 
rates) , split screen, printer port. 
DEC, DG, Interdata, Varian. 
FO. HP 2645 and VT-100 com
patible. $2250 includes SK of 
display RAM & printer port. 
Larry Strober, VP Mktg., Direct 
Inc., 1279 Lawrence Station 
Rd., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
(408) 734-5504. 

Mag Tape Coupler/DILOG 
Model DU130. Interfaces up to 
2 industry std. formatted tape 
drives with 3 slave drives each 
to PDP-11 Unibus. 12.5 to 125 
ips. Drives either single or dual 
density. Software-compatible 
with RT-11 , RSX-11, RSTS, 
IAS, Mumps via std. tape 
drivers. CEC PDP-11 Unibus. 
Factory maintenance. TM-11 
media/software compatible, 
single quad-size board draws 
under 3.5A from 5V supply. 
Occupies 1 SPC slot; inter
faces to ind. std. 0.5" streamer 
tape drives. $1,695. 
LSl-11 Disk Controller/ 
DILOG DQ100. Single board, 
quad size. Emulates RK05 
Disk Controller. RT-11, 
RSX-11 software-compatible. 
LSl-11, 11 /2, 11 /23. Address
ing capability to 128K words, 
RK05 software & media com
patibility. Handles to BOMB 
total capacity. Draws under 
3.5A from 5V supply. $1,995. 
LSl-11 Mass Storage Disk 
Controller/DILOG DQ200. 
Interfaces LSl-11 to disk drives 
w/ flat cable SMD interface; 
handles to 500MB of on-line 
storage. Has modified DEC RK 
Software Driver. DEC LSl-11, 
11/2, 11/23. Single board, 
quad size. Addresses to 
128KW memory, R/W in block 
sizes to 64KW. Has automatic 
bootstrap, media flaw compen
sation & self-test feature, 
draws under 3.5A at 5V & 300 
mil & 12V. $2,950. 
LSl-11 Tape Controller/ 
DILOG DQ120. 0.5" tape con
troller. Single board, quad size. 
Emulates TM-11 tape control
ler. RT-11 RSX-11 software
compatible. LSl-11 , 11 /2, 
11 /23. Addressing capability to 
128KW., TM-11 compatible, 
handle to 4 ind. std. tape drives 
to 112.5 ips. Draws under 3.5A 
5V. DEC or IBM media compat
ible. $2,295. 
LSl-11 Tape Coupler/DILOG 
DQ130. DQ130 interfaces to 2 
ind. std. single or dual density 
formatted tape drives to 
LSl-11 . 12.5 to 125 ips. Emu
lates TM-11 controller, soft-

ware-compatible w/ RT-11 and 
RSX-11. LSl-11 , 11 /2, 11 /23. 
Addressing capabilities to 
128KW., TM-11 media & soft
ware compatible. Single board, 
quad size, draws under 3.5A at 
5V. Interfaces to ind. std. 0.5" 
streamer tape drives. $1,695. 
Shugart SA4000 Winchester 
Disk Controller/DILOG 
DQ201 . Interfaces Shugart 
SA4000 to LSl-11 , 11 /2, 
11 /23. Single quad size, 
address. to 128KW memory, 
R/W to 64KW blocks. Software 
compatible to RT-11 or 
RSX-11 , using RK05 device 
driver, draws under 3.5A from 
5V. $2450. 
Mass Storage Disc Control
ler/DILOG Model 00202. 
Mass storage Disc Controller 
for interfacing 8" & 14" Win
chester or similar drives with 
flat ribbon cable (SMD) inter
face. Emulates DEC RP02 de
vice drivers used in RT-11 & 
RSX-11 software systems. 
LSl-11 , 11 /2, 11 /23. Single 
card, quad size, draws under 
3.5A at 5V, and 300 mA at 
+ 12V. Controller std . w/ on
board bootstrap loader, diag
nostics & automatic media flaw 
compensation. $2,450. 
PDP-11 compatible Disc 
Controller/DILOG DU100. 
Single-board, quad-size board 
occupying 1 SPC slot. Control
ler software-compatible to RT-
11 , RSX-11 , RSTS & IAS via 
FK05 software drivers. PDP-11 
Unibus. RK05 media compat
ible (when using properly 
aligned 2315 disk drive), 
handles to 80 MB capacity. 
Auto self test. $1 ,995. 
PDP-11 Tape Controller/ 
DILOG DU120. 0.5" tape con
troller on single, . quad size 
board, software-transparent to 
RT-11, RSX-11 , RSTS, IAS 
and Mumps software systems 
via TM-11 tape driver. TM-11 
software-compatible, handles 
to 4 ind. std. tape drives. To 
112.5 ips. Card draws under 
3.5A from 5V. Occupies 1 SPC 
slot. $2,295. 
Mass Storage Disk Control
ler /DILOG DU202. For inter
facing 8" & 14" Winchester or 
similar disk drives w/ flat ribbon 
cable (SMD) interface. Runs 
RP02 software driver in DEC 
software systems. Single card, 
quad size board, uses under 
3.5A at 5V; 500 mA at - 15V. 
Controller comes std. w/ on
board bootstrap loader, diag
nostics & auto media-flaw 
compensation. $2,495. Les 
Alberts/John Frassel, Dis
tributed Logic Corp., 12800-G 
Garden Grove Blvd. , Garden 
Gr., CA 92643. (714) 
534-8950. 
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We led the way with 
disc slorage ms 
for DEC alil er 
minicomputers. 
Eight yea1S later, 
we're still out frilnt. 

DIVA still offers the best alternative in disc 
storage systems for the majority of minicom
puters manufactured by DEC, Data General 
and Interdata-all at less cost, greater conven
ience, and better performance. For example: 

Convenience: DIVA systems respond to host 
operating support software as though they 
were original. You get maximum valid data 
transfer with minimum demands on the host 
processor. Moreover, DIVA offers unparal
leled ease and flexibility in accommodating a 
variety of drive configurations. 

Performance. DIV A systems are superbly 
engineered to give you up to 30% faster data 
transfer (1209 Kbyte/sec); with the ultimate 
ability to deliver error free data from 8 drive 
units that can provide up to 5.2 billion bytes of 
storage. Systems are engineered to be rock
steady in operation and easy to maintain. 

Price: DIVA systems, while providing overall 
superior performance, are painstakingly 
designed for cost-effectiveness which 
routinely translates into system savings of 
25% to 40% less than original manufacturer 
systems. 

Service: DIVA systems are supported nation
ally for service and parts by one of the most 
reputable third-party service groups in the 
country - the Engineering Services group of 
Control Data Corporation. From day of in
stallation out to five years beyond product 
availability. 

Item #9 

Available Now: 
600 M/Byte Systems 
for the VAX® 
We can help you maintain the high 
throughput of data you expect from your 
VAX. That's because our Computroller 
V minimizes the error potential that 
exists with the increased densities of 
the new 600 M/byte drives. We do it 
through our unique 7-byte ECC (error 
correction code) on both header and 
data fields. It calculates and corrects for 
burst errors up to 11 bits on-the-fly -
and does it all internally, without 
bugging the CPU. 
• Reg istered Trademark of Digi tal Equipment Corporation 

ll DIVA 
607 Industrial Way West 
Eatontown, NJ 07724 
(201) 544-9000 

Circle 26 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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008200 plug card com
patible mass disk storage. 
Has our Computroller V 
coupled w/ 200MB Memorex 
677-02 drive(s), Ampex200MB 
9200 drive(s). VAX 11/780. 
Hard disk drive: 200MB Mem
orex 677-02, 200MB Ampex 
9200. Controllers: Compu
troller V. 3rd party vendor main
tenance (CDC & Others). 
008600W plug compatible 
mass disk storage. Our Com
putroller V is coupled with 
600MB Winchester CDC 
drive(s). VAX 11/780. Hard 
disk drive: 600 m/byte CDC 
9775. Controllers: Compu
troller V. 
008300 plug compatible 
mass disk storage. Com
putroller V coupled with 300MB 
SMD drive(s). CDC 9766, 300 
m/byte Ampex 9300. VAX 11/ 
780. CDC & Others. 
00886W plug compatible 
disk storage. Computroller V 
with BOMB Winchesterdrive(s). 
CDC 9730. VAX 11 /780. 
00880 plug compatible 
mass disk storage. Com
putroller V with 80MB SMD 
drive(s). CDC 9762, BOMB 
Ampex 980. VAX-11/780. 
007300 plug compatible 
mass disk storage. Compu
troller V w/ 300MB SMD 
drive(s) . CDC 9766, 300 
m/byte Ampex 9300. PDP-
11 /70. 
007200 plug compatible 
mass disk storage. Comp. V 
w/ 200MB drive(s). Memorex 
677-02, 200MB Ampex 9200. 
PDP-11/70. 
00786 plug compatible 
mass disk storage. V w/ 
80MB Winchester drive(s). 
CDC 9730. PDP-11 /70 
00780 plug compatible 
mass disk storage. V w/ 
80MB SMD drive(s). CDC 
9762, 80MB Ampex 980. PDP-
11 /70. 
0046W plug compatible 
mass disk storage. V w/ CDC 
9775 600MB Winchester 
drive(s). DEC-11 /04-11 /60, 
Interdata (32 bit machine) . 
0043 plug compatible mass 
disk storage. V w/ 300MB 
SMD drive(s). CDC 9766, 
Ampex 300MB 9300. DEC-11 I 
04-1160, Interdata (32 bit 
machines). 
0042 plug compatible mass 
disk storage. V w/ Memorex 
200MB 677-02 drive(s) and 
Ampex 9200. DEC-11 /04-
11 /60. 
0056W plug compatible 
mass disk storage. V w/CDC 
9730 80MB drive(s). 
0052 plug compatible mass 
disk storage. V w/ CalComp 
T-50 drive(s). DEC-11/04-
11 /60, DG (Nova-Eclipse). 
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OD54 plug-compatible mass 
disk storage. V w/ CDC SOM/ 
byte SMD drive(s) for DEC-11 I 
04-11 /60, DG (Nova-Eclipse) 
Interdata 32-bit machines. 
James Harrison, Diva, Inc., 
607 Industrial Way West, 
Eatontown, NJ 07724. (201) 
544-9000. 
Series 2001/9001. IEEE-488 
0.5" tape systems. Variety of 
reel sizes, recording densities, 
tape transport speeds. Buffer 
memory to 16K. Data thruput 
exceeds 100,000 B/s. PDP-11 
& LSl-11 w/ IEEE-488 option, 
DG Nova w/ IEEE-48B option. 
Factory service. $8,895-
$13, 195. Joseph O'Loughlin, 
Dylon Corp., 3670 Ruffin Rd., 
San Diego, CA 92123. (714) 
292-5584. 

SECS 2. Ruggedized 16-bit 
mini 1/0 & software-compatible 
to PDP-11 . Floppy drive: rug
gedized floppy disc SEDS-1 . 
Controllers: tape system con
troller, 1553 bus controller. 1/0 
analog boards: Serial 1/0 for 
RS-232/422. Also: supply, 
adaptors, extenders, half, full 
ATR chassis. MIL E5400, MIL 
E16400, MIL E4158B. Factory 
maintenance. Dean Knutson/ 
Nelda Seifert, EMM, Severe 
Environment Systems Co., 
20630 Plummer St., Chats
worth, CA 91311. (213) 
998-9090. 

TC11. Tape controller for inte
gration of ind. std. reel-to-reel 
tape drives - NAZ, PE and 
dual density - to 125 ips to 
host PDP-11 . CDC 3rd-party 
maintenance. Performance for 
high-speed/high-density oper
ations; complete diagnostic/ 
operating software compatibil
ity; extensive controller self
test/subsystem diagnostic 
operations executed by con
troller firmware. TC11 / N, 
$3000; TC 11 /P, $3600. 
TC01. Tape controller for r/r 
tape drives. To 75 ips to host 
LSl-11 , 11 /2, 11 /23. $3000. 
SC70. PDP-11 /70 disk con
troller emulates RH70 Mass
bus controller. Std. vers. im
plemented by microcode, sup
port SMD-type disk drives of 
80, 160, 200, 300, 600 MB. In
tegrates SMD and Winchester
type mass storage devices to 
host PDP-11 /70. $7950. 
SC21. Single-board, em
bedded I arge disk controller for 
PDP-11 in 3 models. Emulates 
RP11 , RH11, RK611 con
trollers. $5000. 
SC11. Disk controller for use 
with PDP-11 in 3 models. Emu-

!ates RP11 , RH11, RK611 con
trollers. $6000. 
SC01. Disk controller for use 
with LSl-11s in 3 models. Emu
lates RP11, RH11, RK611 con
trollers. $5000. Phillip Begich, 
Dir., National Sales, Emulex 
Corp., 2001 Deere Ave., Santa 
Ana, CA 92705. (714) 
557-7580. 

PDP-11 Report Writer. 
"General Reporting System" is 
on-line query language/report 
writer; handles reports from 
RMS-11 files in nonsophisti
cated use, but can adapt to 
another filing system. Overrid
ing faults allow preparing cus
tomized reports. Licensed, 
1-yr. support, $12,000. Enter
prise Technology Corp., 305 
Madison Ave., New York, NY 
10165. (212) 972-1860. 

RP0-2 disk drive file tester. 
The "Mark VI" tests Memorex 
660s and DEC RP0-2s. 
Modes: find/rev, alternate, 
R/W, (de)select, restore, etc. 
$2995 (1-4). Essar, Inc., 2486 
N. Glassel! St. , Orange, CA 
92665. (714) 998-B572. 

SRF-System Reporting Fa
cility. SRF improves PDP-11 
performance/ capacity 
planning. Identifies programs 
using excessive resources, 
pinpoints bottlenecks, mea
sures component usage. Im
proves system thruput, moni
toring capacity, planning up
grades. PDP-11s with RSX-
11 M or M-PLUS. Also: soft
ware. FO in MD and Los 
Angeles. Required: PDP-11 
with RSX-11 M or M-PLUS. 
$2995. 
ARSAP. Provides total control 
of PDP-11 . Resource manage
ment, chargeback, system 
accounting essential for multi
user system. PDP-11s with 
RSX-11 M or M-PLUS. $2995. 
SAL-11. PDP-11 productivity 
tool. Fortran/assembly lan
guage programmers use SAL-
11 to produce structured, main
tainable, reliable MACR0-11 
programs. Prerequisites: PDP-
11 with RT-11, RSX-11MorM
PLUS. $1295. Susan H. 
Kalichstein, Gejac, Inc. Box 
188, Riverdale, MD 20840. 
(301) B64-3700. 

LSl-11 Hi-Density Universal 
Wire-Wrap Modules/Model 
2140. Flexibility in IC choice 
number/size. Low-profile soc
kets with component-side 
Wire-Wrap pins permit 0.5'' slot 
spacing. Mounting-holes for 
additional 1/0 connectors/ 

trimpots provided on some top 
edges. V. From $63. 
Disk Cartridge Controller/ 
Model 2153. HW/SW compat
ible w/ RKV11 /RK05. Oper
ates w/ 2.5 to 20 MB drives 
2315 front-load or 5440 top
load removable cartridge disk 
drives interfaceable. With full 
18-bit ext. address of LSl-11 I 
23. Selectable address, inter
rupt vector, bus priority level, 
1500 or 2400 RPM disk drives. 
Optional : bootstrap loader, 
self-diagnostic, a Q-bus ter
minator, to 80 MB. From 
$1750. 
PDP-11 High-Speed, Paper
Tape Punch-Controller/ 
Model 2023. Similar to PA611-
series "Typeset-11 " paper tape 
punch controllers used w/ 
BRPE Punch Models 11, 18, 21 
to 110 cps. Complete system 
unit. W/ or w/o supplies/ 
punches. From $1350. 
PDP-11/Line Printer Con
troller/Model 2024. For: 
LP 11, LA 11, LS 11 line printers; 
LXY11 , LV11 printer/plotters. 
With std . DEC software, it 
interfaces to dot matrix, impact, 
electrostatic (to 1000 lpm) line 
printers. From $575. 
Card Reader Controller/ 
Model 2025. HW/SW-C w/ 
CR11 /CM11 /CMS11. Oper
ates w/DEC, Documation, 
Cardamation, POI, GDI, similar 
card readers. Reads punched 
or marksense cards to 600 
cpm. $700. 
PDP-11 Async. Serial Line 
Interface/Model 2031. Full/ 
half-duplex communication 
between PDP-11 & serial data 
communication device. Single 
quad board has DL 11 -A - E 
features. Compatible w/ tele
typewriters, Bell series 103, 
113, 202-type modems; other 
async. serial-data devices. 
From $550. 
Async. Multiplexer/Model 
2033. Program-controlled 
muxer connects PDP-11 to 8 or 
16 async. serial lines. Exceeds 
DZ11 . Auto. config. for RS-232 
or current-loop operation, split 
tran./receive baud rates, RS-
423/RS-232 drivers and 19.2 
KBaud capability, special test
mode connectors. From $1450. 
Hi-Density Universal Wire
Wrap Modules/Model 2040. 
Flexibility in IC choice number/ 
size. Low-profile sockets. 
Component-side Wire-Wrap 
pins permit 0.5" spacing. 
Mounting-holes for extra 1/0 
connectors. From $63. 
General Device Interface/ 
Model 2041. General-purpose 
parallel interface between 
PDP-11 Unibus/peripheral 
device. Compal. w/ DR11 -C 
O.S. & dagnostic SW. Parallel 
trans. of 8- or 16-bit data out, 
16-bit data in, and 6 bits of con
trol/status info. $425. 
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. Plessey has combined many 
years of experience in the design and manufacture of 

computer memories with the field-proven technology of 16K RAMs to 
produce the reliable PM-S 11 L Memory Series for the PDP-11. The SINGLE hex board 256 

Kbyte MOS memories are compatible with DEC's" operating systems and diagnostics and are completely 
hardware, voltage, signal and pin-to-pin compatible with Unibus" backplanes. These memories offer refresh cycling and can be 

" supported by battery backup. All electronic components of the PM-S11 L Memory Series are mounted on a stable, rugged base that 
is reinforced with a metallic brace to ensure safe shipment and ease of installation and maintenance in any systems environment. 

Plessey's PM-S 11 L Series is designed to replace DEC's 
MS11 L. The PM-S11 L and PM-811 L/F are available in 256, 
192, 128, and 64 Kbyte versions, with or without on-board parity 
controller. Variable switch settings allow starting and stopping 
on any 8 Kbyte boundary within the extended addressing range 
of Oto 4 Mbytes. LED indicators are included for visual display of 
parity error. 

The PM-S 11 L has a cycle time of 500ns and read/write (R/W) 
access time of 385/ 235ns. Model PM-811 L/ F is configured for 
a cycle time of 425ns and R/W access time of 300/200ns for 
improved PDP-11 performance. 

Plessey's reputation for quality, service, delivery, competitive 
prices, and worldwide support has made us the largest inde
pendent producer of DEC-compatible equipment. All Plessey 
products withstand strict quality control procedures of the high
est commercial standards. Add-in memories are -subjected fo 
dynamic "burn-in" at elevated temperature, and inspected for 
error-free operation in the user's environment via bench tests 
and computer diagnostic procedures. 

Plessey's product line includes add-in/ add-on core and 
semiconductor memories; cartridge, disc pack, floppy , mag 

* Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp . 

tape controllers and subsystems; microcomputer and minicom
puter systems; DEC-compatible software; and a wide variety of 
backplanes, expansion chassis and other accessories. All 
Plessey products include applicable hardware and software 
documentation, plus warranty with maintenance/installation 
options. 

Contact your nearest regional sales office for more information 
on the PM-811 L Memory Series or any Plessey product. 

······························*····························· Return this form for more information on Plessey's PM- S 11 L ! 
Memory Series . : 

-

Plessey 1691 Browning Avenue ! 
Irvine, CA 92714 • 

Peripheral ATTN : Marketing Dept. : 
1- 800- 854- 3581 

Systems (ca .l 1- 800-244. 4211 
0 Please have sales representative contact me 
0 Please send literature 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

_ TELE: ( ) __ 

CITY _ STATE ZIP ---- : ·······••••>1<••······· ...................................... . 
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Parallel Communication 
Link/Model 2081. Multiproc
essor communications. Inter
connects multiple PDP-11 s 
under RSX-11 M or DECNET in 
distributed processing. Fea
tures of PCL-11B computer 
link. Max. bus bandwidth of 1 
MB and error-free comm. w/ 
HW parity/CRCC error det. 
From $4500. 
PDP-11 Interface Hardware/ 
Model 2099-BC11A. UNIBUS 
Cable. From $115. Gerald E. 
Nutter, Gen/Comp Inc., 6 Al
gonquin Rd, Canton MA 02021 
(617) 828-2008. 

DUALTAPE DT-58. Dual cas
sette drive and controller. 
Factory maintance. 256KB/ 
cassette; 2 drives; 9.5-sec av. 
access time to any block of 
512B. RS-232 interface. 
$1 ,200. 
DUALDRIVE 800/DD-800. 
Dual Shugart 801 or 850 floppy 
drives + chassis + supply + 
controller for Q-Bus. $2,995. 
Philip R. Moore, General Digit
al Corp., Inc. 3322 S. Memori
al Parkway, Suite 81 , Hunts
ville AL 35801 (205) 883-1700. 

DEC-11, VAX data base man
agement software. "Sequitur" 
runs under all PDP-11 , LSl-11 , 
VAX O.S. General Eclectlcs, 
2608 8th St. , Berkeley, CA 
94710. (415) 848-2693. 

Tri Star. 3 drives, double
sided, double-density floppy 
systems w/ LSl-11/2 or LSl-
11/23, 64-KB RAM to 256-KB 
RAM, serial 1/0 port. Floppy 
drive : 3 1.25-MB drives. Hard 
disk drive: Super Tri Star 10-
MB Winchester. Controllers. 
Also: single or quad serial 1/0 
port. Western union mainten
ance. $11 ,000 to $19,000. 
Pegasus. RK05-compatible 
20-MB cartridge-based system. 
Reads RK05 removable car
tridges & dual density packs. 
LSl-11 /2 or LSl-11 /23, 64-KB 
RAM to 256-KB RAM, serial I/ 
0 port. Hard disk drive: 20-MB 
(3 fixed & 1 removable). Con
trollers. Also: single or quad 
serial 1/0 port. $17,500 to 
$22,500. 
Super Pegasus. 90-MB fixed 
& removable-based system 
with LS 1-11 /2 or LSl-11 /23, 64-
KB RAM to 256-KB RAM, serial 
1/0 port. Hard disk drive: 90 MB 
(3 fixed & 1 removable). Con
trollers. Also: single or quad 
serial 1/0 port. $22,500 to 
$27,500. 
Gemini. Dual-drive, double
sided, double-density floppy 
disk system w/ LSl-11/2 or 
LSl-11 /23, 64 KB-RAM to 256 
KB-RAM, serial 1/0 port. Flop
py drive: 2 1.25-MB drives. 
Hard disk drive: Super Gemini 
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10-MB Winchester. Also: single 
or quad serial 1/0 port. $9,500 
to $18,500. Donald D. Woelz, 
General Robotics Corp., 57 
N. Main St., Hartford WI 53027 
(414) 673-6800. 

All DEC Microboards, LSl-
1112, -11/23. Only authorized 
stocking distributor for DEC. 
Buy, sell : Terminals, add-in/ 
add-on memory, floppy disk 
drive, hard disk drive, con
trollers, 1/0 analog boards, 
CPU, SW. DEC-Standard 
prices. 1-day delivery. Jim 
Christian, Hamilton/ Avnet 
10950 W. Washington, Culver
City CA 90230 800-421 -3210. 
(In Cal.) 800-252-0627. 

DEC-11-type, interrupt
driven O.S. HA-SP/68000 
command-level syntax, resem
bling DEC-11 O.S., provides 
device-independence via pe
ripheral interchange program. 
ROMable. 0 .S. may reside 
anywhere in memory. OEM 
license, $25,000. Jack Hemen
way, Hemenway Assoc., Inc., 
101 Tremont St., Boston, MA 
02108. (617) 426-1931. 

Universal Extender Card, 
Models 8010ET, ZSOET, 
6800ET DE2ET, DE4ET, 
DE6ET. Models for popular µ.P 
card cages, unique gold-plated 
TPs allow TPs to hang at any 
angle, staggered test contact 
pts. eliminate test pi;obe clutter
ing, side strips for positive
ground clip retention. DEC, 
Intel, Zilog, Motorola, DEC 
compatible. Terminals: Hybri
con P/N's CP-1-2; NP-1 -2; SP-
1-2; W-01 ; JW-02, etc. Others: 
full in-house wire wrapping 
service, pick up, delivery. 
Smallest board $65 to $165.00 
for largest one. 
Low Profile Series, No. 
2-DE&-SS, 3·DE6-SS. Com
patible with DEC low-profile, 
mounts on 1 /2" centers, hand
les all sizes of DIPs. Single
sided board permits stacking 
on 1 /2" centers. Comes pinned 
or loaded with 16-pin DIP 
sockets, tantalum caps. Ter
minals: Hybricon P/N 's CP-
1-2; NP-1 -2; SP-1 -2; W-01 ; 
JW-02, etc. 2-DE6-SS, $175; 
3-DE6-SS, $253. 
Socket Pinned Boards
Models 4-DE2-VHF; 4-DE&
VHF. Dual, Quad and Hex-type 
boards: compatible with DEC 
HW. These are 2-format 
boards loaded with screw
machined socket pins, factory 
installed. Pin level can be low 
profile (1 .5), 2-level or 3-level 
pins. Teminals: P/N's CP-1-2; 

NP-1-2; SP-1-2; W-01 ; JW-02, 
etc. 4-DE2-VHF, $146.95; 
4-DE4-VHF, $287.45; 4-DE6-
VHF, $395. 
High Frequency Series, 
Model 2-DE2-VHF; 2·DE4-
VHF; 2·DE6-VHF. Dual, Quad 
and Hex-type boards, com
patible with DEC HW. Extended 
freq. range, to 500MHz for 
high-speed logic, continuous 
ground plane, high density, 
very low noise, crosstalk. 
2-DE2-VHF-$55.20ea; 2-DE4-
VHF-$94.75ea; 2-DE6-VHF
$139. Janis Parker/Sales; Jim 
Williams/Wrapping Service, 
Hybricon Corp., 410 Great 
Rd., Box 206, Littleton MA 
01460 (617) 486-3174 or 
486-8102. 

PDP-11170 Memory System. 
"Maxiram-11 /70 HS" solid
state, non-rotating equiv. of 
RS04/RS03 fixed-head disc 
drives attaches to PDP-11 /70 
cache bus. 19" rack-mounted 
chassis. 512KB to 8 MB. Im
perial Technology, Inc., 831 
S. Douglas St. , El Segundo, CA 
90245. (213) 679-9501 . 

Dibex operating system. Dibol
compatible O.S. is plug
compatible with CTS-300 O.S. , 
but offers re-entrancy and will 
be operational on 8086 early in 
1981 . $1000. Information 
Access Systems, Box 835, 
Sparta, NJ 07871 . (201) 
729-7581 . 

Clear Signal Cables & Con
nectors. Cables & Connectors 
to interface virtually any HW 
with any peripheral. Jim Karo, 
lnmac, 2465 Augustine Dr., 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. (408) 
727-1970. 

MTS 1050/130. PDP 11 mag 
tape sub-system, including 
controller, formatter, cabling 
and 1 /2" tape transport. FO; 
3rd party. Dual mode (NAZI) 
800 cpi and (PE) 1600 cpi, 
10.5" reels operating at 45 ips 
- Controller supports 4 addi
tional tape drives. $7 ,850 each; 
daisy chain drive, $4,850. 
Model MTS 1050/150. 1/2" 
tape sub-system for LSl-11 . 
Controller, formatter, 10.5" reel 
tape transport. IBM com
patible. 9 tracks - dual mode 
(NAZI) 800 cpi, (PE) 1600-cpi 
operating at 45 ips. Stores over 
40 MB of data on 2400 ' reel. 
$7,500; slave, $4,850. 
Model TDC 3000/180. PDP-
11 Cartridge drive sub-system. 
Emulates TM 11 /TU 1 O 0.5" 
tape system. Computer with 
SW device, diagnostic - single 
or multi-drive systems. Digital 

cartridge recorders per ANSI 
x 3.56 Std. 1976. Over 3.35 MB 
on DC 300XL cartridge. Used 
for program load on archival 
storage. $4,680 single drive; 
$6, 180 dual drive. 
TDC 3000/160. LSl-11 car
tridge drive sub-system. Emu
lates TM 11 /TU 10 0.5" tape 
system - with SW driver, diag
nostic. Single or multiple drive 
systems. Over 3.35 MB of data 
storage for program load or 
data archival - table top or 
rack mount. $4,680 single 
drive; $6, 180 dual drive. Aldo 
Falossi, Tech. Support Mgr., 
Innovative Data Technology, 
4060 Morena Blvd. , San Diego, 
CA 9211 7. (714) 270-3990. 

Peripheral Interface Con
trollers. Std. and special con
trollers for printers, disc drives 
& all tape drives (paper, mag, 
1/ 4", 1/2" cassette) for minis 
and µ.Cs . STD models for 
Nova, Rolm, Data General, 
PDP-11 , LSl-11, etc. and 
S-100. Controllers : For 
printers, disc and all tape 
drives. 1/ 0 analog boards: 
Data acquisition and data pro-
cessing modules. Others: 
special digital interface 
modules for any computer. 
Rick Fay, Instrumentation 
Technology Systems, 19360 
Business Center Dr., North
ridge, CA 91324. (213) 
886-2034. 

MOT11 A. Plug-in Motorola 
M6800 System for the LSl-11 
Q-Bus (Dual Slot) with serial, 
parallel Interface. $1 ,560. 
MM05. Memory Switch for the 
LSl-11 Q-Bus. $480. Kaiser & 
Dr. Damm GmbH, Computer
technik u. CAD-Anlagen, 
Gerh.-Hauptmann-Str. 74, 
6052 Muhlheim/ M. Phone: 
0 61 08/20 65-20 66. 

Lexidata System 3400. Image 
& graphics display processor. 
Raster refresh technology. 
DEC, DG, Interdata, HP, 
Prime. Terminals: to 1280 x 
1024 resolution for imaging & 
graphics applications. From 
$7510. Carole Swan, Lexidata 
Corp., 37 N. Ave., Burlington, 
MA 01803. (61 7) 273-2700. 
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FDR DATA ENTRY. 

* Completely solid state for maximum reliability 
and long life. 

* Provides complete readout of numerical and 
alpha numerical data up to 22 columns. 

* Completely error-proof. Provides column count 
strobe at all times regardless of data punches. 

* Compact. Lightweight. Low cost. 

• • DSR-100 
BADGE READER 
A compact, low cost, completely solid state badge 

reader for Hollerith coded badges. Provides every 
function foranytypeof interfacing.Used 

in time clock, controlled access, and data 
collection terminals. The one reader that 
meets every requirement and is exceeding 
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WRITE FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL DATA FILE. 

FDR PROGRAMMING ... 

SEALECTROBOARD 
CORDLESS MATRIX BOARDS 

The reliable, common-sense method to switch 
and program any process or sequence of events. 
The ideal man-to-system interface affording 
instantaneous read-out or program changes 
anytime, anywhere. 

* Multiple switching from any input to any output. 
* Non-polarized or diode connections. 
* Instant readout and program changes. 
* No patch cords. 
* Available in 2, 3, 4, 5 or more switching planes. 
* Matrix available in .250': .100': or 4 mm spaced. 

hole patterns. 
* Standard or custom matrix patterns. 
* Exclusive Sealectro contact design for top 

reliability, performance and long-life. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE 
SEALECTROBOARD DATA FILE. 

OU TPUTS 

J 

....----.® PROGRAMMING DEVICES DIVISION 

SEALECTRD 
CORPORATION 
MAMARONECK, N. V. 101543 
PHONE: 9M 698·5600 TWX: 710-566·1110 
SulectroWtst: 

14011 Vtntun Blvd ., Suite 215, Sherman Oaks, C1 . 91423 , (213) 9110-1131 
1901 Old Middlefield War. Suitt 19, Mountain View, Ca. 94043 (415) 915·1212 

SEALECTRO SHltctro lid., Portsmouth, Hints, En1l1nd 
SHltctro S.A., Zone lndustrielle Toulon Est. 1130117 Toulon Cedex, Fnnce 

CIRCUIT COMPONENTS • R F COMPONENTS • PROGRAMMING DEVICES 

Circle 25 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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UFG-01. High-speed video 
frame grabber for PDP-11 bus. 
Factory maintenance. Com
panion to URGB-256. Ameri
can/European std. Three
version 4/6/8 bits per pixel. 
Conversion rate at 30 MHz. 
Ext. sync to video source. Full 
SW control. $795 (1-4). 
URGB·Alpha. Color 
Alphanumeric Video Controller 
for PDP-11 bus. Program
mable character density. Blink
ing/Inverse/double height. 
From 10-128 characters per 
line. Hardware scroll & light 
pen. Up to 60 lines. Ext/Int 
sync. American/European std. 
$845 (1-4). 
QRGB·Alpha. Color 
Alphanumeric Video Controller 
for LSl-11 bus. Programmable 
character density. Blinking/ 
Inverse/double height. From 1(}. 
128 char./line. Hardware scroll 
& light pen. Up to 60 lines. Ext/ 
Int sync. American/European 
std. $845 (1-4). 
QRGB·GRAPH. Variable 
Resolution Color Graphic Con
troller for LSl-11 bus. Support 
zoom, pan & scroll. Ext/Int 
Sync. Variable Resolution 256 
x 256 x 4. American/Euro
pean standard. 512 x 512 x 4, 
1024 x 1024 plus more. Single 
command erase. $1500 (1-4), 
APR/81 . 
URGB-GRAPH. Variable reso
lution color graphic controller 
for PDP-11 bus. Support zoom, 
pan & scroll. Ext/Int sync. Vari
able resolution 256 x 256 x 4, 
512 x 512 x 4. American/ 
European standard. 1024 x 
1024, plus more. Single com
mand erase. $1500 (1-4), 
APR/81 . 
URGB-256. 256 x 256 Color 
Graphic Video Controller for 
PDP-11 bus. 256 x 256 x 4 
resolution . Optional com
panion frame grabber. 16-level 
color grey scale. Ext/Int sync. 
Two boards for 256 level color. 
American/European std. 
$1595 (1-4) . 
QFG-01.High-speed Video 
Frame Grabber for LSl-11 Bus. 
Companion to QRGB-256. 
American/European Std. 
Three version 4/6/8 bits per 
pixel. Conversion Rate at 30 
MHz. Ext. sync to video source. 
Full SW control. $795 (1-4). 
QRGB-256. 256 x 256 color 
graphic video controller for LSl-
11 bus. 256 x 256 x 4 resolu
tion. Optional companion 
frame grabber. 16 level color 
grey scale. Ext/Int sync. Two 
boards for 256 level color. 
American/European std. 
$1595 (1-4). 
MDC-512. Variable resolution 
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graphics controller for PDP-11 
bus. Variable resolution. Ext/ 
Int sync. 256 x 256, 512 x 256, 
512 x 512, 1024 x 256. Amer
ican/European std. Single 
command Erase. Vertical 
scroll. $1295 (1-4). 
MDC-2480. 24 x 80 alpha
numeric video controller for 
PDP-11 bus. U & L graphic 
character set. Acces time 500 
ns. Support blink/inverse 
video. American/European 
std. Transparent memory. Ext/ 
Int sync. $495 (1-4). 
MLSl-2480. 24 x 80 alpha
numeric video controller for 
LSl-11 bus. Support blinking/ 
inverse video. Access time 500 
ns. Upper/lower/graphic char
acter set. American/European 
std. Transparent memory. Ext/ 
Int sync. $495 (1-4). 
MLSl-512. Variable-resolution 
graphic controller for LSl-11 
bus. Variable resolution. Ext/ 
Int sync. 256 x 256, 512 x 256, 
512 x 512, 1024 x 256. 
American/European std. 
Single command erase. Sup
port vert. scroll. $1295 (1-4). 
Matrox Electronic Systems, 
Ltd., 5800 Andover Ave., TMR, 
Quebec, H4T 1 H4, Canada. 
(514) 735-1182. 

PDP-8 {MDB·LE8) Line 
printer controller. For Cen-
tronics, Dataproducts, GE 
Terminet, Printronix, most 
printers that emulate Cen
tronics/Dataproducts inter
face. 15' cable furnished with 
board. For PDP-8, E, A, F, M. 
1-yr. RTFW. $650. 
MOB-11B general purpose 
OMA wire-wrap board. Gen
eral purpose OMA interface on 
single quad board. 12 IC posi
tions of user logic. Includes 2 
connector positions, up to 50 
conductors each for cable-to
peripheral devices or to wire
wrap modules. All those are for 
PDP-11 & VAX-11/780. All 1-
yr. RTFW. $1,195. 
MOB·11C G.P. bus founda
tion module with W/W. $390. 
MOB-1710 G.P. bus founda
tion W /W module. General 
purpose parallel bus founda
tion module with all logic for bus 
interface/interrupt service. 
Universal wire wrap portion for 
user logic, 40 sockets of any 
DIP configuration. $225. 
MOB-11 WWB Quad W/W 
module. Quad wire wrap mo
dule for use with PDP-11, PDP-
8, LSl-11 . Up to 70 DIP sockets 
or ICs. 4 connector positions up 
to 50 conductors each for 
cable-to-peripheral device or to 
wire wrap modules for expan
sion. $125. 
MOB-W9500 Hex W/W mo
dule. Universal hex wire wrap 
module with pins inserted for 
almost any combination of up 
to 96 sockets or ICs from 14 to 
40 pins. Two 1/0 buses are 
provided. 130 pins on the side 

and the other, 250 pins across 
the top to be used with any con
figuration edge connectors. 
$195. 
MOB·LP11 line printer con
troller-Dataproducts. Line 
printer controller for all speed 
versions of Dataproducts or 
Dataproducts interface emulat
ing printers. Compatible with 
DEC operating and diagnostic 
software plus optional long-line 
operation adapter available. 
15' std. cable included; op
tional lengths up to 3,000'. All 
1-yr RTFW. $750. 
MOB-LP11A line printer 
controller- data printer. Line 
printer controller for all speed 
versions of Data Printer or Data 
Printer interface emulating 
printers. Compatible with DEC 
operating and diagnostic soft
ware plus optional long-line 
operation adapter available. 
15' std. cable included; option
al lengths up to 3,000' . All 1-yr. 
RTFW. $1,250. 
MOB-LS11 line printer con
troller- Centronics. Line 
printer controller for all speed 
versions of Centronics/G.E. 
Terminet/LA 180 or Centron
ics/G.E. Terminet/LA180 
interface emulating printers. 
$650. 
MOB-CR11 card reader con
troller. Card reader controller 
for all-speed versions of 
Documation/other popular 
card readers. $875. 
MOB-PC11 paper tape 
reader/punch controller. 
High-speed paper tape reader I 
punch controller for Remex/ 
other popular paper tape 
reader/punch devices. $750. 
MDB-XY11 incremental plot
ter controller. Incremental 
plotter controller for Houston 
Instrument, Calcomp/other 
popular devices. $1,250. 
MOB-LV11 electrostatic 
printer/plotter controller. 
High-speed electrostatic 
printer/plotter controller for 
Versatec/similar interface 
emulating devices. $1,450. 
MOL-11 async. serial line 
interface. With combined EIN 
20-ma loop on quad board al
lowing switch-selectable 
modes of DL 11-A, B, C, Dor E 
with 16 selectable rates from 
50 to 19.2K baud. Switch
selectable addressing interrupt 
vectoring, trans./ receiver clock 
sources and baud rates. Full 
dataset control is std. Compal. 
with DEC operational/diag
nostic software. Cable for con
nection to terminal or dataset. 
PDP-11 & VAX-11/780. 1-yr. 
RTFW. $630. 
MOL-11W async. serial inter
face. Serial line interface with 
line freq. clock and EIA/20ma 
loop capability allowing DL-
11 WA or WB mode. Operation 
with either line frequency or 
ext. clock. 16-std. switch-se 

lectable rates from 50 to 19.2K 
baud. All features of MDL-11 . 
$630. 
MOB-MOU11 sync. serial 
interface. Full/half duplex 
high-speed sync. program con
trolled data interface on a 
single quad board. Features of 
DU-11 plus speeds to 650 
bytes/s. Complete modem 
control, 5 registers, double buf
fered interrupt, switch select
able address and interrupt 
vector, EIA level convertors 
and processes sync. and iso
chronous data. $1,443. 
MOB-OUP11 sync. serial 
interface with protocols. 
Full/half-duplex high-speed 
sync. interface on single quad 
board. Provides all features of 
DUP-11-DA plus bit oriented 
protocols SDLC, ADCCP and 
HDLC, and byte control proto
cols BISYNC and DDCMP. 
Programmable character 
length 1 to 8 bits for BOP or 5 to 
8 bits for BCP. $1,200. 
MOB-OZ11 A 8-line async. 
multiplexer. Async. 8-line EIA 
mux provides features of DZ-
11 A plus each line has pro
grammable char. formats and 
data rates from 50 to 19.2K 
baud. Includes dataset control. 
$1,950. 
MOB·OZ11 AC 8-line mux 
with current loop/RS-232. 
Async. 8-line mux with EIA/20 
ma on per line basis (provides 
features of DZ-11A and DZ-
11 C on single board). Each line 
programmable from 50 to 
19.2K baud. $1,950. 
MOB-OZ11 E 16-line async 
mux. Async 16-line mux pro
vides features of DZ-11 E plus 
individually programmable 
char. formats and data rates for 
each EIA line from 50 to 19.2K 
baud. $3, 110. MOB Systems, 
Inc. Orange, CA 

MOB-DA11BJ Unibus inter
processor link. High speed 
parallel OMA interprocessor 
link links 2 PDP-11 s with differ. 
drivers/receivers. Operates to 
3,000' . Allows data transfers 
across 32K boundaries in 
blocks of up to 32K words. Data 
transfer speeds to SOOK wps. 
Selectable address, interrupt 
vector and bus levels provided, 
preset to DEC std. assignment 
77241 X. Compatible with 
DR11 B and DA 11 B operating 
and diagnostic software. All 1-
yr RTFW. $4,875. 
MOB/MLSl·DABOI Unibus-Q 
Bus interprocessor link. 
High-speed parallel OMA inter
processor link used with PDP-
11, LSl-11/2 or 11/23 with dif
ferential drivers and optically
isolated receivers. All features 
of MOB-DA 11 BJ and 
DA 11 BOI. 50' cables included; 
optional to 1,000'. $4,050. 
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TOTAL 
CDC COMPATIBILITY AND 

GREAT DELIVERY, TOO! 

The only thing worse 
than not having enough 
disk storage, is not be
ing able to get enough 
disk storage. 

Fortunately, the 
Ampex DM-9300AO 
solves both problems. 
With 300 megabytes of 
reliable disk pack storage 
and off-the-shelf delivery. 

But the advantages of the 
DM-9300AO don't stop with del iv
ery. It's completely compatible 
with CDC's 300 megabyte drive. 
So disk packs can be inter
changed, written on, or read by 
either drive. Of course, the industry 
standard SMD interface, and 
power sequencing of both units 
are also compatible. 

DM-9300AO disk pack swap
ping is as easy as using them. Its 
large front opening has been de
signed with the convenience of a 
top loader, and human engineered 
for minimal lifting. So even a 
20-pound pack is easy to insert 

and remove. It's such a good idea, 
we 're surprised somebody didn't 
think of it sooner. 

But then, the DM-9300AO is 
full of good ideas. Like highly rel i
able on-track servoing, and a 
single port daisy-chain interface 
with ribbon cable that can be con
verted-in the field-to an internal 
dual port. 

And the same goes for main
tenance. Service requires only 
front, rear, or top access. Side 
access is eliminated, so you can 

AMPEX 

arrange the units 
side by side. What's 
more, the logic chassis 
in the rear of the 
unit swings out to 
provide easy access 
to all test points and 
connections. And 
extensive use of LEDs 
simplifies trouble
shooting. 

The DM-9300AQ has a lot to 
offer. But what's even better, is that 
it's all offered right now. With deliv
ery that 's ready when you are. 

The DM-9300AO. Just one of 
a complete line of Ampex plug 
compatible disk drive memories 
for nearly any CPU. 

For more information, contact 
Gary Owen at Ampex Memory 
Products, 200 North Nash Street, 
El Segundo, California 90245. If 
you 're really in a hurry call him at 
213 / 640-0150. Or contact your 
local sales office. 

Either way, we won 't keep you 
waiting. 

MAKES THE DIFFERENCE. 

Circle 27 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Until now if you needed an 
inexpensive Winchester controller 
board, you were in big trouble. 

They didn't exist. 
Then we designed 5 chips that 

take the place of about 75 on an 
ST500/SA1000 interface. Which 
means it's now possible to fit a 
complete controller on one 6" x 9" 
board with about 40 chips instead 
of 150. 

BIC ON RELIABILITY. OurWD1000 
board gives you everything you 
need in a Winchester controller. 
Features like: a choice of 128, 256 . 
or 512 byte buffers; a 5 MBITS/ 
SEC transfer rate; control for up to 
4 drives; control for up to 8 R/W 
heads and much more. All for 
about one-third the price of pre
viously available controllers. The 
WD1000 is just $324 in quantities 
of 250. 

·So suddenly you have greater 
design flexibility and the opportu
nity to create a system that's more 
reliable, less expensive and pro
grams just like a floppy. 

BIC JUMP ON THE MARKET. The 
WD1000 can save you up to 50% 
on your complete Winchester sys
tem and months of development 
time. Now's your chance to get a 
better product on the market, fast 
enough to make it very profitable. 

For more information, includ
ing specifications on the WD1000 
board, call (714) 557-3550 or mail 
in our coupon today. 

With our boards, it won't be 
long before you're in the chips. 

*Quantity 250. 

WESTERN Diii/~ 
CORPOR.4T!O 

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES: Newport Beach, CA (714) 851-1221; Santa Clara, CA (408) 727-1777; 
Des Plaines, IU312l 635-6090; Marblehead, MA (617l 631-6466; and Morden Surrey, U.K. 01-542-1036. 

Circle 28 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Until now Winchester control
lers had to be big, complex and 
very expensive. 
SMALL WONDER. WeVe taken 75 
discrete components from the usual 
Winchester controller and replaced 
them with 5 MSI chips <address mark 
detecter. CRC generator/checker, 
MFM generator, serial/parallel con
verter, parallel/serial converterl that 
can fit on a single board. And cost 
$48 per set. 

Think what that means to you. 

SMALL PACKACE. An ST500/ 
SA1000 interface for your system 
that's small, inexpensive, a lot less 
complicated and very reliable. 

When you order the WD1100 
5-chip set, we include complete 
instructions on how to design your 
controller board to make it work 
the way you want it too. 

So not only will you save cold 
hard cash and months of develop
ment time, you'll be able to design a 
more compact, more reliable prod
uct. And get it into production while 
it's still new and exciting. 

For more information, includ
ing specifications on the WD1100 
chip set, call (714l 557-3550 or 
mail in our coupon today. 

And it won't be long before 
you're in the chips. 

-------------
NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

TELEPHONE: 

Yes, I'm interested in saving 
money on my next Winchester 
controller. 
0 Call me. 0 Send literature 

TITLE 

STATE ZIP 

Mail to: Western Digital Corporation 
3128 Red Hill Ave. 
P.O. Box 2180 
Newport Beach, CA 92663 
Telephone: 014) 557-3550 



MOB-DA 11801 OMA Inter
processor llnk. High-speed 
parallel OMA interprocessor 
link between two PDP-11 Uni
bus computers with differential 
drivers. Features of MDB
DA 11 BJ. $5,275. 
MDB-DA528 program-con
trolled Interprocessor llnk. 
Parallel buffered program · con
trolled interprocessor link for 
use with PDP-1 1. Programmed 
control of 16-bit parallel data 
transfer between two PDP-1 1 
computers. Compatible with 
DEC DR1 1C operating and 
diagnostic software. $2,49S. 
MDB-DR11 B OMA Interface 
module. Compatible with 
DR1 1 Bon single quad module. 
$1,450. 
MDB-DR11 C general-pur
pose parallel Interface. Re
places DR11C. $440. 
MDB-TA528 G.P. dlgltal 
module. 1/ 0 interface with 
external bus control provides 
bus-to-bus interface to 100'. 
Line drivers/ receivers; buf
fered 1/0 . $615. 
MDB-MR004 G.P. PROM 
programmer module. On
board PROM programmer. Ac· 
commodates 2716, 2732 and 
2758 type devices. Sockets for 
8 device positions. $99S. 
MDB-MR11A bootstrap 
loader/restraint module. 
Features of DEC 873, 793 and 
MR11 on single quad module. 
Connector for independent 
quad module. Connector for 
independent ext. bootstrap 
control/ watchdog timer. $79S. 
MDB-PDl11 byte-parallel bl
dlr. OMA Interface with RS-
422. EIA RS-422 protocol 
driver/rcvr. compatible. For 
plasma display / high-speed
copy output devices. $2, 150. 
MDB-MROOS PROM/RAM 
module. For 2704, 2708, 2716, 
2732 and 27S8 type PROMS 
and 41 18 and 4016 type RAMs. 
Sockets for 16 devices. $57S. 
MDB-IB11A IEEE/488 lnstru
mentatlon bus controller. 
Interface between PDP-11 and 
programmable instruments 
that conform to ANSI std. MC 
1.1·197S/IEEE std. 488-1975. 
Operating/ programming as 
described for DEC's IB 11 and 
IBV11A. 12' cable, connectors 
for first instrument. $1,425. 
MLSl-LP11 llne printer con
troller. All popular line printers. 
Compatible with LP11 or LS11 
diagnostic and operating soft
ware. Multiple line printer ad
dress selection standard. 15' 
cable, mating connectors. LSl-
11, LSl-1 1 /23. $475. 
MLSl-CR11 card reader con
troller. For all speed versions 
of Documation/other popular 
card readers. Multiple card 
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reader address selection std. 
Compatible with DEC CR11 
operating and diagnostic soft
ware. 15' cable, mating con
nector. $77S. 
MLSl-LV11 electrostatic 
printer/plotter controller. For 
Versatec/similar emulating de
vice. 15' cable. $975. 
MLSl-XYV11 Incremental 
plotter controller. For Hou
ston Inst. or CalComp XY plot
ters or equiv. Multiple plotter 
address selection/diff. drivers. 
Comp. with DEC XY-11 opera
tiong/diagnostic software. 
$67S. 
MLSl-PC11 paper tape 
reader/punch controller. For 
popular paper tape reader/ 
punch devices. Comp. with 
DEC PC-11 op. and diag. soft
ware. 15' cable, mating con
nectors. $675. 
MLSl-DLV11 async. serial 
Interface. EIA/20 or 60-ma 
loop. All data rates from 7S to 
19.2K baud w/ o crystal 
change. Switch-selectable 
UART parameters/baud rates. 
Multiple serial line address 
selection std. Comp. with DEC 
op./diag. software. $27S. 
MLSl-DLV11-E async-serlal 
Interface. All data rates from 
75 to 19.2K baud w/o crystal 
change. Switch select. baud 
rates/ UART parameters. EIA 
and RS-232 rcvrs/drvrs for 
complete dataset control. 
Multiple line address selection. 
Comp. with DEC op/diag. soft
ware. $275. 
MLSl-DLV11F async. serial 
Interface. Serial line interface 
with programmable/switch
selectable baud rates from 7S 
to 19.2K baud. Switch select
able char. format, address, 
interrupt vector. Four level 
interrup. Buffer ready/printer 
busy monitor circuit. Dual size 
board. $290. 
MLSl-DUV11 sync. serial 
Interface. Program selectable 
USART parameters. Switch
selectable multiple serial line 
address. Bell 201 or 303 
modem compatible. $700. 
MLSi-DUPV11 sync. serial . 
Interface. Full/ half duplex. 
Features of DEC DUP11 ·DA. 
Hardware CRC or LAC check
ing, generation for bit oriented 
protocols SDLC, ADCCP and 
HDLC. Byte control protocol 
BISYNC and DDCMP. $950. 
MLSl-MRV-000 PROM 
module. 8 sockets for 2704, 
2708, 3624 PROMS. Switch 
selectable memory area allo
cation. LSl-11 , -11 /23. $17S. 
MLSl-MRV-001 PROM 

·module. LSl-11, -1 1 /23. $175. 
MLSl-MRV-002 PROM 
module. 32 sockets uses 
5623, 5624 or equiv. PROMS. 
LSl-11 , -11 /23. $175. 
MLSl-MRV-003 PROM 
Module. 32 sockets hold 362S 

or equiv. PROMS. LSl-11, -11 I 
23. $175. 
MLSl-MRV-Q04 Program
mable PROM Module. 8 
sockets. On-board program
mer. Uses 2716 and 2758 or 
equiv. PROMs. Programmer/ 
memory area allocation switch 
selectable. Programming: 
memory-to-memory transfer 
with SS ms wait loop. LSl-11, 
• 11 /23. $495. 
MLSl-MRV-005 PROM/RAM 
Module. Comb. module. 8 
sockets. Uses 2716, 2732, 
equiv. PROMs or 4016 RAMs. 
LSl-11, -11 /23. $225. 
MLSl-DRV11 P Quad-Size 
Bus Foundation Module. 
General purpose bus founda
tion module. Basic Q-bus pro
grammed 1/0 interface, ad
dress decode circuitry and 
multiple interrupt vector priority 
selection. Multiple external 1/0 
provisions on module. Pinned 
for S6 wirewrap IC positions for 
user-designed logic. Wirewrap 
pins on component side. 
Accommodate any .300'', 
.400", .600'' center DIP. LSl-11 , 
• 11 /23. $275. 
MLSl-1710 General Purpose 
Bus Foundation Module. 
Dual size module. Basic Q-bus 
programmed 1/0 interface, 
address decode circuitry/ 
multiple interrupt vector priority 
selection. Multiple external 1/0 
provisions on module. Pinned 
for 20 wirewrap IC positions for 
user-designed logic. Wirewrap 
pins on component side. Ac
commodate any .300", .400" 
or .600". Center DIP. LSl-11 , 
-11/23. $17S. 
MLSl-DRV11 C Parallel Line 
Interface. Parallel line inter
face module with multiple 
address selection and multiple 
interrupt vectors. Provides 16-
bit word programmed data 
transfers. 4 control lines to 
peripheral units. Comp. to 
DRV11 operating/diagnostic 
SW. LSl-11, -11/23. $240. 
MLSl-KW11-P Program
mable Real Time Clock. 4 
clock rates, program selectable 
(ext., 60Hz, 10KHz, 100KHz). 
60-Hz crystal-controlled oscil
lator. Crystal control is with 
external inputs in 3 modes of 
operation (single interrupt, 
repeat interrupt, external in
put). Comp. with KW11-P 
operating/diagnostic SW. LSl-
11, ·11/23. $650. 
MLSl-DR11 B OMA Interface. 
Comp. with DEC operating/ 
diagnostic SW. Provides inter
rupt request/bus master con
trol for bi-directional exchange 
of 16-bit data from LSl-11 bus 
to external device. Plug comp. 
with MOB-DR 11 B. DEC LSl-
11, LSl-11 /23. $575. 
MLSl-DA 11 BOI Interproc
essor Link Subsystem. Opti
cally-isolated parallel OMA in
terprocessor link between two 

LSl-11 s. High-speed differen
tial drivers coupled with opti
cally-isolated receivers maxi
mize circuit isolation/provide 
ground loop current elimination 
for data transfer rates to SOOK 
words/s. Data rate adjust
ments provided for optimum 
system operation to 1,000'. 
$3295. 
MLSl-IBV11 IEEE/488 Instru
mentation Bus Controller. 
Provides interface between 
LSl-11 /programmable instru
ments that conform to ANSI 
IEEE 488-1975. Operating/ 
programming considerations 
as for IBV11-A. Includes 12' 
cable w/ connectors for first 
instrument. $700. 
MLSl-BA11-30X LSl-11 Ex
pansion Chassis. 5.25" 
RETMA rack-mountable ex
pansion chassis assembly w/ 
blank front panel, BPA84 
backplane/card guide assem
bly. Triple output regulated 
switching supply: +Sv @ 2Sa, 
+12v@ Sa and -12v@ 1a. 
$15SO. 
MLSl-BPA82 Dual Size 
Backplane & Card Gulde. 8 
LS 1-11 Q-bus dual slots. Com
pact assembly fits into 5.25''. 
RETMA chassis. Provides re
movable 120-ohm bus termina
tion. $275. 
MLSl-BPA84 Backplane/ 
card guide assembly. 8 quad 
or 16 dual LSl-11 Q-bus slots. 
Assembly fits into 5.2S" 
RETMA chassis. $42S. 
MLSl-H984 Roll-Around Sys
tem Cabinet. 30'' H, 31 " L. 
24.S" internal rack height, 29" 
D. Wood-grained top working 
surface. Internally mounted Al 
C power strip. External on/off 
circuit breaker. Two sets ver
tical mounting rails, RETMA 
space, baked enamel finish. 
$S50. 
MLSl-BA11-58X TU58 
System Chassis. 5.25" 
RETMA rack mountable chas
sis assembly. BPA82 8 slot 
dual-width backplane/card 
guide assembly. Removable 
120-ohm termination. Triple
output regulated switching 
supply: +Sv@ 25a, +12v@ 
Sa and - 12v @1 a. Dual front 
loading TU-58 cartridge tape 
drives/controller w/ combined 
storage capacity SOOK bytes. 
Self-contained power on/off/ 
failure sequencing. $339S. 
MLSl-11/03-LHBX Box Sys
tem. LSl-11/2, async. serial 
ports, line time clock, boot
strap, 32KB RAM, EIS/FIS in
struction set. 5.2S" H. RETMA 
rack mountable system box. 8 
quad or 16 dual Q-bus slots. 
Triple output regulated switch
ing supply. Power on/off/ 
failure sequencing. $385S. 
MLSl-11103-SSX Box System. 
LSl-11 /2, 2 async. serial ports, 
line time clock, bootstrap, 
32KB of RAM memory plus 
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MDB makes multiplexors 
for the PDP*· 11 that let you combine 

RS232 and current loop on one board. 

Imagine what elsed 
1 wecan o. 

*Tradema rk D igi tal Equipmen t Corp. 

r:l[)I) 1995 N. Batavia Street 
Orange, California 92665 
714-998-6900 

SYSTEMS INC. TVVX: 910-593-1339 

PDP-11 users save space and save money! MDB's DZllAC is the first and 
only asynchronous multiplexor that lets you combine up to eight lines 

of RS232 and current loop in any configuration 
on a single hex board. No more doubling 
up on boards, distribution boxes, rack 

spaces or price. The MDB DZllAC is fully 
compatible with DEC DZ-11 operating and 

diagnostic software and, at the same time, per
forms at 16 standard data rates from SO to 

19.2K baud with optical isolation for enhanced 
noise immunity. 
What else can MDB do? Have you seen our inter

processor links for LSI*-11 as well as PDP-11? Or MDB's 
synchronous communications interfaces for Q-Bus* 

that handle both bit and byte oriented protocols and error 
checking? MDB makes PROM modules that let you pro-

gram EPROM on the board and foundation modules 
that require just one card slot. Our famous line printer 

controllers will interface your DEC, DG, P-E, IBM Series/ ! or 
H.P computer with most of the major line printers in the world. 

From plain vanilla to state-of-the-art, all MDB products are 
built with exceptional quality. We warranty them for one year, 

can deliver most items in 30 days or less and offer them 
under GSA contract #GS-OOC-02423 . 

Call or write and tell us what we can do for you. 

Circle 70 for PDP-11, 71 for LSI-11. 72 for DG, 73 for P-E, 74 for IBM. 



dual TU-58 cartridge tape units 
with combined storage capac
ity of 500KB. $4995. 
MLSl-BA11-20X LSl-11 Sys
tem Chassis. Front panel, 
BPA84 backplane/card guide 
assembly. Front panel 
switches and indicators for 
user-selected L TC or KW11 L. 
$1 ,990. 
MLSl-11/23 AAX 11/23 Sys
tem. LSl-11 /23 with memory 
management, 128KB of RAM 
memory, 4 async. serial ports, 
bootstrap, line time clock and 
bus termination. $6,750. MOB 
Systems, Inc. 1995 N. Batavia 
St. , Orange, CA 92665. (714) 
998-6900. 

MXV21 Floppy Disk Control
ler. DEC RX02 compatible 
floppy controller. Provides 
automatic firmware bootstrap 
loading from single or double 
density floppies, IBM 3740 
fonnatting, power fail protection, 
write current switching, double 
sided control, write precom
pensation. Controllers: manu
facture, market, sell MXV21 . 
Factory maintenance. Dual
height card, LSl-11 , LSI 11/2, 
LSl-11/23 compatible, single 
or double density, single or 
double sided, alternate ad
dress vector selection, four
level device-interrupt priority. 
$1260. W. A. Williamson, 
Micro Development Assoc., 
2192 Martin St., Suite 210, 
Irvine, CA 92715. (714) 
851-2120. 

MM-1103/2. 16-K word x 16-
bits core memory for LSl-11. 
Factory service. $1350. 
MM-1103. 8-k word x 16 bits 
core memory for LSl-11 . $990. 
Bob Lepore, Micro Memory, 
Inc. 9436 Irondale Ave., 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 . (213) 
998-0070. 

MK-16 microcomputer/ 
MkTRAN software. Mk-16: 
16-bit µ.C. High-speed, low
power. MkTRAN: translation 
software for PDP-11 programs 
to run on Mk-16. 3rd party. 
Charles A. Sereno, VP Market
ing, Mlkros Systems Corp., 
845 Central Ave., Albany, NY 
12206. (518) 489-2561 . 

HSP3609-212A Printer. 
Weighs less than 65 lbs. & pro
vides 64-char. ASCII alpha
numeric subset plus graphs up 
to 400 lpm. Qualified to MIL-E-
5400, MIL-E-4158 & MIL-E-
16400. Switch selectable 80 
col. & 132 col. printout on 
multiple copy - up to four part -
fanfold paper. Std. interface is 
serial by char. and parallel by 
bit including full line buffer. Unit 
includes off-line built-in test 
capability. 9.5"H x 14"W x 19'' 
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D. Controllers: PDP-11M/ 
Rolm 1602/NTDS/RS-232C/ 
MIL-Std-188C. Vendor main
tenance. Fully MIL qualified: 
MIL-E-16400, MIL-E-5400, 
MIL-E-4158. $14,500. 
LP3036 Line Printer. The 
lightweight (12 lbs.), multi
function, µ.P controlled line 
printer provides 36 or 42 col. 
printout to 240 lpm. Meets MIL
T-21200, MIL-E-16400, MIL-E-
5400, NACSEM 5100. LP3036 
internally stores to 150 sheets 
of 4.25" wide, single or multi
part fanfold paper. 64 ASCII 
char. set is std. , 96 or 128 char. 
optional. $5000: 
TP2000 Thermal Line Printer. 
TP2000 thermal printer is de
signed to meet the environ
mental requirements of MIL-T-
21200, MIL-E-16400, MIL-E-
5400. 7 lbs. Internal storage for 
a 150' roll of 4.25" wide thennal 
paper. Automatic paper take up 
optional. TP2000, a 10 cpi, 40 
col. printer, operates at 160 lpm 
print speed. For greater page 
density, a 66-col. (17 cpi) ver
sion available. $5000. 
CR600 Mag Tape Cartridge 
Recorder. Reel-to-reel car
tridge recorder offers cartridge 
operation and reel inter
changeability with IBM compat
ible transports. Utilizing 7" reels 
with 600' of storage, supply 
reel within cartridge readily 
removed for loading & process
ing on any IBM compatible mag 
tape unit. Processes data at 
25-ips tape speed in IBM com
patible 556/800-bpi NAZI for
mat or optional 1600-bpi PE 
format. Rewind at 50-ips. 
$11300. 
CR300 Compact Cartridge 
Recorder. The compact 
CR300 (5.5" x 8.5" x 8.5") 
provides record/playback of 
digital data on DC300A (114") 
data cartridge. 30-ips tape 
speed with 90-ips search/ 
rewind. 1600-bpi PE recording 
the CR300 utilizes a complete
ly sealed, interchangeable 
SUPER PAC cartridge. Reli
able in severe military environ
ments and operator-proof data 
security. $5000. 
00400 Flexible Disk Drive. 
Over 3 million bits of 'on line' 
storage on interchangeable 
floppy disk media (over 6 mil
lion bits with optional double 
density) . Media compatibility 
with IBM3740; each diskette 
provides 77 data tracks with 
3200 bits/inch data packing 
(6400 bpi double density). Any 
addressable position on the 
diskette can be accessed in 
random sequence. Data trans
ferred at a peak rate of 250 KC 
(500 KC double density). 
Track-to-track access within 6 
ms. Slave $4700; Master 
$8850. 
AT-1161 Tape Transport. 
(Auto Threading) operates to 

130 ips with 200/556/800 bpi 
NAZI format. Optional 1600 bpi 
PE. Complies with MIL-E-
16400/MIL-T-21200. Built-in 
test equipment. Unit is inter
faced to NORDEN (DEC) and 
ROLM (Data General), Litton 
3050, CDC 560124A µ.P 
(ANEW interface), Varian 620, 
Honeywell RL-6, others. 
$23,500. R. Ceonzo, Miltope 
Corp., 9 Fairchild Ave., Plain
view, NY 11803. (516) 
349-9500. 

EDC24. Singleboard emulating 
disk controller interfaces LSl-
11 Q-bus computers to SMD
compatible disk drives. Emu
lates several DEC disk subsys
tems, including RK06/07 and 
RM02/03, with no modification 
to system SW. No vendor 
maintenance. $4,900. 
SMV15. Singleboard disk con
troller interface V AX-11 /780, 
PDP-11 series Unibus com
puters to SMD-compatible disk 
drives. Features automatic 
DMA throttle, dual access 
capability, 32-bit ECC. Sup
ports VMS, RT-11 , RSX-11 , 
RSTS/E OS. $3,900. 
SMC11. Singleboard disk con
troller interfaces any PDP-11 
series Unibus computer to 
SMD-compatible drives. 
Automatic OMA throttle, dual 
full-sector RAM buffering and 
32-bit ECC. Supports RT-11, 
RSX-11 , RSTS/E OS. $3,900. 
Bill Berkman, VP Mktg., Mini
Computer Technology, 2470 
Embarcadero Way, Palo Alto, 
CA 94303. (415) 856-7400. 

MK8001. Add-in semiconduc
tor memory for PDP 11 /04, 05, 
10, 34, 35, 40, 45, 60. To 64K 
words x 18 bits (2 Parity). 350 
ns access; 16K, 32K, or 64K 
words/board ; 16K bit dyn. 
RAM technology. 8.8" x 15.69'' 
x 0.4" (hex-wide board). 1-yr 
RTFW. 64K Memory, $1610. 
MK8005. PDP-11 /03, LSl-
11/2, to 32K word x 18 bits (2 
Parity); or board refresh for 16K 
dyn. RAMs. 140 ns write ac
cess, 375 ns read access; 16K, 
32K words/board; Mostek 16K 
bit dynamic RAM technology; 
9" x 5.2" x 0.4" (dual wide) 
size. 32K x 16 memory, $850. 
MK8009. PDP-8 A, E, F, M; to 
64K words x 12 bits; compat
ible with system (sync.) timing; 
uses Mostek 16K bit dynamic 
RAM chip technology with on
board refresh. Fully compatible 
with PDP-8 timing ; 16K, 32K, 
48K and 64K words/board; 
Quad-, 5-, and 6-wide board 
sizes available; 16K RAM chip 
technology. 64K memory, 
$2790. 
MK8011. PDP 11/04, 05, 10, 
34, 35, 40, 45, 60 up to 64K 
words x 18 bits (2 Parity) ; On
board parity controller oblivi
ates necessity for DEC 7859 
Parity controller. 150 nsec 

access time; 16K, 32K, 64K 
words/board; hex-wide size 
(15.9" x 8.8" x 0.4"); on board 
parity generator/checker; 16K 
bit dynamic RAMs with on
board refresh. 64K memory, 
$1725. 
MK8012. PDP11/04, 05, 10, 
34, 35, 40, 45, 60; up to 128K 
words x 18 bits (2 Parity); 16k 
dynamic RAMs - on-board 
refresh. 350 nsec access time; 
64K, BOK, 96K, 112K, 128K 
words/board ; on-board refresh 
for 16K bit dynamic RAMs; hex
wide size. 128K memory, 
$2410. 
MK8015. PDP 11/04, 05, 10, 
34, 35, 40, 45, 60; upto128K 
words x 18 bits (2 Parity); On
board parity controller; 16K bit 
RAM chips. 100 nsec write 
access time; 64K, 96K, 112K, 
128K words/board ; on-board 
parity controller; on-board re
fresh; hex-wide size (15.69" x 
8.8" x 0.5"). 128K memory, 
$3150. 
MK8016. PDP 11/780 VAX; to 
64K words x 72 bits (8 ECC); on 
board refresh. Compatible with 
VAX memory controller; 32K or 
64K words/board ; 16K bit 
dynamic RAMs with on-board 
refresh ; 15.69'' x 11 .93" x 
0.56". 64K memory, $5500. 
MK 8070. PDP-11 /70. For up 
to 64K words x 39 bits (7 bits 
ECC). Mostek 16K dynamic 
RAM technology with on-board 
refresh. 15.69'' x 8.8" x 0.56". 
In 16K, 32K, and 64K words/ 
board. Mostek 16K Dynamic 
RAM technology. Gary Ander
son, Mostek/Memory Sys
tems, 1215 W. Crosby Rd., 
Carrolton, TX 75006. (214) 
323-6000. 

DEC-11 /VAX Semiconductor 
memory. Add-in memory 
boards for PDP-11 , LSl-11 , 
VAX. Motorola, Inc. 3501 Ed. 
Bluestein Blvd. , Austin, TX 
78721 . (512) 928-6776. 

N 
GPIB11-1. PDP-11 to IEEE 
std. 488-1978 interface card. 
Maintenance: home office. 
$1295. 
GPIB11-2. PDP-11/IEEE 488-
1978 std. high-speed OMA 
interface card. $1995. 
GPIB11V-1. LSl-11 /IEEE 488-
1978 std. interface card. $695. 
GPIB11 V-2. LSl-11 /IEEE 488-
1978 std. high-speed OMA 
interface card. $1295. Kim 
Hosen, National Instr., 8900 
Shoal Creek Blvd., Austin, TX 
78758. (512) 454-3526. 
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PLESSEY'S PM-DC1100 disc controller provides a reliable interface 
between your PDP-11 and a wide range of drives with industry 
standard, SMD-type interfaces, including the latest Winchester 
mini module devices. The low-cost PM-DC1100 is designed for 
realistic expansion of your present RP02/RP03* series subsystem 
data base to more than 538/2000 Mbytes of hard disc storage. For 
PDP-11 users without an RP series subsystem, the PM-DC1100 is 
available with selected drives, cables and DEC*-compatible software 
as a complete subsystem. Model numbers and formatted capacities 
are: 

PM-DSA 11 / 32 
PM-FS11 / 33 
PM-DSA11 / 80 
PM-DSA 11 / 300 

27 Mbyte (1 removable, 1 fixed disc) 
25 Mbyte (1 fixed , Winchester) 
67 Mbyte (1 disc pack) 

256 Mbyte (1 disc pack) 

The PM-DC1100 controller is completely· transparent to your operat
ing systems and diagnostics that support the RP series controllers. It's 
also pin-to-pin, signal, and power compatible with DEC backplanes. 
Just plug the SINGLE hex board into your PDP-11 computer, and 
cable directly to one or two drives. With a multidrive interface chassis 
and minor software patches, the controller can support up to eight 
drives. 

The microprocessor based controller features a high transfer rate of 
1.2us/word, transparent ECC, multiword OMA transfer, and many 
other benefits you expect from the leading producer of DEC
compatible peripherals. 

Waltham MA (617) 890-2654 • Dallas TX (214) 387-0229 • 

Contact your nearest regional sales office for more information on the 
PM-DC1100 controller, subsystems, or any Plessey product. 

......................•...••..•••....•...•......•.•.....•.... 
: Return this form for more information on Plessey's PM-DC1100 ! 
:disc controller. : 
* • 

~.Plessey E :: Per1·pheral 11691 Bcr0Awen2in7g14Avenue ! 
rv1ne, : 

:.· Systems ATIN : Marketing Dept. : 
800- 854-3581 or : 

! 800- 422-4217 (Calif.) ! 
! D Please have sales representative contact me ! 
* • 

0 Please send literature • . 
* . 

NAME TELE: ( : 

TITLE : 
* . 

COMPANY • . . . . 
! ADDRESS ! 
: CITY ___________ STATE __ ZIP - - - - -- : . . ...........................................................•. 
•Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 

Minneapolis MN (612) 881 -0190 Santa Ana CA (714) 972-8966 



NS11 L. Add-in memory for 
PDP-11 modified-std. or 
special bus, 22-bit addressing. 
+ 5V-only on-board parity
density 256KB (128 x 18), on
board CSR. Factory mainte
nance/optional 24-hour re
placement maintenance. 1-yr. 
warranty. 
NS11 E. Add-in memory: 
PDP11 modified-special-std. 
Bus-on board ECC 128 kB 
(64K x 26). + 5V-only, on
board CSR. 
NS780. Add-in memory for 
VAX 11/780 CPU. 512KB 
density 64K x 64 + 8 ECG, 225 
ns access/425ns cycle. FO. 
Installation/field service avail. 
NS23L. Add-in memory: LSl-
11, 11 /2, 11 /03, 11 /23. Den
sity 32K x 18, 190ns read 
access/490 read cycle. Battery 
back-up. Std. factory main!./ 
optional 24-hr. replacement 
maint. 
NS23Q. Add-in memory for 
LSl-11/23 256KB (128 x 18) 
on single quad-card, on-board 
parity. Don Johnson, National 
Semiconductor/Memory Sys
tems, 2900 Semiconductor 
Dr./7C265, Santa Clara, CA 
95051. (408) 736-6994. 

New/used DEC & DG equip
ment. PDP11, PDPB, VAX, 
ECLIPSE, NOVA systems, 
processors, peripherals. Buy, 
sell. Warranty service only. 90-
day warranty; most items eligi
ble for manufacturer mainte
nance. Discounts to 50% off list 
on late-model equipment. Mini-
computer Sales Dept., 
Newman Computer Ex-
change, Box 8610, Ann Arbor, 
Ml 48107. (313) 994-3200. 

Zeta Plotters. Full line of high 
peformance digital drum plot
ters/electrostatic printer-plot
ters. Also : computer output 
plotters. FO; 3rd party. 12" to 
54" high performance drum 
plotters. From $6,000. Mike 
Higgins, Nicolet Zeta Corp., 
2300 Stanwell Dr., Concord, 
CA 94520. (415) 671-0600. 

NVMOS. VAX 300MB disk drive 
subsystem utilizing SBl/sup
porting full DEC diagnostics. 
3rd party. $28,900 drive, con
troller, cables; $16,900 slave 
drive & cable. 
Power Plus 11170. Utilizes 
PDP 11/70 CPU. Terminals: 
NVT-100. Add-in/add-on mem
ory: 128KB-2048KB. Hard disk 
drive: BOMB, 200MB, 300MB, 
600MB. Controllers: Massbus 
and Unibus. $120,000 -
200,000. 
NWMOS. 300-MB disk drive 
subsystem for PDP-11 /70 
Massbus-Cache interface. 
$22,900 drive, controller, 

cabling ; $15,900 drive & 
cabling. Seth Basker, Nordata, 
4433 27th Ave. West, Seattle, 
WA 98199. (206) 282-1170. 

MCC-Z Portable MicroChassis. 
Portable, table-top package for 
up to 4 dual-height DEC-type 
µ.C modules. 5v@ BA, 12v@ 
1.5A supply w/ front-panel con
trols, fan, pre-wired Q-bus 
backplane. Terminals, add-in/ 
add-on memory, floppy drive, 
hard disk drive, controllers, 1/0 
analog boards, others. FO; 3rd 
party. $690. 
SBC-1 Shoe-Box Computer. 
Portable desk-top computer w/ 
front panel controls & indica
tors, supply, fan. LSl/11-2 CPU 
w/ multi-function module, SK 
RAM, 60Hz crystal clock, 2 RS-
232 1/0 ports. 2 Q-bus slots for 
expansion. $1980. 
MCC.3 System MicroChassis. 
19" Rack-mount. chassis for up 
to 16 quad-height or 32 dual
height DEC-type micro mod
ules. +5V @ 12A & 12V @ 
2.5A supply w/ front-panel con
trols. Modules are front
mounted vertically for easy ac
cess & cabling. Includes 2 cool
ing fans. $1395 w/ Q-bus back
plane for 8 double-height or 4 
quad-height cards. 
MCC.1 System MicroChassis. 
19" Rack-mountable chassis 
for up to 20 dual-height DEC
type micro modules. + 5V @ 
12A & + 12V @2.5Asupplyw/ 
front panel controls. Modules 
are front-mounted vert. for 
easy access & cabling. In
cludes 2 fans. $1195 w/12-slot 
Q-bus backplane, supply, 2 
fans: 20 slots add $200. Ken 
Salz, North Atlantic Indus
tries/ ACS Div., 60 Plant Ave., 
Hauppauge, NY 11787. (516) 
582-6500. 

Unibus Status Monitor PDM
U 1. PDP-11 Unibus-compat
ible status monitor presents 
state of each of 56 Unibus lines 
onto individual LEDs. Has one
level built-in-latch for ea. signal 
so last bus cycle stored/dis
played. Contained on dual
wide board, extra height. $350. 
ZIF TENDER PDX-2, 4, 6. 
PDP-11 & LSl-11 compatible 
extender boards with std. PC 
connector or ZIF. In dual, quad, 
hex vers with build-on card 
guide. $80, dual w/ZIF; $110, 
quad w/ZIF; $150 w/ZIF. Pat 
Dawson, Pacific Digital Sys
tems, 878 Hollenbeck Av., 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087. (408) 
732-0656. 
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MBB-11/MBC-11 Bubbl
Board/Bubbl-Pac. Magnetic 
bubble memory modules for 
LSl-11 . 46K bytes per module, 
7.5 ms access, non-volatile. 
$947 (10) . R.L. Nelson, PC/M 
Inc., Bubbl-Tec Div., 6800 
Sierra Court, Dublin, CA 
94566. ( 415) 829-8705. 

MEccVll. Semi error-correcting 
memory system. Battery back 
up. 32KB encrements to 
256KB on one controller; 2 ea. 
128KB memory array boards. 
LSl-11 /2, 11 /23. No vendor 
maintenance. Bill Sayre, 
PEBX, Inc., 501 Vandell Way, 
Campbell, CA 95008. (408) 
866-7838; Non CA: (800) 538-
3112. 

WINRS-11. LSl-11 , PDP-11 
Winchester storage system. 
21-280MB cap'y. Lo-profile 
enclosure. $6550. 
VRC-Vll. High-perform. color 
video display interface for 
PDP-11 /04-11 /70, VAX. Flop
py drive, hard disk drive, con
trollers, others. 
FDl-L 11 /D. OMA dual-density 
programmable floppy disk in
terface for the LSl-11 . $1190. 
HEX-L 11. Multi-processor link
ing system for the LSl-11 . 
$1596. 
VRL-11. Direct access video 
interface for LSl-11. 
VRQ-11. Programmable direct
access video interface for LSl-
11 /2, 11 /23. 22-bit addressing. 
VRU-11. Programmable video 
interface for the PDP-11 /04 -
11/70, VAX. 
VRG-Q11. Alphagraphic 512 x 
512 & 32 x 64 video display 
interface for LSl-11 /2 - 11 /23. 
$995. 
DMA-L 11. High-perform. OMA/ 
PIO interface for LSl-11/2, 11/ 
23. No vendor maintenance. 
$495. Peritek, 3014 Lakeshore 
Av., Oakland, CA 94610. (415) 
465-9000. 

PM-RFV11. Fixed-head disc 
emulator, for fast swapping on 
TSX OS or RSX-11 M. 500 
KB/s. transfer rate w/ 4-ms 
access time. Quad-wide con
troller board w/ 256-KB mem
ory board can interface with 
max. 7 PM-RMV11 memory 
modules for 2MB capacity. FO. 
PM-DSW 11/E. 254-MB disc 
storage system for PDP-11 /70. 
PM-DCW11 controller inter
faces direct to RH70. Emulates 
RH70 w/ RP06 drive. 
PM TS11. Mag. tape subsys
tem for PDP-11 is direct re
placement for TM 11 /TV 1 O 
tape system. Compatible w/ all 
DEC SW diagnostics. 
TSX-PLUS (Software). Allows 
true time sharing under RT11 
OS. Up to 30 users access 
what apears independent 
RT-11 single job monitor. 
PM XS 21. 1 MB, rackmount
able, dual floppy subsystem 

has two 512KB double density 
floppy disc drives, µP-based 
controller. Single density en
coding (IBM 3740 FM) or 
double density (DEC-modified 
MFM) RX11 , RX211 compat
ible SW, diagnostics. 
PM XS31. 2-MB, rack-mount, 
dual floppy subsystem: 2 1MB 
double-density, double-sided 
drives, µ.P-based controller 
uses single-density encoding 
(IBM 3740 FM) or double den
sity (DEC Modified MFM) RX11 
and RX211 compatible. 
PM XSV 31. Double-density 
floppy subsystem w/ double
sided drive, PM-XCV31 con
troller. Write precompensation, 
transparent firmware, bootstrap, 
4 level interrupt priority. 1MB 
w/ single drive or 2MB w/ two 
drives. 
PM1132A. 64KB core memory 
module operates on Unibus of 
PDP-11 . 
PM-8A16. 16,384-word by 12-
bit random access core mem
ory module for PDP-8/ A. Plug
in replacement for MM8-AB 
core memory. Operates with 
(or in place of) MM8-AA(8K)
or MM8-AB(16K) core 
memories. 
PM-1132. 64-KB core memory 
module operates on Unibus of 
PDP-11 . 
PM-DSA 11132. Cartridge disc 
subsystem contains DC1100 
controller with PMDD 11/32 
CMD Disc Drive. One 13.4-MB 
fixed ; one 13.4-MB front
loading cartridge. 
PM-Rev 11 /2. Dual-height 
console bootstrap ROM loader 
compatible with LSl-11 , 
Plessey's Micro I & Micro II. 
PM-KK 11 A. High-speed, 2KB 
cache memory for PDP-11 /34A 
central processor. Cache 
memory has required data for 
85% of data requests that 
occur during typ. program 
operation . 
PM-FS11G. 14" Winchester 
disc subsystem for PDP-11 s 
has single hex-wide PM 
DC1100 controller board, 
FD11G fixed-disc drive w/ 
25.3-MB formatted capacity. 
Compatible with RP 11 /C con
troller & SW. 
PM-DS 11 /300 C. DEC RH 11 
replacement. Complete mass 
storage disc system. Expand
able to 8 drives. 
PM-DSA11. 5 & 10-MB cart
ridge disc subsystem for 
PDP-11 . 
PM-XS11. Floppy disc drive 
subsystem for PDP-11 . Emu
lates RX11 . (Rack mount). 
PM-RF11. Replaces RF-11A. 
High-performance, disc emu
lator. Utilizes 16K MOS mem
ory in place of mag disc unibus 
systems. 
PM-TS11. TM11/TU10 equiv
alent mag tape subsystem for 
PDP-11 . 
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Now, from the company that delivers 
the industry's widest range of 
DEC-compatible memory products, a 
family of peripheral controllers that's 
second to none. From comparatively 
simple cartridge disk controllers to 
complex 300M B storage modu le drive 
(SM D) controllers. 

An impressive array of state-of-the-art 
controllers, all built around high-speed 
bipolar microprocessors. All software 
compatible with the host LSI-I I® or 

DATARAM 
) CONTROLLER 

PD P®-11 minicomputer. .. and all 
available now. 

And Dataram's controllers are 
designed to save you money, and a lot 
more. Like space - our controllers 
typically occupy half the space required 
for the comparable controller from 
DEC. Doing it with a level of 
performance that makes any member 
of this family worth looking at. 

Look at the chart of our current family 
of peripheral controllers, growing every 
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day. If you don't see the controller you 
need , we're probably working on it 
right now. Call us and discuss your 
r~quirements. 
1HT . I S l- 11 and PDP are regi.-. tered tr ademarh of 
J)1g11 al F4utrm ent Corroration. 

l;ff!W;Jt1.~I 
Princeton Road 

Cranbury. New Jersey 08512 
Tel: 609-799-0071 TWX: 510-685-2542 
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PM-DSV21 L RL02 equiv. disc 
cartridge subsystem for 
LSl-11 . 
PM-XSV-21. Dual density 
floppy subsystem for LSl-11 /2, 
LSl-11/23. 
PM-DCV11A. Cartridge disc 
controller for LSl-11 based 
systems. 
PM-DSA11/300. 256 MB disc 
pack subsystem for PDP-11 . 
PM-CSV11. Minicartridge tape 
backup subsystem for LSl-11 . 
SYST-34. Line of mini systems 
offer sophisticated computing 
applications. 
SYST-23VX. Micro systems for 
sophisticated computing appli
cations in small systems en
vironment. LSl-11 /23-based 
system has 10 MB dual-platter 
cartridge disc subsystem, dual 
floppy disc subsystem. Ex
pansion to large data base. 
Protects HW/SW. Integral 
memory management for max. 
of 256 KB of addressable 
memory, four-level interrupt 
protocol, parity check, optional 
floating point. 
SYST-13V_ Line of disc cart
ridge micro systems. 128 KB 
MOS memory. Marketing, 
Plessey Peripheral Systems, 
1691 Browning, Irvine, CA 
92714. (714)557-9811 . 

SYST-2VX. General purpose 
µ.C systems for small system 
applications. Terminals: PT-100. 
SYST-1V. LSl-11/2systems. 
PM-DSA 11 /80. Disc subsys
tem consists of DC1100 con
troller board (fully software 
transparent to DEC software) & 
DD 11 /80 disc drive. Single 
board controller directly sup
ports 2 drives, 8 drives can be 
added to upgrade the subsys
tem to a maximum formatted 
capacity of 538.4 MB. 
PM-DC 11 /300C. Mass disc 
storage control unit consists of 
PM-DC 11 /300 disc controller, 
supply, fans. Replaces RH 11 -
based systems. DEC SW com
patible. 2000 MB per system 
when extended to full capacity 
of 8 drives. 
PM-DC 1100. Completely 
transparent to DEC OS & diag
nostics that support RP series 
controllers. For realistic expan
sion of RP02/03 series subsys
tem data base to over 538/ 
2000 MB hard disc storage. 
Supports up to 8 drives. Disc 
controller interfaces PDP-11 
and wide range of SMD drives 
- including latest Winchester 
minimodule drives. Single hex
wide board pin-to-pin, signal 
and power compatible with 
DEC backplanes. Transparent 
to OS and diagnostics that 
support RP Series controllers. 
Transfer rate of 1.2µ.s/word, 
transparent ECG and multi-
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word OMA transfer. With se
lected drives, cables, DEC
compatible SW as complete 
disc storage subsystem. 
PM-DC 1102. Disc controller 
for use w/ high performance 
CDC 9762 (or equiv.) storage 
module drives. PM-DC 1102 
emulates; totally SW and 
media comp. w/ RH11/RM02 
disc subsystem. 4 drives can 
be connected directly to DC 
1102 controller for max. format
ted capacity of 269.2 MB. 
PM-DC 11 A. Controller board 
replaces RK 11 D controller for 
RK05. Transparent to DEC OS 
diagnostics. Support std. 2.5; 
5; 10 MB drives for max. for
matted capacity of 20 MB stor
age. 
PM-KG11 A. Communications 
arithmetic option is program
mable polynomial calculator 
providing error detection capa
bilities for data communica
tions. 
PM-7850. Dual-wide parity 
controller for PDP-11 contain 
parity memory. Odd parity 
checking detects memory fail
ures of all O's on the Unibus, a 
more probable failure than all 
1 's. Insures memory integrity. 
PM-SSA. High density add-in 
memory for PDP-8/ A. Addres
ses located anywhere from 0-
128K words in 4K increments 
using a DIP switch module lo
cated on memory card. Oper
ates with KT8A memory 
management unit for addres
ses above 32K. 
PM-SJ11. High speed memory 
system for the PDP-11 /70 has 
256KB storage ; to 1.5MB. 
PM-S11L & PM-S11L/F. 
Memory board replaces 
MS11 L & provides 256 KB of 
MOS memory and on-board 
parity controller. SW transpar
ent to DEC's OS & diagnostics. 
256 KB MOS memory for PDP-
11 . Single hex-board compat
ible with DEC's OS/ diagnos
tics. HW, voltage, signal, pin
to-pin compatible with Unibus 
backplanes. Refresh cycling. 
Supported by battery backup. 
Variable switch settings permit 
starting/stopping on any 8 KB 
boundary within extended ad
dressing range of 0 to 4 MB. 
PM-S11E/64. 128KB MOS 
board ECG. 
PM-S11E. Compact system 
has 2 boards of 256KB of 
memory. ECG. 
PM-1132W/JE & PM-1132W/ 
J. 128 KB parity core memory 
provides nonvolatile R/W stor
age for PDP-11 /70. Is a 64-KB 
add-in memory for MJ11 mem
ory chassis. Single unit space 
for PM-1132W/JE. 
LSl/PDP-11 WP/list proces
sing software. PWS-1 permits 
unlimited changing of format
ting of copy, sorts/merges 
names list, etc. PWS-1 is writ
ten in assembly Macro-11 used 

w/RT-11 OS. w/ or w/o TSX 
time-sharing facilities. $2300, 
w/OEM discounts. 
PT-100 VT-100 Alternative. 
80 or 132 col. by 24 lines, 
reverse video/blink fields on 
per-char. basis, variable inten
sity (bold to half-bright). Parity, 
baud rate, underlining, tabs 
KB-selectable. Detached KB. 
Switch-selectable 20mA/EIA 
interface, printer port (RS-232 
interface). 
PM-RF11. Fixed head disc 
emulator provides high-speed, 
bulk storage (to 1.5 MB). 16K 
MOS RAMs. ECC. No moving 
parts. For interactive applica
tions, use as a swapping file 
(increases throughput). Data 
transfer speed: 1 to 2 µ.S/Word ; 
access time, under 1 µ.S. Ples
sey Peripheral Systems, 
17466 Daimler, Irvine, CA 
92714. (714) 540-9945. 

Diskos 3350. Winchester disc 
drive. DEC, DG, Intel, Tl-990, 
Interdata. Hard disc drive, con
trollers : joint selling approach. 
Factory FO. Capacity: 10-160 
MB; access: 45 ms; 8" & 14". 
$1650 to $2250. Carol Man
ning/Kathy Smith, Priam, 3096 
Orchard Dr., San Jose, CA 
95134. (408) 946-4600. 

VIDI0/11 (VIDeo 110). Soft
ware package: subroutine lib
rary for doing CRT 1/0 in appli
cation programs. Provides 
CRT model independence with 
cursor control etc. PDP-11 I 
VAX. Vendor maintenance thru 
SW maintenance agreement 
from vendor. Supports most 
CRTs & video attributes, cursor 
control, partial screen scrolling. 
Configures at runtime for CRT 
used. Provides "protected 
fields" for CRT input. About 
2.5KB of code (sharable). OEM 
license: $1,500 (1 CPU) & 
royalty on sales of OEM prod
uct. 
SCRNI0/11 (SCReeN 1/0). 
SW package: subroutine lib
rary & screen format editor for 
using predefined screen for
mats in application programs. 
Includes field attributes for in
put processing/error checking. 
PDP-11 JV AX. Requires PS l's 
VIDI0/ 11 . Supports most 
CRTs. Field attributes include 
fill/justify, mask, range, legal 
values, mendatory/optional, 
default values, etc. Multiple 
formats/screen. About 3.5KB 
of code (sharable). OEM li
cense: $2,000 (1 CPU) & royal
ty on sales of OEM product. 
SPEEDSORT I 11. General
purpose sorting utility SW 
package; usable as stand
alone utility via user command 
or callable from application 
program. Fast sorting w/mini
mum workfile space. PDP-11. 
Requires RSX-11 M/M +ID or 
IAS OS. SPEEDSORT-11 task 
requires 64KB memory to run. 

Sorts all FCS file types, includ
ing RMS sequential. To 15 
keys : char., binary, floating 
point, or unsigned. $600/yr. 
rental (end-user, 1 CPU); dis
counts for add' I CPUs. Stephen 
F. Heffner, Pres., PSI (Pen
nington Systems Inc.), 65 S. 
Main St, Bldg C, Pennington, 
NJ 08534, (609) 737-2727. 

Q 
1200, 2200, 2710,5100. Cart
ridge tape storage systems. 
PDP-1 1 & LSl-11 , DG, Intel. 
Floppy drive, hard disk drive, 
controllers, 1/ 0 analog boards. 
FO. From $2,330. Leon Mai
med, Sales Dir., Qantex Div of 
North Atlantic Industries, 60 
Plant Ave, Hauppauge, NY 
11787. (516)582-6060. 

VT-100-Compatible video 
display generator. LSl-11 bus 
resident. Comes as board set 
or w/ KB and monitor as con
sole or workstation. RDA, Inc., 
5012 Herzel Pl. , Beltsville, MD 
20705. (301 ) 937-2215. 

Real-time image processor 
RIP-260. Image processor. Q
bus, Unibus, IEEE-488. FO. 
RIP-261 , $13,370; RIP-262, 
$15,870; RIP-263, $18,370; 
RIP-264, $20,810. Richard 
Pizza, Recognition Concepts 
Inc., 916 Forbes St, Lakeport, 
CA 95453. (707) 263-6869. 

Cassette cartridge mass 
storage unit - RDS-58. 
Random access, low-cost data 
storage w/controller allows unit 
function much like disk. Incor
porates DEC TU-58 tape sub
system in package ready for 
mini or micro interface. 90-day 
warranty on parts/labor; after 
warranty, return to factory for 
repair. $1 ,425. John Heikkinen, 
Remtech, Inc., 2603 Artie St, 
Suite 21 , Huntsville, AL 35805. 
(205) 536-8581 . 

The banker. Memory bank 
switch allows any LSl-1 1 to use 
up to 256KB. Usable with any 
memory that is DEC comp. 
RSI 16. Multiple processor 
system features multi-user 
capability. Uses DEC Q-Bus 
std. DEC comp. peripherals. 
Up to 16 independent proces
sors. Mix a variety of CPUs in 
same system. Supports any 
DEC LSl-11 or 68000. 
Pascal development soft
ware. Allows user to create 
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The Power Paradox: 
The AC power your computer needs in order to operate is also a 
major cause of computer error, malfunction and damage . 

The computers that control your 
operations (and therefore your 
profits) are designed to operate from 
a clean , steady supply of ac power. 

This ac power must be kept within 
manufacturer-specified tolerances in 
order for the computers to operate 
properly and safely. 

In fact, the U.S. Department of 
Commerce states that "if a 
computer's voltage exceeds 120% [of 
the rated voltage] for a duration as 
short as 1 to 10 milliseconds, the 
computer will make errors. " 1 

Unfortunately, interruptions and 
disturbances of this nature are 
commonplace occurrences within 
most computer facilities. 

A comprehensive study of power 
line disturbances which affect 
sensitive computerized equipment 
was conducted by two IBM 
researchers. They concluded that 
such disturbances occur on an 
References: 

average of 128 times each month.2 

For users of computer-based 
equipment, power disturbances can 
and do create a variety of costly 
problems. 

Effects upon data 
processing computers. 

When these power disturbances 
occur in your data processing center 
they can cause entry errors, program 
changes or loss, head crash, data loss, 
the generation of false or garbled 
data, the need to rerun programs, 
and computer downtime. 

Effects upon computerized 
process control equipment. 

Process control equipment is also 
vulnerable to power disturbances. 
Common problems created by these 

1. U.S. Department of Commerce, "' The Effects of Electrical Power Variation Upon Computers: an Overview. ·· 

2. George W. Allen and Donald Segall, IBM Systems Development Div., "Monitoring of Computer Installations for 
Power Line Disturbances," presented to the IEEE Power Engineering Society. 

Topaz peripherals solve the power paradox by conditioning normal ac power for 
your computer and computer-based equipment. 
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disturbances include improper batch 
termination and even program 
changes. The program changes can 
result in the repetition of process 
errors and in downtime while 
equipment is being reprogrammed. 

Effects upon energy 
management systems. 

Most energy management systems 
use small computers to make energy
saving decisions, but their effective
ness can be offset by these same 
disturbances. Program changes and 
errors may prevent usefu l operation 
of these systems as energy savers. 

Thus, the computers your company 
depends on to reduce operating costs 
actually may be increasing them. 

Topaz pow er peripherals can 
protect all of your computers. 

Topaz can provide the power 
peripherals specifically designed to 
keep your company's data 
processing, process control and 
energy management computers from 
making costly power-related errors. 

And if you manufacture computers 
or computerized equipment, Topaz 
peripherals can make your product 
more reliable as well as reduce the 
requirements for needless service 
calls. 

Immediate delivery and guaran
teed solutions to power problems 
have made Topaz the leading 
computer power peripheral company 
in the world. 

For more information about Topaz 
and its products: 

1. Tear out this ad and mail it to us 
along with your business card; or 

2. Circle the reader service card; or 

3. Call us: 

TOPAZ 
ELECTRONICS DIV. 

3855 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123 
(714) 279-0831 - TWX (910) 335-1526 
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executable native code files 
from Pascal and/or RSI Macro 
assembler source files. Pro
grams include: RSI Pascal 
Compiler, Pascal-to-Native 
Code Translator, RSI Macro 
Assembler, Object Code 
Linker, Mixed Code Listing 
Generator, Run-time Support. 
ROS runs on LSl-11, 370, 8086 
or RSI 68K. 
RSI 68K. 68000 systems uses 
DEC Q-Bus and std. DEC 
compatible peripherals. 
Renaissance Systems, Inc, 
1 0639 Roselle St., San Diego, 
CA 92121. (714) 457-2700. 

Line Printer Controller Model 
1200. 120X line printer control
ler connects a Data Products or 
Centronics (or equiv.) line 
printer to Unibus of PDP-11. 
Add-in/add-on memory, hard 
disk drive, controllers, also 
tape drives. 3rd party. 1200, 
$800. 
Mag. tape adapter, Model 
1300. 13XX mag tape adapter 
interfaces industry std. fonnat
ted tape transports to PDP-11 I 
04 thru PDP-11/70. Adapter 
logic completely contained on 
one quad board that plugs into 
one SPC slot of CPU. 13XX, 
$1,600. 
Mag tape adapter, Model 
3300. 33XX mag tape adapter 
interfaces ind. std. fonnatted 
tape transports to LSl-11 s. 
Adapter logic on 2 dual boards. 
33XX, $1,600. 
Multiplexer Model 1116/ 
1116A. 16 ch. asynchronous 
MUXer. 1116, 1116A, w/ 
modem control. PDP-11 . 1116, 
$5, 100; 1116A, $6,000. 
Cartridge disc controller 
Model 1400. Provides PDP-11 
users the ability to control cart
ridge class disc drives from 
manufacturers other than DEC 
while restraining compatability 
with DEC OS SW. 14XX, 
$2,500. 
GCR (6250 bpi) tape sys
tems, Model 1939. Provides 
an ind. std. Pertee NRZl/P.E. 
formatter plug-compatible 
interface to CPU interface port 
so existing CPU adapter de
signs can have high perfor
mance 50 to 125-ips "dual 
density" PE (1600 CIP/GCR 
6250 CPI) mag tape subsys
tems easily added. DG, DEC, 
SEL, etc. Pertee NAZI/PE for
matter compatible. 1939 tape 
subsystem, $35,000. Dick 
McConnick, Rianda Elec
tronics, Ltd., 2535 Via Palma, 
Anaheim, CA 92801. (714) 
995-6552. 
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Graphic 7. Vector stroke, intel
ligent graphics display system. 
DEC, Interdata, SEL, Harris, 
HP, DG, Honeywell, Norsk. 
Terminals: graphics tenninals, 
monochrome/color. Home & 
FO. 
Graphic 8. Raster graphics 
display system. Arnold Schu
macher /Chuck Hafemann, 
Sanders Assoc. Inc., Infor
mation Products Div., Daniel 
Webster Hwy, S., Nashua, NH 
03061 . (603) 885-5280. 

DU-11 trigger trace diagnos
tic memory. Special Quad
height trigger trace diagnostic 
memory card. Senses trigger 
conditions entered by ODT or 
program control/locks latest 
stored bus transaction info for 
readout thru console ODT. 
Uses include SW debugging, 
development, system diagnos
tics. PDP-11/34 etc. (Unibus). 
Diagnostic memories. Factory 
maintenance. Size Quad; trace 
memory 240 words; trigger/ 
command memory 16 words; 
trigger levels 3; selective trace. 
$975. 
DQ-11123 trigger diagnostic 
memory. Special dual-height 
trigger trace diagnostic 
memory card. Senses trigger 
conditions entered by ODT or 
program control/locks latest 
stored bus transaction info for 
readout thru collsole ODT. 
Uses include SW debugging, 
development, system diag
nostics. LSl-11, -11 /2, -11 /23, 
-11/03. Size dual; trace mem
ory 240 words; trigger/com
mand memory 16 words; trig
ger levels 3; selective trace. 
$890. 
DM-11 diagnostic memory. 
Special dual-height "Flight 
Recorder" memory card. Buf
fer-stores latest bus transac
tion info until locked by com
puter's spurious or program
med halt. Data read-out thru 
system console ODT. LS 1-11, 
-11 /2, PDP-11 /03. Dual size; 
trace memory 256 words; bus 
transactions caputed, DATI, 
DATO, DATIO, Interrupt. $650. 
Jerry L. Shumway, Scanoptik, 
Inc., Box 1745, Rockville, MD 
20850. (301) 762-0612. 

Bus Control Unit Model BCU-
11 LA. MIL-STD-1553A inter
face is plug compatible with 
LSl-11 Q-Bus minis. Tenni
nals, add-in/add-on memory, 
floppy drive, hard disk drive, 
controllers. $6,000 (4). Jerry 
Blevins, SCI Systems, Inc., 
P .0. Box 4000, 8600 S. Memo
rial Pkwy., Huntsville, AL 
35802. (205) 883-4800 ext. 251 . 

F\YT0122, F\YT0127. RX02-
compatible floppy storage sys
tem w/ Winchester add-on 
capability. Low profile 5 1/4" 
enclosure allows direct con
nection to 14" WIN1400 26.4 
MB Winchester disk option. 
Includes self-test, resident 
diagnostics, IBM double densi
ty format support, dual-head 
drive option. LSl-11 or PDP-11 
interface. Factory warranty/ 
service. $3900 (1 ); $2650 (50). 
Disk System 11 X D5X0122 or 
D5X0127 or D5X01172. 
Complete LSl-11 computer 
system w/ choice of (2) floppy 
disk drives or ( 1) 8.4 MB 8" 
Winchester and ( 1) floppy disk. 
Includes power, 8-quad slot Q
bus backplane, disk drives, 
enclosure in attractive 10 1/2" 
table top package. LSl-11 /2 or 
LSl-11/23 optional. D5X0122 
$5600; with computer, $7400. 
Michael A. Liccardo, Scientific 
Micro Systems, 777 E. 
Middlefield Rd., Mountain 
View, CA 94043. (415) 
964-5700. 

Graphics 100. Add-in printed 
circuit card gives VT-100 full 
graphics capability. Has light 
pen, hardcopy, support SW 
options. FO. 1220 x 240 dot 
screen resolution; ASCII, APL, 
GREEK, RAM char sets stand
ard; 3 rotations for labels; bold
face, doublewidth type; sepa
rate graphics memory; light 
pen option, printer dump port to 
DECwriter II with Graphics II. 
$1200 for Graphics 100. 
Thomas M. Seitzler, Dir. 
Marketing. Selanar Corp., 
2403 De La Cruz Blvd., Santa 
Clara, CA 95050. (408) 
727-2811 . 

LSl-11/2/23 Floppy Control
ler Board. SCD-RXV21 
supports 1 or 2 dual-density, 
single- or double-sided floppy 
disk drives. Single, dual-wide 
board replaces RXV21 control 
logic. SW compat. w/ DEC 
OSs and diagnostics for RX02. 
Compat. w/ RX01/RX02 
media, IBM 3740 format, 
Shugart interface. Pin-to-pin, 
signal, power-compat. w/ Q
bus backplanes. $666.66. 
6-mo. warranty; a 24-hr. re
placement. Also: 8- and 16-line 
EIA or 20mA async. muxers w/ 
EIA/20mA combo; expander 
chassis with 4- or 9-row hex
wide backplane for LSl-11s; 
64KB-128KB Q bus and 
Unibus compat. MOS mem., 
256KB-512KB VAX compat. 
MOSmem. 
SA-BA 11 N Processor 
Chassis. 5.25" rackmount 
chassis with operator console 
and Q-bus compatible supply. 
4 or 9-row backplane supports 
LSl-11, LSl-11 /2, LSl-11 /23, 
associated Q-bus devices. 

SA-BA11N-1 Expander 
Chassis. 5.25" rackmount 
chassis w/ operator console, Q 
bus-compatible supply. 8-row, 
quad-wide backplane support, 
LSl-11, LSl-11 /2, LSl-11 /23. 
SCD-DZ11 Async. MUXers. 
Buffered, program controller 
interface between PDP-11 & 
multiple local or remote async. 
terminals. 8 or 16-line EIA or 
20mA and 8-line each EIA and 
20mA combo. Programmable 
baud rates, data set control. 
SA-H100 Backplane/Card
frame Assembly for LSl-11. 
8-row, quad-wide backplane/ 
cardframe assembly has 16 
dual Q-bus slot backplane w/ 
etched PCBA bus structure/ 
cardframe for module protec
tion/positive alignment. 
SDC-RKV11 Cartridge Disc 
Controller for LSl-11 . Single 
quad-wide controller board 
replaces DEC's 4-board 
RKV11 controller for RK05. 
Supports combos of 2.5-MB, 5-
MB, & 10-MB drives w/ max 
capacity of 20 MBs. SW comp. 
w/ DEC OSs & diagnostics 
designed for RKV11. 
MOS Memories: Q-bus, Uni
bus and VAX Compatible. 
National Semiconductor mem
ories. Sigma Sales, Inc. 
6505C Serrano, Anaheim Hills, 
CA 92807. (714) 974-0166. 

Model 2290 Line Printer 
System. 900-lpm Line Printer 
with 132 columns, 64 char. 6/8 
lpi, form length select switch, 
static eliminator, self test, 
active ribbon control, paper 
motion detect, interface, 1/0 
cable assembly. DEC, DG, HP, 
Tl, Burroughs, Perkin Elmer. 
Controllers: included with line 
printer. FO; 3rd party. $18,000. 
Model B-300 Line Printer 
System. 300 lpm Band Printer, 
64 or 96 char., 132 col. , 6/8 lpi, 
form length select switch, 
pedestal, diagnostic display, 
with computer interface, 1/0 
cable. DEC, DG, Perkin Elmer, 
HP, Burroughs Tl and most 
other processors. $6,000. 
Model 2260 Line Printer 
System. 600 lpm Line Printer 
System with 136 col., 64 char.. 
6/8 lpi, form length select 
switch, static eliminator, self 
test, paper receptacle, control
ler, 1/0 cable assembly. 
$12,000. 
Model B-600 Line Printer 
System. 600 lpm Band Printer, 
64 or 96 char., 132 col., 6/8 lpi, 
form length select switch, 
pedestal, diagnostic display, 
with computer interface, 1/0 
cable assembly. $8,000. 
B-900. 900 lpm Line Printer 
System with 64 or 96 char., 132 
col. , 6/8 lpi, form length select 
switch, quietized cabinet, 
paper puller, diagnostic dis-
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play, with computer interface, 
110 cable assembly. $12,000. 
Model M200 Line Printer 
System. 200 lpm matrix line 
printer with 128 char., 132 col. , 
form length select switch, diag
nostic display, 10 & 16.7 cpi, 
self test with computer inter
face (parallel or serial), 1/0 
cable. $2,995. 
Model 2550 Line printer 
System. 1500 lpm charaband 
line printer system with 64 and 
96 char. set, 132 col. , 12 ch. 
VFU, self test, static eliminator, 
paper puller, active ribbon 
control , 6/8 lpi, with controller, 
1/0 cable assembly. $33,000. 
Model 2230. 300 lpm line 
printer system, with 64 char., 
136 col. , 6/8 lpi, form length 
select switch, static eliminator, 
paper receptacle, self test, 
controller, 1/0 cable. $9,000. 
Donald Dooley, Southern 
Systems, Inc., 2841 Cypress 
Creek Rd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33309. (305) 979-1000 or (800) 
327-5602. 

Model 109PTS EyeCom II. 
Picture digitizer & display ter
minal for image processing. 
Unibus or Q-bus interface 
Digitizer 640 x 480 by 8 bits 
grey scale, display A/N 80 
columns x 24 lines, graphics 
640 x 480, image display 640 
x 480 x 8 bits & color. From 
$14,500. M. Stanley Schlosser, 

Spatial Data Systems Inc., 
P.O. Box 978, 508 S. Fairview 
Ave., Goleta, CA 93017. (805) 
967-2383. 

SPECTRA 21. Multifunction 
disk/tape controller which 
emulates DEC RM02/RM05 
disk and TU10/TM11 tape 
subsystems when attaching up 
to 4 SMD disk and 8 formatted 
tape drives. It offers single 
board design, DEC SW trans
parency and ability to support 
data transfers concurrently 
from 2.0 MB/sec disks and 
1 /2" tape drives. 3rd party. 
Separate buffers allow simul
taneous disk and tape data 
transfers, supports "start/stop" 
or "streaming" 1 /2" tape 
drives, 32 bit ECC, automatic 
diagnostic self-test. $4800 (25-
49/yr) . 
SPECTRA 11. Emulating DEC 
PDP-11 compatible disk con
troller which attaches up to 4 
SMD disk drives. Provides 
emulation of DEC RM02 (80 
MB) and AMOS (300 MB) disk 
subsystems allowing SW 
transparency to RSX11 M, 
RSTS/E and other DEC OSs. 
Full software transparency, 32-
bit ECC, single command 
multiple sector transfers, 3 sec
tor RAM buffer eliminates "data 
lates", single board design, 
overlapped seeks, automatic 
diagnostic self-test, supports 

any SMD disk drive. $3600 (qty 
25-49). Steve Roberts, Spectra 
Logic Corp., 2316 Walsh Ave. , 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 . (408) 
496-6100. 

DEC-Style Concept/DSC. 
Small peripheral controller 
compatible to DEC. Control
lers: DSC-DD11-CK,-DK,-PK. 
Factory maintenance. OEM 
Jean Littrell , Stanford Applied 
Engineering, Engineered 
Products Div., 3530 De La 
Cruz Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 
95050. (408) 988-0700. 

DEC-Compatible back· 
panels. PDQ Backpanel pack
aging system offers PC board/ 
edgecard circuit connector 
integration in single, double
sided, true multi-layer assem
blies. Complete wire-wrap 
services, full testing, total in
house backpanel construction. 
DEC-comp. backplanes 
PDQ/DSC offers prewired, 
pretested unit in 4- and 9-slot 
systems & custom configs. Pin 
grid patterns in .125 x .125 and 
.125 x .250. Connectors can 
be assembled to any length. 
Stanford Applied Enginering 
340 Martin Ave., Santa Clara, 
CA 95050. (408) 727-7552. 

STEP-3 Firmware Integration 
& Test Station. User reworks 
microcode on most minis to 

yield enhanced instruction set 
for special applications. Is an 
integrated unit/ helps gener
ate, test, edit, debug microcode 
for added/modified or code 
commands. DEC or any micro
coded computer. FO. Simula
tions: 40ns & up; microcode 
width : 8 to 192 bits, depths to 
24K; built-in terminal, logic 
analyzer, debug panel, power
ful micro-code editor, and 
multiple-breakpoint test facility. 
$11 ,000 to $19,000 depending 
on array size and assembler 
needed. Steve Drucker, Tech
nical Applications, Step En
gineering, Inc., 757 Pastoria 
Ave, P.O. Box 61166, Sunny-
vale, CA 94086. (408) 
733-7837 in CA, · (800) 
538-1750, -1751 elsewhere. 

LASERSCAN 100. Gun-type 
bar-code laser scanner. Hand
held laser gun for supermarket 
price file verification, inventory 
control , direct store delivery, 
POS Scanning. Manufacturer 
programmable to read most 
commercially available bar 
codes (UPC, EAN, Code 39, 
Codabar, Code 2 of 5). 
Aggressive decoding of printed 
symbol on all substrates. DEC, 
DG, INTEL, UNIVAC, Motor
ola, IBM. RS232C Communi
cations Interface. FO. 

The drive for DEC economy 
comes from General Digital Industries 
GDl's DUALTAPE-58 brings real economy to most DEC* operating systems. Each of two cassettes holds 
256K bytes for a total of 512K bytes of economical, removable storage. 

Thanks to an integral intelligent controller, the tape functions as a random access device, giving your 
computer the same random access to any of 1024 storage blocks as if they were on disk. Interfaces are 
standard RS-232C or RS-423. All current DEC operating systems support the DUALTAPE-58 as a standard, 
file-structured device. 

Get added performance from yoor DEC system for only $1200. Write or phone for specifications on 
GDf's DUALTAPE-58. 

General Digital Industries, Inc. 
500 Wynn Drive e Huntsville, Alabama 35805 • 2051837-8305 
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LASERSCAN 410. Blood 
product identification scanner 
- desktop laser scanner for 
fast, accurate identification, 
processing of blood bags/ 
tubes via scanning linear bar 
code symbols. 
LASERSCAN 550/500. High 
speed laser scanning data 
terminal. Unit is a Scan-Above 
portable work station designed 
for unsold returns processing 
applications for UPC and EAN. 
For the processing of maga
zines, paperback books, 
newspapers, records, tapes, 
damaged goods, perishables; 
including baked goods, dairy, 
salads (among others). 
RS232C Communications 
Interface. FO. S. Richard 
Rausch, VP/Sales, Symbol 
Technologies, Inc., 90 Plant 
Ave., Hauppauge, NY 11787. 
(516) 231-5252. 

PDP-11 Data entry/forms 
management programming 
aid. "Screen Builder" inter
active software decreases 
repetitive coding of screens/ 
forms. Written in Basic,Plus-2 
and M acro-11, it runs under 
RSX-11M O.S w/ RSM-11Kon 
PDP-11s. $3200 on RL01 
media.Tallant Associates, 
Inc.Suite 308, S. 3010 W. 16th 
Ave., Denver, CO 80204. (303) 
623-4999. 

VT-100-Compatible "Model 
100". Code- and performance
compatible "100" uses VT-100 
set-up mode, but also displays 
text describing each entered 
operating parameter. Several 
ergonomic enclosures: 2 
detachable KBs; 2 tillable 
CRTs. $1790. Teleray Div. of 
Research, Inc, Box 24064, 
Minneapolis, MN 55424. (612) 
941-3300. 

LSl-11 /23 96-KWord Mod
ules. TM10000 Serles. 64KW 
or 96 KW, optional parity, Std. 
"dual" DEC board; 5-V MOS 
dyn. RAMs. 

PDP-11/34, -11/44 256 KW/ 
128 KW Modules. TMM20000 
Series. Error-det. . error-corr. 
transparent to OS, comp. w/ 
PDP-11/34, -11/44, addressing 
2MW. Programming options: 
modified or extended Unibus, 
1/0 page size, control status ref 
reg. address location/error 
status reg; 5-V MOS dyn. 
RAMs. Texas Instruments, 
Inc., Semiconductor Group, 
Box 1443, M/S 6958, Houston, 
TX77001. (713)490-3746. 

BUSCOMM-11. Add-on mem
ory (core) system for use with 
PDP-11 s. FO: 24. $3800 (64 
kB) . 
ECOM 70/127. Add-on core 
memory system for use with 
PDP-11/70. 1 MB$15,000. 
PINCOMM PS. 128 kB, 96 kB, 
64 kB, 32 kB semiconductor 
add-in memory for use in PDP-
11. 128 kB with internal parity. 
$2050. 
PINCOMM 70S. 256 kB semi 
add-in memory for use in PDP-
11 /70. $3995. 
PINCOMM 780S. 256 kB 
semiconductor memory (add
in) for use in VAX-11/780. 
$3995. Miles S. Efron - V.P. 
Mktg., Trendata Corp, 
Standard Memories., 3400 W. 
Segerstrom Ave., Santa Ana, 
CA 92704. (714) 540-3605. 

Industrial Drive Control Sys
tem. Drive card plugs into 
PDP-8, provides control sig
nals to positioning DC motor 
systems in 1 to 500 HP range 
for use in industrial positioning, 
velocity control applications. 
Unico purchases terminals and 
sells to Unico customers. FO. 
Russell A. Grothus, Ad Man
ager, Unico, Inc., 3725 
Nicholson Rd., Franksville, WI 
53126. ( 414) 886-5678. 

Head-per-Track Drum 4016/ 
4401. High-reliability, high
performance add-on memory 
for PDP-11 . 1 to 4 MB, 8.5 ms 
avg. access, 16-word buffer 
controller interfaces PDP-11 
\/ia Unibus (OEM). MTBF ex
ceeds 25,000 hrs. Others: 
head-per-track drum with con
troller. FO. Storage capacity 
4.7 MB unformatted; storage 

LSl-11 SYSTEMS FROM ANDROMEDA 

No matter what your LSl-11 system 
needs are, Andromeda can satisfy 
them. 

For example, the 11 / M1 system shown 
on the right weighs only 14 pounds yet 
contains 102kb of mini disk storage 
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Any size you want. 

(expandable to 389kb), 64kb of RAM , 
space for up to 16kb of EPROM, 4 serial 
ports, and the LSl-11 /2 CPU. All of this 
for less than $4000. While the 11 / M1 
will run the RT-11 operating system, it 
is best suited for dedicated applications 
where its small size but large processing 
power are needed. 

Near the other end of the scale is the 
11 / H23-DDF system shown at the left. 
The mobile enclosure includes the 
LSl-11 / 23 processor, 256kb main 
memory, 10mb of storage on the double 
density RK-05 cartridge disk and 
1.2mb on the double oensity floppy 
disks. This system also has 4 serial 
ports and 7 empty dual width slots for 
additional interfaces. The $22,500 price 
includes the video terminal shown, a 
150 CPS matrix printer, and the RT-11 
operating system. 

These are just two examples of the 
many LSl-11 based systems available 
from Andromeda. And the standard 
systems are just starting points; we 
will provide any combination of pack-
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age, processor, memory, interfaces, 
and peripherals to meet your require
ments. In addition to general purpose 
systems, we also have turnkey pack
ages for word processing, time-sharing , 
data acquisition, and graphics . 

We also provide individual boards, 
software and accessories to support 
LSl-11 systems. 
LSl-11 , RT-11, and RK-05 are trademarks of the 
Dig ita l Equipment Corp. 

ANLJROMELJ~ 
S'::'S,EMS~ 
9000 Eton Ave. INC. 
Canoga Park, Calif. 91304 
Phone: 213/709-7600 
TWX: (910) 494-1248 
Prices are domestic U.S.A. only. 
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capacity 4.194 MB formatted. 
Avg. transfer rate 541 K 
bytes/sec. 
Cartridge disk drive system 
5017/8401. Rugged high
performance moving head 
drive with controller for PDP-
11 . Has interspersed servo 
track following system. 52 MB 
top load cartridge with 1 fixed 
disk. Avg. access time 5.5 ms. 
Transfer rate 763.8 bytes/sec. 
4 heads, 4 surfaces. All elec
tronics and supplies integral. 
Head-per-track drum 4016/ 
4402. High-reliability, high
performance add-on memory 
for PDP-8. MTBF exceeds 
25,000 hrs. Storage capacity 
2.35 megawords unformatted; 
2.20 formatted. Avg. access 
8.5 ms. Avg. transfer rate 235K 
words/sec. E. Hinkley, 
Vermont Research Corp., 
Precision Park, N. Springfield, 
VT 05150. ( 802) 886-2256. 

LSl-11 Printing/Plotting. 
Model 125 single-board inter
face allows LSl-11 s to use any 
Versatec electrostatic plotter or 
printer/plotter, 1/0 MUXer, 
hard copy controller, vector-to
raster converter. Electrically/ 
mechanically comp. w/ PDP-
11 /03, -11/23, LSl-11/2, 
-11 /23, LP-11 line printer 
driver. Operates under DEC 
Direct Program Control (DPC) 

or DMA. $1600. Ron Gurich, 
Mgr. (Small Systems Sales 
Support), Versatec (Xerox), 
2805 Bowers Ave., Santa 
Clara, CA 95051. (408) 
748-3032. 

VT·100-C0mpatible "VC2100" 
has advanced video option, 
double-size/double-width 
characters, jump or smooth 
scroll , optional 2nd screen 
page. $1900 (US); $2150 
(Canada), w/OEM-qty. dis
counts. Volker-Craig, Ltd, 266 
Marsland Dr., Waterloo, On
tario, Canada. (519) 884-9300. 

Peripheral Processor- Model 
570. Permits use of DEi tape 
drives. LSI 11 /2, 11 /23. Q-bus 
compatible. Emulates TU11/ 
TU10. (1) @ $1 ,980; (25-49)@ 
$1 ,475 ea. 
Peripheral Processor· Model 
530. Permits use of BASF/ 
Century Disk Drives. LSl-11 /2, 
LSl-11 /23. Q-bus compatible. 
Emulates DEC-AL 11 /RL01 
(5.2MB) ; DEC-RL21/RL02 

(10.4MB). (1) @ $2,065 ea; 
(25-49)@ $1 ,540 ea. 
Peripheral Processor
Model 211. Provides up to 1.2 
billion bytes of disk storage 
capacity for DEC Unibus family 
of processors. Permits use of 
C.D.C, Ampex, Memorex disk 
drives. PDP-11 , V AX-11 . Uni
bus compatible with SMD inter
face. (1)@ $6,765; (25-49)@ 
$5,550ea. 
Peripheral Processor· Model 
510. Permits use of CDC, DEC, 
Diablo, Western Dynex, Per
tek, Ampex, P-E, Micro Data 
Disk Drives. LSl-11 /2, LSl-11 I 
23. Q-bus compatible-- Diablo 
interface. Emulates DEC
RKV11 /RK05. (1) @ $1 ,635; 
(25-49) @$1,215. 
Peripheral Processor- 610. 
Permits use of CDC, DEC, 
Diablo, Western Dynex, Per
tee, Ampex, P-E, Micro Data 
disk drives. PDP-11 /04, 05, 10, 
20, 25, 34, 44, 60, 70. Unibus 
compatible with Diablo inter
face. Emulates DEC RK11 I 
RK05 (2.5MB). (1) @ $2,475 
ea; (25-49) @ $1 ,845 ea. 
Peripheral Processor- 650. 
Permits use of CDC, Century 
Data, and BASF disk drives. 
Unibus compatible with SMD 

Interface. Emulates DEC RM-
02/03 (67MB)- RM04/05 
(256MB). ( 1)@ $4,950 ea; (25-
49) @ $3,200 ea. Lynn Speak
er, V.P. Sales, Xylogics, Inc. 
42 Third Ave., Burlington, MA 
01803. (617) 272-8140. 

PDP·11/Z8000 cross-soft· 
ware. This package develops 
Z8000 code and runs under 
version 7 of UNIX O.S. on a 
PDP-11I45 or 11 /70. Package 
includes C compiler, compiler 
code optimizer, Z8000 as
sembler, linker, up/download 
program. $10,000. Zilog, Inc., 
10340 Bubb Rd., Cupertino, 
CA 95014. (408) 446-4666. 

Coming 
in July. An updated and 
corrected directory. If you 
have not been listed here, 
and if you are a manufac
turer of DEC-compatible 
products, send us the 
information on attached 
magazine form. 

Digital \lideo MeMory 
The 274C contains a 512 x 512 x 8-bit 
memory that may be used to "freeze" 
black-and-white or color TV signals. A 
digital 1/0 port allows rapid transfer of 
memory contents to a computer or other 
location, as well as allowing use of the 
274C for high quality reconstruction of 
digitally encoded images. 

Options include multiple memory configu
rations and image subtraction. Please 
contact us for price and delivery infor
mation . 

• 
.t 

• Seeing by the light of a soldering iron, one of the special appli
cations of the 274C. • ' • • 

colorado video 
POST OFFICE BOX 928 BOULDER , COLORADO 80306 USA 
PHONE (303) 444 · 3972 TWX 910 · 940 · 32 48 (COLO VIDEO BDR) 

Circle 39 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Acquiring Data 
At High Speed 

With 
A Minicomputer System 

Robin B. Lake, Ph.D. 
Case Western Reserve Univ. 

Bus bandwidth , operating system overhead or instruction 
execution time often limits the rate at which a minicompu
ter can operate in data acquisition applications. However, a 
peripheral high-rate data acquisition subsystem can elevate 
the performance of an ordinary minicomputer into the per
formance range of a specialized mainframe computer with 
data rates approaching a million samples/second. Multiple 
high-rate subsystems attached to the same mini can acquire 
data at rates exceeding I 0 million samples/second. Key to 
this performance is a system based on a dual-port Exten
ded Memory Unit (EMU) (Ref I) described in the Septem
ber I 977 issue of Digi.tal Design (Ref 2). 

When combined with sophisticated signal- and image
processing techniques, minicomputers can perform services 
of great value in many industrial, research and medical ap
plications. However, such applications as image-processing 
or multi-channel signal analysis require aggregate signal 
bandwidths beyond the real-time capabilities of even larger 
minicomputers. Cost-effective mini-based systems for these 
applications must be able to acquire and analyze high band
width signals better than heretofore. 

Signal acquisition limitations of the typical minicompu
ter arise in part from the computer's architecture (Fig I). 
The processor's bus provides the communication pathway 
for the computer system's components. Transfer of ac
quired data into main memory must arbitrate bus use dur
ing the transfer of instructions from main memory into the 
processor and the transfer of blocks of acquired data from 
main memory into mass storage peripherals. In a typical 

Acquisition 
System 
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Mass 
Storage 

Main 
Memory 

PDP-I I (3) minicomputer, the processor's UNIBUS (3) of
fers a bandwidth of approximately I. 7 megabytes/second 
( 4) . By utilizing tight stand-alone assembly language coding 
and efficient direct memory access data transfers in a PDP
! I /45 , we were previously able to achieve sustained data ac
quisition rates of only approximately 60,000 samples/ 
second. 

The operating systems also limits high data acquisition 
rates. Even a real-time operating system may require exe
cution of thousands of instructions within the operating 
system code to effect transfer of a single data block fro m 
main memory to mass storage. Since delays of I msec/ 5 12 
samples are not uncommon, they severely limit the data 
rate, when a user wants the convenience of the operating 
system , its utilities and its file-structured mass storage. 

The language used to code the data acquisition applica
tion also dramatically affects acquisition rates. With DEC's 
older DOS Fortran system, we were able to obtain only 
3000 samples/second with Fortran ; with Focal , only 72 
samples/second! 

Additional hardware complications may hide in a manu
facturer's data acquisition peripherals. Early ve rsions of 
DEC's laboratory peripheral system required real-t ime clock 
stopping before it could be read. This halt led to the loss of 
absolute time when recording the time that even ts occurred . 
Other data acquisition devices may only be capable of trans
ferring 32K or ! 28K samples before requiring register re
loading which usually takes longer than the intersample 
time. This extra time causes a loss of a sample or of syn-

CPU 

Fig 1 Information transfers occur 
on the computer bus in the 
manner shown. 
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.Jo. 

(Computer Data 
·y Acquisition System) 

~ 

Control Error /Status 
~ 

Accept 
Display 
(Error 

(Control) Status) 

~ / 
Operator 

Fig 2 Information flows in the complete acquisition system as shown. 

chronous sampling. Even experienced users have found 
difficulty in obtaining the data rates expected from so
called "real-time" hardware and software. 

We solved all these problems by designing a distinctively 
high-rate data acquisition subsystem around the dual-port 
EMU. 

Functional specification 
We needed our first system for high-speed laboratory data 
acquisition specified to perform the following functions of: 
(I) Acquiring transient data with 12-bit resolution at 
125,000 samples/second, (2) Transferring acquired data in
to mass storage and/or over a data communications net
work, (3) Providing processor control at the onset of sam-

Data 

Multi -Channel 
Data 

Store/Retrieve 
(Mass Storage) 

Mass Storage Subsystem 

Acquire/Store 
14---..Data 
1----..Data 

Control Error /Status 

Data----~ 

Acquisition Subsystem 

Transform 
(Communications) 

Data & 

Protocol 

Fig 3 Complete data acquisition systems consist of acquisition, mass 
storage and communications subsystems. 

Data 
.... 

I---

Data 

i_,. 

Store/Retrieve 
(Mass Storage) 

Transform 
(Communications) i---. 

Data & Protocol 
(To Other 

.\letwork Resources) 

piing, ( 4) Informing the processor of the completion of 
sampling, (5) Multiplexing the data acquisition over from 1 
to 32 channels, (6) Sampling-and-holding which need not 
be simultaneous over all multiplexer channels, (7) Providing 
a very accurate adjustable time base (1 part in 106 ) for sam
ple intervals, and (8) Providing a simple hardware and soft
ware interface to the processor. 

The person who would operate the computer was ex
pected to possess no detailed knowledge of the hardware 
or software underlying the system. The operator could initi
ate software tasks via the operating system, could observe 
changing light patterns, could set switches, and could report, 
but not diagnose, software and hardware errors. 

Information flow 
Our design discipline breaks any computer system into five 
primitive functions: ACCEPT/ACQUIRE INFORMATION, 
STORE INFORMATION, TRANSFORM INFORMATION, 
RETRIEVE INFORMATION and DISPLAY INFORMA
TION. From the functional specifications, the information 
flow diagram for the complete system appears in Fig 2. The 
overall information flow diagram breaks into the functional 
subsystems shown in Fig 3. 

Structural design and implementation 
We decided to implement this subsystem by using as much 
off-the-shelf commercial equipment as possible. The Ana
logic AN5800 A/D subsystem met the functional specifica
tions for the multiplexor and A/D converter; it provides a 
straightforward general-purpose TTL interface. A Comstron/ 
SEG precision oscillator with TTL square-wave output met 
the clock specifications. A PDP-11 with an RP-04 disk, DR-
11-C digital interface, and a DECNET (Ref 3) communica
tions interface was available. The storage for the acquisi
tion system is a Monolithic Systems Model 3601 dual-port 
EMU. 

These design decisions produced a data acquisition sub
system (Fig 4). We implemented the mass storage subsys
tem with the RP-04 disk and the data communications 
subsystem with DECNET communications. 

We also implemented the RUN and INITIALIZE signals 
with the DR-11-C interface. The software for operating all 
three subsystems, except the DR-11-C, was inherent in the 
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Multi-Channel 
Data~---....._ ___ ...., 

Multiplexor 

Control 
{#of Channels) 

Status 
{Lights) 

Analogic A/D 

Analog-to-Di gital 
Converter 

Convert 

Clock 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
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Extended 
Memory 

Channel I Select 

Run 

Initialize 

Data 
Storage 

PDP-11 

CPU 
Data 

Data 

Control 
{Task Initiation) 

Control 
{Sample Ratel 

Operator 
Error I Status 

Fig 4 Structural diagram and implementation of the acqu isition sub- system. 

RSX-1 1-M operating system. We wrote a simple MACRO 
program to set and clear bits in the DR- 11 -C and installed it 
within the RSX operating system. 

The conce pt of a bigger storage via a large dual-port 
memory unit proved the key to the success of the acquisition 
system design. One port of the Monoli thic EMU appears to 
the processor as a fixed- head disk (Fig 5). The modular de
sign of the EMU permitted a simple and straightforward 

Unibus® A 

modification to the EMU's second port by changing to inter
face boards within the EMU to: • Match the timing and 
control signals of the Analogic A/D, • Accept RUN and 
INITIALIZE signals from the DR-11-C, and provide SAM
PLE CLOCK and DONE signals to the DR-11-C, and• Gen
erate the storage addresses and data parity for the EMU. 

All acquired data is stored without using the processor's 
bus. Moreover, the processor is free to proceed with compu-

Unibus® B 

·-----
Address, 0 
:~~~~-------- ~:~--------------~~: 

Address, 
Data 

Address, 
Contro l ----, 

!Address, 
1Data 

Control A 

Timing 
Dual Port EMU@ 

RAM 
Memory 
256K Word Multiples 

Priority 
Cont rol 

Control B 

Timing 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig 5 Dual port configuration of the EMU. 
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Dual Port EMU™ Architecture Resolves Priority Between Competing Requests 
for EMU™ Memory Access 
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Unibus® A 

Processor A 

Ana logic AN 5800 
A/D Front-End 

Address, 0 __ :o~~~~------ __ D;: __________________________ :_o~~~ ·----- Data ----, 
!Address, 
1Data 

RAM 
Memory 
256K Word Multiples 

Control A 
Priority 

Modi fed 
Control B 

Timing Control T im ing Address & Parity 

·----~°!!!2~_e~-~®-----------------------------------------------------------------Dual Port EMU TM Architecture Resolves Priority Between Compet ing Requests 
for EMU TM Memory Access 

Fig 6 The EMU in t he A/D conf iguratio n. 

tation and display during acquisition. Once started by the 
processor, the data acquisition subsystem operates autonon
omously for the duration of the acquisition epoch. 

The chosen EMU very happily provides immediate hard
ware and software compatibility with the processor. All op
erating system device drivers work directly and all DEC's 
diagnostics are compatible. The hardware interface between 
the EMU and the CPU consists of only a UNIBUS cable. We 
finished the complete system integration, debugging and 
testing within 10 man-days. 

Operation 
The system performs its functions in either of these two 
modes: 
(!)As a fully buffered autonomous data acquisition subsys
tem, it can handle up to 125,000 samples per second for 
epochs up to 5 seconds. With a different A/D frontend, 
rates up to one million samples/second are possible for ep
ochs of up to 2 seconds. Data acquisition continues until 
the buffer memory has been filled (256K-2M samples). The 
processor then transfers the acquired data to mass storage. 
(2) As a fully buffered subsystem, the buffer memory oper
ates in a circular fashion. As each "block" of acquired data 
accumulates in the buffer memory , the processor transfers 
it to mass storage. Here, the average transfer rate of the 
mass storage device or the data communications network 
determines the maximum data rate. 

Evaluation 
We have designed and built a high rate data acquisition sub
system that overcomes the bus limitations inherent in the 
processor. Our first systems acquire data via a 125,000 
sample/second A/D converter; rates of one million samples/ 
second are possible with other, faster converters. Multiple 
high rate systems attached to the same processor operate si
multaneously, and provide aggregate bandwidths exceeding 
I 0 million samples per second. The first application uses 
four systems on a single processor and offers l 28 differen
tial channels, 12-bit resolution and an aggregate acquisition 
rate of 500,000 samples/second. 

The key component in the design is a dual-port solid
state memory unit. In addition to meeting and exceeding 
our functional specifications, the EMU provides these addi
tional performance features: ( I) The abili ty to do real-time 
acquisition, even though it uses non-real-time operating sys
tems, such as RSTS and UNIX, (2) Use of al l operating sys
tem and utility software directly with no additional pro
gramming, (3) The ability to attach multiple acquisition sys
tems to one processor, (4) A I µ sec/word transfer rate into 
the processor's main memory, with none of the rotational 
latency found in disk memories, (5) Straigl1tforward adap
tation to the D/A as well as A/D conversion, (6) The ability 
to analyze the acquired data while it resides in the EMU, 
which operates as a directly addressable large array storage 
and (7)The ability to add a battery back-up unit and trans
port the acquisition subsys tem to the experiment site, as if 
it were a 32-channel FM tape recorder. 

The design has proven to be a useful and convenient solu
tion to the problem of acquir ing data at high rates with a 
minicomputer. 

Information on availability of a new, fu lly integrated tMU 
A/D subsystem may be obtained from Mr. Reed Ahlquist, 
Monolithic Systems Corp., 14 Inverness Dr. East, Engle
wood, CO 80112. 
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Designer's Guide to 
Switching 

Power Supplies 

From the system designers' concept, 
there exist three basic approaches to 
obtaining regulated de voltages from 
raw ac power sources. The three basic 
sources have a common denominator; 
they require a rectification media when 
operating from an ac line, in order to 
obtain raw unregulated de voltage . The 
three sources of obtaining de regulated 
voltages are: shunt regulators, series 
linear regulators and series-switched 
mode regulators . The series switched 
mode regulators will be referred to as 

0.85 P ; I 

Staff Report 
Signetics Corp ., Sunnyvale, CA 

switched mode power supplies (or 
SMPS) in this article . 

Briefly stated, if all three types of 
regulation can perform the same func
tion , following are some of the key 
parameters to be addressed: ( 1) from an 
economical point of view, cost of the 
system is paramount, (2) from an 
operations point of view, weight of the 
system is critical and (3) from a design 
criteria, system efficiency is the first 
order of business. 

The series and shunt regulators 

Po = 0.9 
0.45 P ; P ; P ; 

....., 

LINEAR OUTPUT 
REGULATOR 

operate on the same principle of sens
ing the DC output voltage, comparing 
to an internal reference level and vary
ing a resistor (active device) to main
tain the output levels whithin prespeci
fied limits . 

Switched mode power supplies 
(SMPS) are basically DC-to-DC con
verters, operating at frequencies in the 
20kHz and higher region . Basically, 
the SMPS is a power source which uti
lizes the energy stored during one por
tion of its operating cycle to supply 

0.85 
P ; P 0 = 0.85 P; 

MAINS 

ISOLAT· 
ING AND 
ENERGY r----., 

I OUTPUT : 
STORAGE 
ELEMENT 

I 

I REGULATINC. I 
SWITCH I 

l (TRANSISTOR l l L _____ J 

(a)CONVENTIONAL SUPPLY - 45% EFFICIENCY (b)SWITCHED-MODE SUPPLY - 80% EFFICIENCY 

Fig 1 . The use of switched -mode power suppl ies can increase efficiency from around 50"/o to 80"/o. 
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power during the remaining segment of 
its operating cycle. 

Linear regulators, both shunt and 
series, suffer when required to supply 
large currents with resultant high dissi
pation across the regulating device. 
Efficiency suffers tremendously. (Effi
ciencies less than 40% are typical.) 

Switched mode power supplies 
operate at much higher levels of effici
ency (generally in the order of 75% to 
80%), thereby reducing significantly 
the energy wasted in the regulated 
supply. The SMPS does, however, suf
fer significantly in the ripple regulation 
it is able to maintain as opposed to a 
much higher degree of regulation avail
able in series (or shunt) linear re
gulators. 

The linear regulators obtain im
proved regulation by virtue of the series 

changed (i.e., no load to full load.) 
Note that the combination of static and 
dynamic regulation are cumulative; 
care should be taken when referring to 
the regulation characteristics of a 
power supply. 

Thermal Regulation are changes due 
to ambient variations or thermal drift. 

Transient Response 
The ability of the regulator to respond 
to rapid changes in either line varia
tions, load variations, or intermittent 
transient input conditions. (This para
meter can often be referred to as "re
covery time.") 

AC Parameters 
Voltage Limitings is the regulator's 
ability to "shut down" in the event that 
the internal control elements fail to 
function properly. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SWITCHED-MODE 
POWER SUPPLY 

OAll/E 

CIRCUIT 

CONTROL 

CIRCUIT 

RECTIFIER 

NOTE 
Switching trequency is between 20~Hz and SOkHz 

Fig 2. The principle of the a.c.-fed SMPS. 

pass elements always conducting, as 
opposed to SMPS devices having their 
active devices operative only during a 
portion of the overall operating period. 

Before proceeding, let's look at 
some definitions and comparisons be
tween linear regulators and switched 
mode power supplies. 

Regulation 
Line Regulation, sometimes referred to 
as static regulation, refers to the 
changes in the output (as a percent of 
nominal or actual value) as the input 
AC is varied slowly from its rated 
minimum value to its rated maximum 
value (i.e., from l05V ACRMS to 
125VACRMS). 

Load Regulation, sometimes re
ferred to as dynamic regulation, refers 
to the changes in the output (as a per
cent of nominal or actual value) when 
the load conditions are suddenly 

Current Limitings often referred to 
as "fold-back" where the amplifier 
segment of the regulator folds back the 
ouput current of the device when safe 
operating limits are exceeded. Thermal 
Shutdown is the regulator's ability to 
shut itself down when the maximum 
temperature is exceeded. 

General Parameters 
Power Dissipation is the maximum 
power the regulator can tolerate and 
still maintain its operation within the 
safe operating area of its active devices. 

Efficiency is the ratio (in percent) cf 
the usable versus total power being dis
sipated in a regulated supply. (The 
losses can be ac as well as de losses.) 

EMl/RFI is the generation of radio 
frequency interference signals and 
magnetic field disturbance especially in 
SMPS devices. (Transformer and 
choke design available which reduced 

both RFI & EMI to safe acceptable 
regions.) 

The balance of this section will be 
dedicated to the discussion of the ge-
1neral operation of Switched Mode 
Power Supplies (SMPS) with emphasis 
on the Signetics (NE5560 Control and 
Protection Module. 

Switched-mode power supplies 
(SMPSs) have gained much in popular
ity in recent years because of the bene
fits they offer. They are now used on a 
large scale in desk calculators, compu
ters, as instrumentation supplies, etc., 
and it is confidently expected that the 
market for this type of supply will 
grow. 

The advantages of SMPSs are low 
weight and small size, high efficiency, 
wide AC input voltage range, and low 
cost. 

Low weight and small size are possi
ble because operation occurs at a fre
quency beyond the audible range; the 
inductive elements are small. 

High efficiency because, for output 
regulation, the power transistor is 
switched rapidly between saturation 
and cut-off and therefore has little dis
sipation; this eases heatsink require
ments, which also contributes to weight 
and volume reduction. Conventional 
linear-regulator supplies may have 
efficiencies as _low as 50%, or less, but 
efficiencies of 80% are readily achiev
able with SMPSs; see Fig 1. 

Wide AC input voltage range 
because of the flexibility of varying the 
switching frequency in addition to the 
change in transistor duty cycle makes 
voltage adaptation unnecessary . 

Low overall cost, due to the reduced 
volume and dissipation, means that less 
material is required and smaller semi
conductor devices suffice. 

Switched-mode power supplies also 
have slight disadvantages in compari
son with linear regulators, namely, 
somewhat greater circuit complexity, 
tendency to r.f.i. radiation, slower 
response to rapid load changes, and less 
ability to remove output ripple. 

How SMPSs operate 
The switched-mode power supply is a 
modern version of its forerunner, the 
electromechanical vibrator, used in the 
past to supply car radios. But the new 
concept is much more reliable because 
of the far greater lifetime of the transis
tor switch. Fig 2 shows the principle 
of the ac fed SMPS. In this system the 
ac voltage is rectified, smoothed, and 
supplied to the electronic chopper, 
which operates at a frequency above the 
audible range to prevent noise. The 
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NOTES 

1 6 1s the duty cycle o f 01 . T 1s the cycle tim e 
2. L 1s a double-wound choke 
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FL YBACK CONVERTER CIRCUIT 
DIAGRAM AND WAVEFORMS 

Co 

'L 
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Fig 3. Flyback converter circuit converts input voltage waveform, applied across the transistor's collector-to-emitter junction through choke to 
the current waveform shown at upper right. 

FORWARD CONVERTER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

0 3 
' 01 

Co 

l 
r 

Fig 4. Forward converter circuits, like this one, place the choke in series with the output. This 
minimizes high-frequency output ripple. 

PUSH-PULL CONVERTER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

01 

02 

l 
r 

Fig 5 . Push-pull converters provide greater output power and double the ripple frequency, 
thus reducing output ripple voltage. Unfortunately, this type requires a complex base drive 
(not shown). 
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chopped de voltage is applied to the 
primary of a transformer, and the sec
ondary voltage is rectified and 
smoothed to give the required de out
put. The transformer is necessary to 
isolate the output from the input. Out
put voltage is sensed by a control cir
cuit, which adjust the duty cycle of the 
switching transistor, via the drive cir
cuit, to keep the output voltage constant 
irrespective of load and line voltage 
changes. Without the input recitifier, 
this system can operate from a battery 
or other de source. 

Depending on the requirements of 
the application, the de-to-de converter 
can be one of the three basic types: 
flyback converter, forward converter, 
or push-pull (balanced) converter. 

The flyback converter 
Fig 3 shows the flyback converter cir
cuit, and the waveforms of transistor 
voltage, VCE, and choke current, iL, re
flected to the primary (choke double
wound for line isolation). Cycle time 
and transistor duty cycle are denoted T 
and 8, respectively. While Qi con
ducts, energy is accumulated in the 
choke magnetic field (iL rising and D1 
reversed biased), and it is discharged 
into the output capacitor and the load 
during the flyback period, that is, while 
Q1 is off (iL falling and D1 forward bi
ased.) During Q1 conduction, Co con
tinues delivering energy to the load so 
providing smoothing action. It will be 
noted that only one inductive element is 
needed, in distinction to the converter 
types discussed below, which require 
two. As the VcE waveform shows, the 
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NOTES 
1 • Fly back converter family with 1 A single-transistor type 

and 1 B two-transistor type 
2 = Forward converter family with 2A single-t ransistor type 

and 28 two-transistor type 
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3 • Pu sh -pull converter family with 3A conventional type, 
38 single-ended ty pe and JC bridge type 

Capacitor CP is a h igh -frequency by-pass {20kHz to 50kHz 
switching trequency). 
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Fig 6. The three basic circuit configurations - fly back, forward, and push-pull converters -
come in many variations. Here are seven variations of these three basic circuits. Which is best? 
It all depends on criteria of performance, complexity and cost . 

peak collector voltage is twice the input 
voltage, Vi, for 8 equal to 0.5. 

The forward converter 
A major advantage of the forward con
verter, particularly for low output vol
tage applications, is that the high
frequency output ripple is limited by 
the choke in series with the output. 
Fig 4 illustrates the circuit. During the 
transistor-on (or forward) period, 
energy is simultaneously stored in the 
choke Lo and passed via D1 to the load. 
While Q1 is off, part of the energy ac
cumulated in Lo is transferred to the 
load through free-wheeling diode Di. 
Output capacitor Co smoothes the ripple 
due to transistor switching. After tran-

sistor tum-off, the magnetic energy 
built up in the transformer core is re
turned to the de input via the demag
netizing winding (closely coupled with 
the primary) and DJ, so limiting the 
peak collector voltage to twice the input 
voltage Yi . 

The push-pull converter 
This converter type, given in Fig 5, 
consists of two forward converters 
operating in push-pull. Diodes D1 and 
D1 rectify the rectangular secondary 
voltage generated by Q1 and Q2 being 
turned on during alternate half cycles . 
Push-pull operation doubles the fre
quency of the ripple current in output 
filter. LoCo and so reduces the output 

ripple voltage. The peak transistor vol
tage is 2Vi . 

The "best" choice 
There exist several versions of the three 
fundmental circuits described earlier. 

These are shown in Fig 6. Circuits 
IA, IIA and IIIA are the basic types. In 
the two-transistor circuits, IB and 118, 
transistors Q1 and Qi conduct simul
taneously and diodes D4Ds limit the · 
peak collector voltage to the level of 
DC input voltage Yi. Similarly in the 
push-pull circuits IIIB and IIIC, the 
collector voltage does not exceed Yi . In 
circuit 1118, Q1 and Qz are turned on 
during alternate half cycles; in circuit 
me, Q1 and Q4 are turned on in one half 
cycle and Q2QJ in the next . 

Converter choice depends on appli
cation and performance requirements . 
The tlyback converter is the simplest 
and least expensive; it is recommended 
for multi-output supplies because each 
output requires only one diode and one 
capacitor. However, smoothing may be 
a problem where ripple requirements 
are severe. The push-pull type has the 
most complex base drive circuit but it 
produces the lowest output ripple with 
given values of Lo and Co. 

Fig 7 is a general guide for the choice 
of converter type, based on output vol
tage ano power. In the case of the fly
back converter, it becomes more and 
more difficult to keep the percentage 
output ripple below an acceptable level 
as the output power increases and the 
output voltage decreases; for reasons of 
circuit economy, however, the flyback 
converter is the best proposition if the 
output power does not exceed about 
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Converter choice as a function of SMPS output voltage, 

Vo and output power. Po 

Fig 7. To decide which converter type to 
select, first determine output voltage and 
power, then locate which zone this follows 
into. 
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EXPANDING 
YOUR 

DEC PDP/11 SYSTEM 1 
• 50% more data storage. 
• 50% increased data transfer ra te, and 
• 20% faster seek times I 
• 1s software transparent to au DEC Operating 

Systems. Diagnostics. and Drivers, 
• 1s fully media compatible 
• 1s I 1/70 Cachebus, Unibus, or 0-bus compatible 

Our sub~ystems are industry proven, high quality 
CDC, disc drives and Emu~x controllers. Also offered are 
high performance. reliab~ magnf!tk tape subsystems. 
DZ 11 ·s. OH 11 's, high spttd MOS ~ies. printers. and 
ot~r hardware. Call or write us ror your hardware 
requirements. 

• DEC. PDP/ I I are registered trademarks of 
Digital Equipment Corporation. 

COMPARE OUR PRICES 
OUR MODEL 

DM06 l300MBJ S20.500 
DM06/70 l300MBJ s22.5oo 
DM02 !BOMB} Sf 4.5 50 
DM02/70 IBOMBI SI 6,500 
DM-300 l300MBJ SI 4.500 
OM-BO IBOMBI I 8,550 
DM -77 l1251PSJ I 9,995 
DM-45 l751PSJ I 8.995 

DEC 
RJP06 l200MBJ 144,000 
RWP06 l200MBJ 144,000 
RJM02 l80MBJ 124.000 
RWM03 IBOMBI 125.000 
RP06 l200MBJ 134,000 
RM02 l80MBJ s 18.000 
TJU77 l1251PSJ 128,000 
TJU45 l751PS} S23.000 

Our system~ are ex.parad or ~ia compatlb6e ~k>ns of 
standard DEC RP06/ RM02 disc subsyst~ and 
TU77/TU45 rnagnetk tape subsystems. Tht~ subsystems 
are 100% compatiblt- with al DEC software. diagnosUc:s. 
and dnvers.. 

ACVANCEC---

DIGITAL 
---PRODUCTS 

7584 T r ade Streee • Sen D iego, CA 92121 

[714] 578-9595 
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SMPS CONTROL-LOOP ..+ 

VIN 
4 

' VREF 
,.. ._,. 

OSCILLATOR 

I~ vouT 't 
OUTPUT .. 
STAGE 

l' 
SMPS . .. .... 

PROT. 

PROT. 

FEEDBACK 
NETWORK 

Fig 8. SMPS control-loop action is critical to maintain proper output with varying loads. By 
comparing output voltage with the reference voltage, the variation from the norm will alter ._. 
the pulse width. 

IOW. For output powers higher than 
about lkW, the push-pull converter is 
preferable. 

Control and protection 
In addition to providing adequate out
put voltage stabilization against line 
voltage and load changes , the control 
module must give fast protection 
against overload, equipment malfunc
tion, and the effects of switch-on 
immediately following switch-off. In 
addition the following features are 
desirable: 
(I.) Soft start: that is , a gradual increase 
of the transistor duty cycle after switch
on causing a slow rise of the output 
voltage, which prevents an excessive 
inrush current due to a capacitive load 
or charging of the output capacitor. 
(2 .) Synchronization: to prevent inter
ference due to the difference in free
running frequencies (for example, in a 
system in which a low-power SMPS 
supplies the base drive circuit of the 
output switching transistor in a high
power SMPS). 
(3.) Remote switch-on and switch-off: 
essential for sequential switching of 
supply units in , for instance, a com
puter supply system. 

The control and protection circuitry 
of a SMPS is a crucial and complicated 
part of the whole supply . Integration of 
this circuitry on a chip will therefore 
ease the design of an SMPS consider
ably . 

For example, the NE/SE5560 is a 
control circuit for use in switched mode 
power supplies. This single monolithic 
chip incorporates all the control and 
housekeeping (protection) functions 

required in switched mode power sup
plies including an internal temperature 
compensated reference source, internal 
Zener reference, sawtooth generator, 
pulse width modulator, output stage 
and various protection circuits . 

SMPS control-loop 

Fig 8 shows the principal control-loop 
of a regulated SMPS . The output vol
tage Vo is sensed and, via a feedback 
network, fed to the input of an error 
amplifier, where it is compared with a 
reference voltage. 

The output of this amplifier is con
nected to an input of the pulse-width 
modulator (PWM). 

The other input of this modulator is 
used for an oscillator signal , which can 
be a sawtooth or triangle. As a result, a 
rectangular waveform ·with the fre
quency of the oscillator is emerging at 
the output of the PWM. The width of 
this pulse is dictated by the output vol
tage of the error amplifier. Afler pass
ing through an output stage, the pulse 
can be used to drive the power transis
tor of the SMPS. 

When the width of the pulse is var
ied, also the on-time of this transistor 
will vary and consequently the amount 
of energy taken from ¢.e input voltage 
Yi . 

So, by controlling the duty cycle 8 of 
the power transistor, one can stabilize 
the output of the SMPS against line and 
load variations. The duty cycle 8 is 
defined as tonff for the power transistor. 
Protections for overvoltage, over
current, etc., can be realized with addi
tional inputs on the PWM or the output 
stage. 

' 

,. 
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UPSMANSHIR 
Without it, your computer 
could become ave etable . 

Many computers' memories 
are a few microseconds from 
oblivion. With even the briefest power 
outage, it's lights out for the computer, and for the 
people depending on the data. 

But the right amount of UPSMANSHIP can get 
any computer through a blackout with all its 
marbles intact The right amount? From 0.5 KV A to 
45 KV A, depending on your needs. 

The same Elgar Uninterrupti.ble Power System 
(UPS) also protects your computer from life's smaller 
ups and downs-the momentary spikes and 
transients on your AC line. 

To get 
UPSMANSHIP, 

get Elgar on the 
phone, then get E1gar on the line. 8225 Mercury Ct., 
San Diego, California 92lll. In California, call 
(714) 565-1155. Out of state, call 800-854-2213 toll free. 

Elgar is also a leading producer of High Isolation 
Transformers, AC Line Conditioners, and AC Power 
Sources. 

~ELGAR 
® 

an ~·power systems company 
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Desjgn Guide 
To Doto Acquisition 

Ed Sliger 
/ntersil, Inc. Cupertino, CA 

fhe interface requirements between the data acquisition 
>ystem and a micro has three functional building blocks 
making up the parallel interface. These are the differential 
amplifier, address decode and handshake/control circuitry. 

Differential amplifier 
In applications that require removing low-level transducer 
signals from a noise path, the differential amplifier becomes 
an essential part of the DAS. For several different types of 
transducers, the complexity of this block may vary from as 
little as a single op amp buffer to the complexity of a soft
ware programmable signal conditioner. 

Before deciding on the circuitry needed for a particular 
application, the differential amplifier must be configured to 
meet several parameter requirements, no matter how simple 
or complex this block of the DAS may tum out to be. First, 
the differential amplifier circuitry following the multiplexer 
must have a high input impedance. This impedance elimin
ates the effects of unpredictable multiplexer channel on
resistance, which varies with voltage, current and tempera
ture. However, it must not be a part of the overall data ac
quisition function , in other words, if some effect were to 
double the resistance of the on-channel, no noticeable 
change must appear at the output of the differential ampli-

1/0 PORT 
TRI-STATE 

~ 
BUSS BUFFERS 

VADC OUTPUTS, CONVERSION COMPLETE 
~ SIGNAL, MULTIPLEXER AND GAIN 

-- READBACK INFORMATION 

~ l DATA INTO 

DATA BUSS 
MICROPROCESSOR 

~ 1/ 0 PORT 
LATCHES 

~ 

MICROPROCESSOR 
BUSS 

CONTROL LINES~ 
ADDRESS TO STROBE ADC DATA 

ADDRESS DECODE START INPUT, ACQUISITION 
pNES LOGIC PROGRAMMING/ SYSTEM 

GAIN, START 
INPUT, ETC. 

HANDSHAKE 
1/ 0 READ/WRITE SIGNALS & 

CONTROL 
CIRCUITRY 

CONVERSION COMPLETE 
INTERRUPT REQUEST SIGNAL 

~ 

Fig 1 ~lock diagram of a microprocessor-to-data acquisition system interface. 
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110 READ 
1/ 0 WRITE ----0 

HANDSHAKE 
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CONTROL 
CIRCUITRY 

DATA BUSS 
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STATUS - (CONVERSION COMPLETE) 

} 

MAY BE USED TO READ 
BACK MULTIPLEXER ADDRESS 

MSB 

10 
11 
LSB 

TO 
ADC 
BIT 
OUTPUTS 

ADC STROBE (START CONVERT) 

G1J TO PROGRAMMABLE GAIN STAGE 
GO 

J 

EXTRA OUTPUTS FOR 
MULTIPLEXER EXPANSION 

A2} A 1 TO MULTIPLEXER FOR 
AO ADDRESSING 

-• Fig 2 Block diagram of an interface between a data acquisition system and an 8080 CPU. 

' 

fier. Second, the common mode rejection ratio of the 12-
bit differential amplifier should exceed 80 dB to be certain 
that for ±10 V of common mode input, noise of only Im V 
could slip through to the output. A third and most impor
tant factor, especially in data acquisition systems of 12 bits 
or better, involves the stability of critical components over 
temperature. Because maintaining this level of accuracy 
over any reasonable temperature range can be very expen
sive, this aspect of the system's design must be thoroughly 
examined before specifying any critical components. 

Analog section as a whole 
There is the analog of the 12-bit binary two's complement 
DAS, and the timing and control necessary to interface the 
analog components to one another and to a µP. The dif
ferentially configured front end of the DAS uses a two-of
eight IC multiplexer (IH6216) and three LM156 op amps. 
A programmable gain stage with a low pass filter on the 
output which feeds an 1H5110 sample and hold amplifier 
follows the differential amplifier. The IH5l10's output is 
connected to the comparator input (LM301) through the 
internal R-feedback IOK ohm resistor of a laser-trimmed, 
ICL7l12 multiplying D/ A converter. 

Programming the multiplexer and programmable gain 
stage, before strobing a 74123 dual one-shot, initiates a 
conversion. Outputting one word to the port of the µP, 
which is responsible for the control of the DAS , starts-the 
conversion. The time delay created by the 74123 allows 
the front end of the DAS to settle before the strobing of 
the A/D converter. Implementing the same delay via soft
ware eliminates the need for the 74123 as soon as the A/D 

converter is strobed . 
The conversion complete signal of the 2504 SAR com

mands the 5110 S/H to the hold mode, and the conversion 
process begins. After allowing for the set-up of the conver
sion complete signal, the µP monitors for the end of the 
conversion by using its interrupt facilities. At the end of 
conversion, the digitized analog signal is available for the 
µP to input by tri-stating the outputs of the 2504 SAR 
onto the µP 's bus. 

µP Interfacing 
The interface requirements between the DAS and any µP 
consist of three basic building blocks which make up the 
parallel interface: the data bus buffers, the address decode 
logic, and the handshake and control circuitry (Fig 2). To 
communicate effectively with the DAS, the microprocessor 
always needs these three blocks, implemented by merely 
using a single LSI parallel interface elements (provided by 
each µP manufacturer) or by using several MSI discrete 
logic packages (Fig 3). Regardless of the method chosen, 
the interfacing is relatively easy, provided that the designer 
possesses some prior knowledge of the µP to be interfaced. 

Data bus buffering 
The dynamic flow of data into and out of the µP requires a 
data bus buffered in both directions for data flowing to and 
from exterrial devices. This means that an extema1 device 
must latch data from the bus at the appropriate time and 
enable data onto the bus at the appropriate time. Tri-state 
buffers to enable the flow of data onto the bus and D-type 
latches to remove data off the bus permit this type of data 
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DJ 
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......, 
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OBJ 
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Fig 3 This interface between the DAS and the 8080 shows the cir
cuitry necessary for data bus buffering. Note in the upper right-hand 
corner the two sets of octal tri~tate buffers and the octal latch through 
which the CPU communicates with the DAS through the bi-direction-

transfer, if the respective enable and clock control lines are 
activated at the right times by the handshake and control 
circuitry. The type of logic used in the µP system and the 
number of loads on the bus determine the logic family to 
use in the DAS interface. Fig 4 contains the first part of the 
design of a discrete logic interface for interfacing the DAS 
to an Intel 8080. 

A few examples of tri-state buffers include the Signetics 
80T9X series, the TI and National 74LS36X series and the 
CMOS 80C9X series available from National Semiconductor. 
All have six buffers per package in different polarities and 
tri-state configurations. National also markets 8-bit CMOS 
latch/buffers, 74C373 and 74C374 (74LS374 also avail
able), which are very attractive for 8-bit CMOS applications . 

Address decoding 
In a system that uses a single µP to control many processes, 

' the µP must communicate with several different I/O devices 
over the same data lines. When interfacing hardware to a 
data bus with this type of structure, the µP must have the 
ability to enable or "address" a specific I/O device for data 
transfer through the bus. This capability brings about the 
need for address decoding hardware at the interface itself. 
The type or quantity . of circuitry for this task depends 
primarily on the architecture of the overall system. Since 
the addressing capabilities of this type of µP may over
whelmingly exceed the actual number of unique addresses 
used within a system, the amount of discrete logic nee-
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...------' ENABLE 

LATCH 

D 

Q .......... ADC STROBE (START CONVERT) 

~ ~~)TO PROGRAMMABLE GAIN STAGE 

..___.. ) EXTRA OUTPUTS FOR 
~ MULTIPLEXER EXPANSION 

a
l=: :~}TO MULTIPLEXER FOR 
I ~ AO ADDRESSING -..... - ... 1 CLOCK 

HANDSHAKE 
AND CONTROL 

CIRCUITRY 

al data bus, 080-D87. The CPU executes a data transfer by supplying 
the handshake and control circuitry of the interface with the proper 
signals to allow for enabling the selected buffer or latch. 

essary for address decoding at each interface can be min
imized by initially allocating only that number of µP 
address lines actually needed to satisfy the system's I/O 
requirements. 

Two basic techniques for I/O addressing exist : pro
grammed I/O and memory-mapped I/O. Programmed I/O 
refers to specific instructions and µP signals used by the 
interface. The manufacturer sets them aside for the special 
purpose of communicating with I/O devices. For example, 
the Intel 8080 contains an I/O instruction which uses the 
eight lower address lines (AO-A 7), plus two special Read 
(I/OR) and Write (I/OW) signals to control all I/O access to 
the CPU. 

Address decoding (Fig 5) uses exclusive-OR logic to 
buffer the address lines into an eight-input NAND gate. 
Since the exclusive-OR gates can be programmed for polar
ity (inverting or noninverting), jumper-selectable addressing 
of the particular device onto the µP data bus is possible. 
Note that the two signals which control the Read (I/OR) 
and Write (I/OW) operations from the µP are active only 
during the execution of the input or output instruction of 
the 8080 instruction set. Therefore , the memory addressing 
capabilities of the µP are not affected; the memory R/W 
control is initiated with two completely different control 
signals : Memory Read (MEMR)/Memory Write (MEMW). 

Memory-mapped I/O does not occur in the same way. 
The same control lines control memory access (again 
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Fig 5 Block diagram illustrates how the complete interface between the DAS and the 8080 CPU differs for prograi:nmed 1/0 from memory 
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Fig 6 Block diagram depicts the complete interface of a DAS-to-8080 with programmed 1/0 and an interrupt driver. 

continued from page 74 
MEMR and MEMW) I/O transfer. The address decoding 
shown just extends the previously described decoding and 
differs only in the number of address lines decoded. The ex-
tra address lines are needed, because the 1/0 address now 
looks like a memory address to the CPU. The normal µPis 
memory-mapped in the lower addresses of the usable ad
dressing range, and the 1/0 addresses are partitioned at a 

Handshake and control circuitry 

,_ staring point greater than the highest memory address. 

Handshake and control circuitry can be implemented in one 
of two ways: with a programmed I/O interface or a mem
ory-mapped I/O interface (Fig 6). The circuitry required 
for the handshake and control block consists of only a few 
gates and is identical for either interface . The operation dif
fers only in this respect : Either two R/W signals I/OR and 
I/OW for the programmed 1/0 interface or MEMR and 
MEMW for the memory-mapped 1/0 interface feed NOR 
gates I and 2. The signals enable either a Write into the 
latch or a Read from one of the two tri-state buffer groups, 
but only if the output of the address decode circuitry is en
abled or gate D's .output is at a logic low· level. During a 
Read instruction, the selected interface, by using the AO 
address line , selects the tri-state group controlled by gate 6 
(if AO = high level) to enable data onto the data bus. The 
use of the least significant address lines for control (in this 
case, AO) provides an easy way to select between multiple 
ports on the same interface. 

.. 

,. 

The advantages of memory-mapped 1/0 over programmed 
I/O appear in the software required to access the I/O de
vice under each configuration. In programmed I/O, only 
two instructions are available to access the device; in mem
ory-mapped 1/0, all of the memory reference instructions 
are available. In an 8080 CPU, this accessability means that 
the two 8-bit ports or both 8-bit words which form the 
ADC and control information may be read directly into the 
H and L registers with a single LHLD instruction. The signi
ficance of this feature is obvious. Software 1/0 transfers can 
be made to operate faster and more efficiently. Such opera
tions as incrementing multiplexer address can be completed 
directly with one instruction instead of three or four as re
quired in programmed 1/0. This key efficiency comes to 
passs because data to and from the I/O device does not have 
to pass through the accumulator when communicating with 
the 1/0 device as it does in programmed I/O. 

Interrupts 
Accompanying diagram shows the previously described 

programmed I/0 interface with the necessary circuitry for 
an interrupt-drive in interface. Even though the interrupt 
structure illustrated is a very simple, single-level structure , 
the idea behind it is very important. 
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Fig 8 Interface for an SBC 80/10 bus. 

First of all, a single-level interrupt means that only one 
interface to the µP is interrupt-driven in a system that may 
contain several 1/0 devices processing data. In the system 
shown in diagram, single-level interruption occurs because 
the 0 output of the interrupt latch is tied directly to the in
terrupt request input (INT) of the 8080. To configure a sys
tem with several interrupt-driven interfaces, additional 
hardware between the interrupt latch output of the inter
face and the interrupt request input of the 8080 is needed. 
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As it is generally agreed that multiple interrupts call for 
multiple interfaces, the investigation of the interfaces is left 
to the designer . 

The steps for generating an interrupt request in the sys
tem illustrated in diagram occur in the following manner. As 
soon as the ST A TUS signals makes the transition to a logic 
high state (positive transition) to signify an end of conver
sion of the DAS's ADC, the Q output of the interrupt latch 
is clocked high. This step immediately generates an inter-
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rupt request at the 8080 INT input. Assuming that the µP 
strobed the ADC some time earlier and is now currently ~x
ecuting an instruction for some other routine in memory, 
program execution jumps to the interrupt service routine 
for the interrupting device at the end of the current instruc
tion execution . 

Usually, the interrupt routine is set up to service a device 
when the CPU cannot afford to spend the time monitoring 
the data ready flags. During the service routine for the 
interface in the system, the uppermost group of tri-state 
buffers are enabled for gate 5 to read the status information 
and the most significant ADC MSB and , at the same time, 
to clear the interrupt request to the 8080 before the inter
rupt service routine is over. This clearance step is important 
because if the interrupt request is not removed before a 
return to normal program execution occurs , the interrupt 
service routine will be immediately re-entered . 

Interfacing the SBC-80/10 bus 
A complete interface for a DAS with an 8255 parallel inter
face element can be designed to plug directly in to the 80/10 
bus. When used in mode 0, the 8255 can replace the tri-state 
buffers and the latch and handshake control circuitry to 
provide the simplified interface. When using the 8255 or 
any other parallel interface element to drive a data bus 
directly, care must be taken not to overload the tri-state 
drive capability of the parallel interface element. Otherwise, 
the interface cannot drive the bus and improper data trans
fers will occur. When connecting the data lines directly to 
a bus heavily loaded with three TTL loads the 8225 must 
be buffered with tri-state devices. The same R/W signals 
which enter the 8255 at pins 5 and 36, respectively, would 

Quality. reliability and performance - that's the SAE interconnection sub-system story. 

• Double and multi-layered PC boards. 
• Press-fit and discrete backplanes. 
• Single and multi-bay card files - all accessories. 
• Edgeboard and IDC connectors. 
• Wirewrapping services - fast delivery. 
• PDQ/DEC-compatible backplanes. 

For free catalog on complete Backplanes and Interconnection Sub-systems line. circle 
Reader Service number, or write: 

Stanford Applled Engineering 
3520 De La Cruz Boulevard 

Santa Clara, California 95050 
(408) 988-0700 

Circle 59 on Reader Inquiry Card 

then drive the enable lines for the tri-state buffers. Initializ
ing the 8255 with a control word of 231 8 in mode 0 pro
grams the 1/0 pins with PBO-PB7 as output and all others 
as input. 

Finding a common ground 
When designing the interface between a data acqu1s1t10n 
system and a µP , analog and digital ground routing in the 
DAS, and noise emissions from the µP-based system are 
often overlooked . Since the DAS depends on highly ac
curate voltage levels, maintaining that accuracy in an envir
onment of large digital ground currents and noise is impera
tive. Not only must care be taken when laying out the PC 
board, but the analog section must be isolated as much as 
possible from its digital neighbor. This can be done by 
physical separation and considerable amounts of ground 
plane - analog and digital. 

The analog and digital ground touring should consist of 
two separate networks originating at the system power sup
ply as one common ground. The analog ground path back 
to the system power supply must contain little or no vary
ing currents. At the same time , it should be as mechanically 
short and as thick as possible to keep a constant analog 
ground reference throughout the entire syst~m . The separa
tion between the two ground networks should not stop at 
the system bus, but should continue through every card in 
the system. Clamping diodes, installed between the two 
grounds on cards containing the analog and digital circuitry , 
prevent damage to circuitry in the event of accidental sep
aration (excess potential difference) between the two 
grounds. • 

PDQ/DSC DEC compatible press-fit backplane is prewired and pretested. 

• 4 and 9 slot systems. 
• Easy contact replacement. 
• Total groundplane on pin side. 
• Die cast aluminum frame. 
• Exclusive plastic cover over pins. 

For free catalog on PDQ/DSC logics. circle Reader Service number, or write: 

Stanford ~plied E[1{11neerlng 
3520 De La Cruz Boulevard 

Santa Clara, California 95050 
(408) 988-0700 

Circle 60 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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New Products 
PORTABLEEPROMPROGRAMMER 
programs single- and 3-voltage MOS 
EPROMS and EEPROMS. The ZAP 
80A has 8KX8(64K bits) data RAM and 
a built-in 8KX8 PROM / ROM simula
tor. Serial interface includes RS232C, 

a 20ma current loop for teletype and a 
full modem handshake. An RCA 1802 
COSMAC µP controls the sequencing, 
pinouts, voltages and timing with soft
ware controlled programming of all de
vices. The 20-key keyboard allows for 
selection of EPROM types, interfacing 
formats, baud rates from 50-1200, 
parity, program ming and control func
tions and system self test. In the bat
tery mode, the battery is first tested 
and continuously monitored. The ZAP 
80A is $1695; the ZAP 80B (4Kx8 
RAM , single-voltage) is $ 1395. Sunrise 
Electronics, 524 S. Vermont Ave, 
Glendora , CA 91740 Circle 129 

DEC NETWORKS. Networks of PDP-
11, VAX 11/780 and LSI-11/2 or 11 / 
23 computers can be formed using the 
Interprocessor Subsystem Links. For 
linking of two PDP-I I computers, the 
DAI !BJ provides differential driver/ 

receiver modules for high speed paral
lel data transmission up to 3,000 ft., 
the DA 11 BOI provides differential re
ceivers and optically isolated receiver 
modules for up to 1,000 ft. For LSI
! I applications, the MLSl-DAllBOI 
links a PDP-I I computer with an LSI
! I /2 or I l /23. The fourth system 
links between two LSI-I I computers. 
Both of these subsystems feature op-

82 Digital Design JANUARY 1981 

tically isolated receivers. Common fea
tures include compatibility with DEC 
DA I I B operating and diagnostic soft
ware ; cables for operation of two com
puters up to 50 ft, a selectable feature 
allows data transfer across 32K bound
aries in blocks of up to 32K words. 
From $3295 to $5275, 60 days ARO. 
MDB Systems Inc , 1995 N. Batavia St, 
Orange, CA 92665 Circle 171 

PROGRAMMABLE ARRAY LOGIC. 
Two new PAL Series 20 devices per
form arithmetic functions such as: +, 
- , >,<, between limits and equality. 
With other PAL devices, arithmetic 
PA Ls can replace 90% of the 5400/ 
7400 series TTL logic functions. Ad-

ditional features include input gated 
feedback , exclusive-0 R, and parallel 
carry. Applications include 4-bit up/ 
down counters with shift, program 
counters and between limits compara
tors. PAL l 6X4 and l 6A4 are $39/100. 
Monolithic Memories, 1165 E. Arques 
Ave , Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Circle 174 

MULTIUSER µP DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEM. The basic system hardware 
consists of an EXO Rm a cs l 5-slot chas
sis, an MC68000 MPU / MMU module, a 
DEbug module, two 128 kB Dynamic 
RAM modules, and a Universal Disk 

Controller module. Software includes 
the VERSAdos multitasking operating 
system, CRT Editor, Structured As
sem bier, Linkage Editor, PASCAL 
Compiler and Symbolic DEbug. Peri
pherals include a 32MB hard disk and 
an EXORterm 155 display console . 

Additional memory, display consoles, 
and Multi-Channel Communications 
Modules (MCCM) may be added to the 
system to accommodate up to 8 users. 
An optional line printer is also avail
able. The M68KMACSH I system is 
$35,995; the M68B600LPI printer is 
$11,400. Motorola , Box 20912, Phoe
nix, AZ 85036 Circle 170 

VIBRATION ISOLATORS. These low 
cost, low frequency, low profile iso
lators provide isolation in both the 
horizontal and vertical planes . They 
offer a wide load range for application 
in a variety of equipment. The Duo
Plexx 7820 isolators are made of light
weight, high strength plastic. The design 
requires little space resulting in overall 
package size reduction. They provide 
excellent vihration isolation to mini
mize the transmission of structure
borne noise either to or from supported 
equipment. Available in two sizes with 
three load ranges in each size, and are 
operational over a temperature range 
of -18°C to +50°C and can be stored 
under load from - 32°C to +50°C. No 
special tools or mounting hardware are 
required. Barry Controls, 700 Pleasant 
St, Watertown, MA 02172 Circle 173 

WINCHESTER/FLOPPY STORAGE. 
This DEC compatible system includes 
8.9MB of fixed 8

11 
Winchester storage 

plus I MB of double sided floppy disk 
storage. Available for the LSI-I I or 

PDP-I I, the systems include disk 
drives, controller, interface, power and 
cabling in a 5 I /4

11 
rack or table top 

enclosure. Average access is 70 ms with 
over 500 kB/sec data transfer rate . The 
controller's compatible mode provides 
complete DEC RX02 hardware, soft
ware and media compatibility. The ex
tended mode can access the Winchester 
disk and IBM compatible floppy disks 
and also increase system throughput 
by transferring up to a 65 kB data block 
in a single command. The FWTOl 172 , 
LSI-I I Flinchester system is from 
$6 700. Scientific Micro Systems, 777 
E. Middlefield Rd, Mountain View, 
CA 94043 Circle 189 
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New Products 

ALPHANUMERIC PRINTER MECH
ANISM provides data output in log 
format with 40 columns of hard copy 
printing utilizing 2 fixed 20-column 
dot matrix printheads and a paper drive 

system. There are no electronics in
cluded and it interfaces with any µP
hased system. Forty columns of normal 
height 5 X 7 characters, . l l 11 X .08

11 
or 

5 x 14 double height characters, .22" 
x .08" are obtainable. The mechanism 
can also display half size and bold 
characters at normal size. Print speed 
is 150 !pm. The AP-40 LM is $375 . 
Gulton, MCS Div, East Greenwich, RI 
02818 Circle 178 

KEYBOARD. MPNK-72 Word Proces
sor Keyboard is a replacement equi
valent of Keytronic's L 1660 Keyboard. 
It is a solid-state capacitance, low pro
file solderless-contact, key-switch key
board with µP control, 2-slot molded 
sculptured key tops, 100 million key
stroke reliability, rigid frame mounting 
and electronic shift lock to insure 
mechanical reliability . Amkey, Inc, 
220 Ballardvale St, Wilmington , MA 

Circle 179 

TAPE TRANSPORT. This off-line sys
tem is designed for high speed transmis
sion of IBM format compatible digital 

magnetic tape data via DDD , WATS , 
leased or private line links. The µP
hased system is fully compatible with 
terrestrial and satellite channels pro
vided by domestic and international 

common carriers. All formatting, error 
protocol, modem signalling and tape 
transport control is directed by a single 
chip LSI µP . An extensive built-in self
test validates system operation. The 
Series 7300 System can connect to a 
variety of data terminals via an EIA 
RS-232C compatible 1/0 port with er
ror protecting line protocols. Quad 
Systems, Inc, 16021 Industrial Dr , 
Gaithersburg, MD 20760 Circle 177 

FLOPPY DISK SUBSYSTEM. This 
dual-sided, double-density floppy disk 
subsystem for the SCOUT NAKED 

MINI 4/04 computers, has a formatted
data capacity of 1 MB per drive. Full 
software support includes the 10S4 
driver, ISOLITE (self-test) diagnostic 
and autoload diagnostic formatter. The 
subsystem includes a universal floppy 
disk controller, a single SCOUT board 
that interfaces with the SCOUT I/O 
bus, rack-mountable chassis with power 
supply, and cables. Diagnostic/format
ter software enables the user to format 
diskettes with sequential sectoring for 
both single and double density. · 
($3950). Computer Automation, Inc, 
2181 Dupont Dr , Irvine , CA 92713 

Circle 180 

Put video display 
-~ty intoyoqr . 
Multibus~ usmg 
this simple instrument. 

Phone DataCube today for the industry's only off-the-shelf 
interface modules for Multibus/keyboard/video display, 
Multibus/video camera/video display, and Multibus/digital 
input/strip chart video systems. 

Look at what you get: 
KeyboardNideo DisQlay-Alphanumeric and mixed 

graphics. High density display (80charactersx241ines) of 7 x 9 
dot matrix characters from a 128 character font. 

Video CameraNideo DisQlay-Up to 320H x 256V pixels 
of B&W or pseudo-color in 64 luminance levels. Meets EIA 
standards RS170A and RS420. 

Digital lnQut/StriQ Chart Video- Provides strip chart for
mat (up to 4 channels plus scrolling grid) on a video screen in 

B&W plus RGB. 
If you need Multibus-compatible display 

capability, just call DataCube. 

Datacube It's as easy as 
-·-- 617-944-4600. 

670 Main St. , Reading, MA 01867 

Circle 44 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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New Products 

WORKBENCH FOR PROTOTYPES. 
A fine cabinetmaker's workbench , 
ideal as a place to construct proto
types or " dummys" , is one of 70 
projects that have appeared in past 

• 

issues of this journal. The magazine 
is ideal for engineers working in their 
home basements. Although confined 
to wood crafting, these fine magazines 
offer tips and techniqu.es that are time
proven and valuable. A hobbyist en
gineer will find them extremely usefu'l. 
Woodworker's Journal, Box 1629, 
New Milford, CT 06776 Circle 134 

DATA MONITOR. This portable, 
completely ruggedized data communi
cations diagnostic tool for field use 
can be used by anyone to diagnose a 
majority of line problems. It interfaces 
with Encore 100. Two languages are 

available: ASCII and EBCDIC ( with 
HEX conversion), with speeds from 50 
to 9600 band. Either async or sync 
operation can be se lected, and both 
half- and full-duplex communication 
modes ca n be utilized . Data Monitor 
200, including monitor, tape recorder 
and scope is $5 000. Digitech Data In
dustries Inc, 66 Grove St , Ridgefield , 
CT 06877 Circle 156 

FORTRAN, COBOL FOR APPLE II. 
FORTRAN-80 can compile several 
hundred statements/ minute in a single 
pass and needs less than 25 kB of mem
ory. The FORTRAN compiler creates 
true Z-80 ma<.:hine code and supports 
double precision , integer X 4 and in
teger X I data types. It is supplied 
with a library of floating point, math 

PROGRAMMERS 
The Right Opportunities Are With 

Ford Aerospace in Houston, Today! 

THE RIGHT COMPANY: Ford 
Aerospace & Communications Cor
poration is a leader in space informa
tion systems. We were the principal 
company responsible for the develop
ment. design. manufacture of equip
ment. installation. and continued 
maintenance and operation of the 
Mission Control Center. 

THE RIGHT PROJECTS: we are in
volved in some of the most challeng
ing projects of our time including the 
Space Shuttle and NASA's Space 
Telescope. 

THE RIGHT LOCATION: We're just 
25 miles southeast of downtown 
Houston. a city with a vibrant 
economy. and we're minutes from 
beautiful lakes and the Gulf. And in 
Texas. there is no state income tax. 

Currently we have opportunities for 
the following programmers. 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMERS: Design. code. 
verification. and documentation of 
assembly language programs in a real 
time environment. Telecommunication 
and/or process control experience us
ing micro/mini-computers is a definite 
asset. 

SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS: os in-
ternals experience on micro. mini. or 
large scale computer systems. Design 
and implementation of 1/0 drivers. 
systems enhancement. and system 
utilites experience highly desirable. Ex
perience with WCS is a plus. 

We also offer excellent salary and 
benefits package. So. if this sounds like 
the right opportunity for you. send your 
resume to John Brown. Ford 
Aerospace & Communications Cor
poration. Dept. AJF. P.O. Box 58487. 
Houston. Texas 77058. (713) 488-1270. 

~ Ford Aer~sp~ce & . 
Commun1cat1ons Corporation 
Space Informat ion Systems Operation 

We are an equal opportunity employer. m/f. 
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and 1/ 0 routines . The FORTRAN-80 
package includes compiler, LINK-80 
linking loader and complete reference 
manual. It runs on an Apple ll with 
SoftCard , 48K and one disk drive . 
($195). COBOL-80 includes 4 kind s of 
data files - sequential , line sequential, 
relative and indexed sequential. Scree n 
definition permits full-screen 1/0 and 
editing. Program segmentation brings 
in div id ual program sections in to mem
ory as needed. The COBOL-80 pack
age includes compiler, LINK-80 link
ing loader, MACR0-80 assembler, LIB 
library manager, CREF-80 cross refer
ence assembler and complete reference 
documentation. It requires an Apple II 
with SoftCard , 48K and 2 disk drives. 
($750). Microsoft, 400 108th Ave NE , 
Suite 200, Bellevue , WA 98004 

Circle 165 

ERGONOMIC CRT TERMINALS in
corporate features which make it more 
adaptable to human interface require
ments. The detached keyboard has a 
typewriter layout with 79 keys , auto 
repeating, 6 function keys for generat
ing 16 two character code sequences, 
separate cursor control and edit cluster , 
and software controlled lock/unlock. 
Display characteristics include a 12" 
diagonal screen with non-glare (anti
reflect) display, 25 lines of 80 charac
ters and 96 displayable ASCII codes. 
Switch selectable features include: 8 
data transfer rates from 110 to 9600 
baud ; 10 or 11 bit serial async ASCII 
data with odd, even or mark parity; 
EIA RS-232C interface; and line , page 
and partial page transmit. The std. 
Series 630 Data Screen terminal is 
$1100. TEC, Inc, 2727 N. Fairview 
Ave , Tucson , AZ 85705 Circle 184 

ELECTRONICS . News including 
behind-the-scenes coverage of signifi
cant professional events in the electron
ics/computer ind us try - is covered in 
this free (supported by donations) 
newsletter. Committee of Concerned 
EEs, Box 19 , Massapequa Park, NY 
11762 Circle141 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS CONSULTANT 
A small industrial computer programming 
consultation firm is seeking a well motivated 
individual to conceive, design, code, debug, 
document and consult on industrial based real 
time programs for a variety of computers. Min. 
Req.: S.S. in pure sciences, engineering or 
computer science with a knowledge of computer 
programming. Some travel involved. 
Salary: $20,358. Send Resumes: 
John Shannon, J .H. Shannon Associates, Inc. 
102 Adams Street. Medfield, MA 02052 
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New Products 

MODULAR ARRAY PROCESSORS. 
This series of high-speed program
mable array processors, in the most 
basic configuration, can perform 1 K 
complex Fast Fourier Transform in 
1.05 ms. They are controlled by a 
minicomputer as programmable pe
ripherals. The Data Processor (DP) 
module is available in 2 versions: the 
DP-R, which can carry out a single 32-
bit multiply and two 32-bit adds in 
200 ns; or, the DP-C, which is capable 
of 4 multiplies and 6 adds in 200 ns. 
The DP includes dual parallel 16-bit 

data paths and arithmetic units, and a 
set of 4 high-speed memories which 
may be populated with up to 64K, 
32-bit words each. The Interface Proc
essor (IP), controls data flow in a sys
tem. It handles prioritized device inter
rupt request arbitration and 1/0 trans
fers at a 20MB/sec rate. Different 
packaging options are available for 
both. The MARS DP is $20K, com
plete development systems are $40K, 
90 days ARO . CNR. Inc, 220 Reser
voir St, Needham, MA 02194 

Circle 126 

LOW COST 8086 SBC. This user 
oriented single board computer has an 
8086 CPU and conforms to the IEEE 
P796 Bus (formerly Intel's Multibus) 
standard. In addition, the CUSTOM 86 
provides two bread boarding areas for 
the user to add circuitry for a specific 
application. For additional memory, 
the 20-bit address and 16-bit data-bus 
lines, are brought out to wire wrap 
stakes. The breadboard area is designed 
for easy wirewrapping and will accept 
any standard .3 or .6 inch wide sockets. 
The C86 board also will accept two 
user installed 50-pin flat ribbon cable 
connectors for interfacing to other de
vices or boards. CUSTOM 86 prices 
start at $995 in single quantities and 
are available from stock. Microbar Sys
tems Inc., 1120 San Antonio Rd. , 
Palo Alto , CA 94303. Circle 205 

COMMUNICATIONS FOR 300 LPM 
PRINTER , based on the Teletype Mo
del 40 printer mechanism , offers nu
merous interfaces . ASCII serial async 
communications protocol support in
cludes XOn/XOff, ENQ/ACK ETX/ 

ACK, and Break When Busy, which is 
also available with the current loop op
tion. Power turn on diagnostics check 
the microcomputer data paths, includ
ing ROM, RAM, communications inter
face, and printer control. Print speed is 
300 lpm (400 !pm with the 48 charac
ter set), 132 ; 80, and 80 columns forms 
access (ticket) models are offered. The 
Innovator 202 is $499 5. Innovative 
Electronics Inc, 15200 NW 60th Ave, 
Miami Lakes, FL 33014 Circle 166 

SINGLE-CIDP DIGITAL CORRE
LATOR. This chip is capable of com-

paring a stored 64-bit reference word 
with similar incoming data at a 20-MHz 
rate. A first-of-a-kind device, it pro
vides a binary-weighted output repre
sentation of the number of bits that 
are in agreement. Correlation is widely
used to detect a desired signal in the 
presence of other signals or noise , to 
reorganize specific signal patterns, and 
to measure time delays through vari
ous mediums, such as the body, RF 
paths, electronic circuits, etc. Price of 
the TDC1023J is $85 in 100 quantities · 
(US OEM). TRW LSI Products, 2525 
E. El Segundo Blvd., El Segundo, CA 
90245. Circle 211 

Grabasta 

Link your PDP·11 to today's networks 
With ACC's latest network 
packages, you can grab X.25 for 
your PDP-11. Use them to send 
messages to remote sites via 
Telenet or Tymnet. Or to sites 
within your own corporate-wide 
packet-switched network. 

IF·11/X.25 
Our IF-11/X.25 package consists 
of two circuit boards, shown 
above, plus software. The first 
three X.25 levels are supported. 
Up to 32 network connections 
called virtual circuits are 
handled simultaneously. 
The IF-11/X.25 is microproces
sor based. Its two boards fit 
into two PDP-11 backplane 
slots. And since all X.25 proto
col processing is done within 

the IF-11/X.25, your PDP-11 is 
free to perform other tasks. 

User Mode X. 29 
This terminal-handling software 
runs in your PDP-11. It serves as 
packet assembler/disassembler 
(PAD) for up to 32 independent 
PDP·11 users accessing the 
network. 
With User Mode X.29 conjoined 
with IF·11/X.25, you've linked 
your terminals right to the net
work. And the end result? The 
X.25 network is effectively ren· 
dered invisible: you can send 
network messages in a direct 
and simple manner. Now how's 
that for stargrabbing? 
Want to know more? Contact 
ACC today. 

A~ NB 
228 EAST COTA STREET, SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101 

(805) 963·8801 TWX 910 334·4907 

PDP is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 
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New Products 

ENHANCED PRINTER. New options 
for the TermiNet 200 units include 
APL/ASCII keyboard. With this 
option, the printer has 188 printable 
characters; 94 for the ASCII code set 
and 94 for the APL code set. The 9-
wire printhead option prints lower
case letters with descenders and pro
vides true underlining. The alternate 
font option allows users to define their 
own character set(s). Special symbols 
can be created for various applications. 

- ~ -

TermiNet 200 printers can produce up 
to 9 copies at 200 cps with a paper 
slew rate of 20 ips. Print compression 
is switch or code-controllable at 10, 
13, 15, and 16.5 cpi. General Electric 
Co, Waynesboro, VA 22980 Circle 132 

Circle 48 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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DISPLAY STATIONS increase char
actor screen capacity on the Display 
Station from l 92t> characters (Model 
2) to 2560 (Model 3), 3440 (Model 4) 
and to 3564 characters (Model 5), 
13 2 character line . Consisting of a dis
play monitor and separate keyboard , 
the 2078 models are available with 5 
keyboard options: 75-key data entry, 
75-key EBCDIC or ASCII typewriter, 
and 87-key EBCDIC or ASCII type

'writer. Features include non-glare and 
tilt screen, a line and column indicator, 
and status display of the system, 
cluster and terminal. From $ 2431 
(Model 1, 7 5-key data entry); to 
$3565 (Model 5, 87-key EBCDIC 
typewriter). Also available is the 2076 
Remote Cluster Controller. It supports 
up to 8 Category A communications 
devices in BSC mode. It is also sepa
rate from the display station for con
figuration flexibility and will support 
all 4 models of the 2078. ($4494 ). 
Memorex Corp, San Tomas at Central, 
Santa Clara, CA 95052 Circle 127 

VIDEO GRAPHIC HARD COPIER. In 
14 secs, this unit produces crisp , 81 /2 
X 11" pictures with high resolution 
and up to 16 shades of gray. The VG R 
4000 can be desk top or rack mount
able. Features including built-in test 

and diagnostic capability, multiplex 
and copy counter. It is platen-less and 
uses only 100 W on standby. From 
$5000 to $7000, OEM discounts avail
able. Honeywell, Box 5227, Denver, 
CO 8021 7 Circle 142 

DISKETTE DRIVE. This double-sided , 
double-density diskette drive for Data
point 1800 dispersed processors can 
store over 2 MB of data. Four dual 
drive units can be configured with an 
1800 for over 8 MB of storage. The 
1413 includes a dual diskette drive 
with internal controller. A 256 byte 
buffer in the diskette controller is ran
domly accessible by the processor and 
provides access to stored data. The 
1812, with 64K user memory and the 
1413 Diskette Drive , is $12,770. The 
1814, with l 20K user memory and a 
1413 Diskette Drive, is $14.070. Add
on 1413 Diskette Drive modules are 
$5,795. Datapoint Corp, 9725 Data
point Dr, San Antonio, TX 78284 
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New Products 

MICROPROGRAMMING DEVELOP
MENT SYSTEM has a resident com
puter system with 64 kB of memory, 
2 floppy (dual density) drives, and 

a CRT terminal. The processor is a 
4 MHz Z80. The PROM Emulator/ 
Logic state analyzer also contains a 
2901 based processor and is tied to the 
computer as well as the CRT terminal. 
The logic state analyzer offers a 20 
MHz trace, 1023 deep, and expandable ' 
to 80 channels wide. An unlimited 
break/trigger feature offers simultane
ous and independent arming, condi
tional and/or unconditional break/ 
trigger of any number of addresses 
within an 8192 addressing space. The 
DS500 starts at $15,900. Hilevel 
Technology, Inc, 14661 My ford Rd, 
Tustin, CA 92680 Circle 151 

VAX 11/780 300MB Drive System 
uses the faster S BI rather than the 
UNIBUS and runs full DEC diagno
stics. The NVM05 can support 8 addi
tional drives. Transfer rate is 9.7 Mbit/ 
sec. The drive system is spindle com
patible with DEC RM05 . The basic 
drive with controller is $28,900, addi
tional drives are $16,900. Nordata, 
4433 27th Ave. W., Seattle, WA 98119 

Circle 149 

UCSD PASCAL compiler is available 
for the SPRINT 68 microcomputer. 
The UCSD system includes an inter-

active operating system, PASCAL 
compiler, screen-oriented editor, macro 
assembler, linker, P-code interpreter, 
and a library of utilities. The software 
package is $675. Wintek Corp, 1801 
South St, Lafayette, IN 47905 

Circle 140 

pedestal bases and components 
for terminal stands 

The EST Company offers a complete line of pedestal bases 
and components for stationary or movable stands for terminals 
or printers. 

We offer seven styles of 4-leg pedestal bases in sizes from 19" 
to 34" spreads, and three styles of 5-leg pedestal bases in sizes 
ranging from 22" to 28" spreads. 

Our line of uprights and top plates can match your needs for 
those stands. 

Let us quote your custom casting needs or work with you on 
your stand unit design. 

EST EST COMPANY, BOX 25H, GRAFTON, WI 53024 (414) 377-3270 
A DIVISION OF LEGGETT & PLATI, INC. 

Circle 49 on Reader Inquiry Card 

BrCM1nouts, blackouts, AC power to the load 
line transients, utility in- without interruption by 
terruptions, lightning . . . POWER drawing its energy from 
the list goes on, and on, the battery. 
and on. When the power out-

lem::e~~~~ nnaBLEMS 7 age ~~~~~~t~:i~~' 
as a line disruption .-.,

1 

• charger within 
measured in microseconds or as NO the UPS will resume powering the 
blatant as a total blackou.t are inverter and return the battery to 

~=;~~' if~;:"c PROBLEMits i11y-c ha;~~~~~1~~~~~ 
won't get you down • puter systems with 
if you have a Clary UPS available in 
UPS. Its the ultimate ratings from 750 VA 
solution to power problems. to 15 KV A. For details and 
Simply stated, the ClaryUPS the U.S. Dept. of Commerce 
stands between your computer Report on computer power 
system and its source of problems call or write. 
utility power . 

It is a solid-state elec· 
Ironic system that provides 
a continuous source of pre· 
cise AC power that will not 
be interrupted by these 
power problems. 

In the event of a utility 
failure, the inverter within 
the UPS continues to supply 

CLARY CORPORATION 
J20 W. CLARY AVE. 

SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776 
f2UJ 287·6111 

TWX 910·589-JJ69 

THE CLARY UPS 
Circle 51 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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BOSTON ST A TE HOUSE 

FOC'Sl EAST 
March 24-26 1981 

Hyatt Regency 
Cambridge, MA 

• EXHIBITS and Live Demonstrations 
from 40 international manufacturers of 
fiber optics components and systems -
$20 

e TECHNICAL PROGRAM devoted to 
short to medium range fiber optics ap
plications including computer links, 
couplers, sensors, components, medical 
and building applications - 3 days-$125 

• SHORT COURSES 
Advanced Fiber Optics - $395 
Systems Design - $395 
Fiber Optics Markets - $250 

Contact: 

Ellen M. Bond, Director 
Expositions & Publications 

INFORMATION GATEKEEPERS, INC. 
167 Corey Road, Brookline, MA 02146 

Tel: 617-739-2022 
TWX: 710-331-6484 
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New Products 

PDP-11 LINE PRINTER CONTROLLER is completely 
hardware and software compatible with all PDP-11 Unibus 4 

Computers. All popular type printer interfaces can be sup-
ported by the LPC 11. On-board DIP switches allow easy 

selection of address and vector locations. The LPC 11, with 
a 25' cable is $ 5 25. Computer Extension Systems, Inc., 
17511 El Camino Real, Houston, TX 77058 . Circle 200 

N/C WIRE WRAPPING SYSTEM features a 20 X 20" wir
ing area, 10 ips traverse speed, high resolution stepper
motor design with .0025" increment, full operator display 
complement and a rugged 40-tube wire bin. The system also 
has a smart paper tape transport that contains its own µP 
and buffer to ensure fast accurate data transfer. The SW-101 
offers software flexibility . It reads tapes in either ASCII or 
EIA code, and can read tapes prepared either for absolute 
or incremental positioning. The SW-101 is $4995. The SW
lOlF with a fanfold (Z-fold) reader in place of the tape 
transport is $4495 . OK Machine and Tool Corp, 3455 
Conner St, Bronx, NY 10475. . Circle 201 

MEMORY BOARD is a 64 kB "dual wide" LSl-11 com
patible memory card. Configured as 32K by 18 bits, the dy
namic NMOS RAM has on-board parity generation and 
parity check circuits, internal or optional external refresh 
functions , battery back-up provisions and expanded address
space operation. The NS23L, has a read access time of 190 
ns, a read-cycle time of 490 ns, a write access time of 90 ns/ 
word or byte, a write-cycle time of 390 ns, and a read/ 
modify/write access time of 700 ns/byte with a R/M/W 
cycle time of 1000 ns. Optional configurations are 32K by 
16 bits without parity , and depopulated versions are l 6K 
by 18 bit or 16K by 16 bit. Operating power requirements 
are I.SA at +SV and 0.4A at +12V. From $550 to $750. 
National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa 
Clara , CA 95051. Circle 203 

SOFTWARE BROCHURES. The diskette based operating 
system (Ontel MDOS/80) and the disk based operating sys
tem (Ontel HDOS/80) provide a powerful set of commands 
to control data movements and processing directly from 
any OP-1 display computer. Various features simplify and 
generalize data handling operations. Both provide dynamic 
link space allocation/deallocation for max. utilization of 
disk and diskette space. They support sequential and ran
dom file structures. Up to 64 private user file catalogs are 
supported in HDOS/80 as well as a single shared catalog. 
Both systems are mu tu ally compatible. On tel Corp, 25 0 
Crossways Park Dr, Woodbury , NY 11797. Circle 204 
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COMMUNICATIONS MULTIPLEXORS for DG Nova and 
Eclipse computers running under DOS, RTOS , RDOS and 
AOS. Model 4111 is software transparent to the ULM series 
and Model 4311 is software transparent to the ALM series. 
Both single board devices require only one slot in the CPU 
and contain 8 async ports, one sync port, 2 EIA teletype 
ports and a real time clock. The teletype ports are jumper 
selectable to handle RS-23 2 printer devices. Both multi
plexors accommodate data speeds from 50 baud to 38.4K 
baud under both hardware and software control. An 
optional data speed of 45.5 baud can be supported for 
military applications. The sync port is compatible with 
IBM's BYSYNC protocol and supports transparent or non
transparent communications over serial EIA lines. Quentin 
Research, Inc., 19355 Business Center Dr , Northridge, CA 
91324 . Circle 208 

STORAGE MODULE CONTROLLER also functions as a 
formatter. The SMD 2 180 makes Storage Module technol
ogy available to the microcomputer user. Single board Intel 
MULTIBUS compatible controller/formatter controls up 
to four 40-300 MB Storage Module drives. 20-bit addressing, 
two powerful addressing modes, and a software selectable 8 
or 16 bit wide data bus makes the device compatible with 
SBC 80 , SBC 86 , and other Multibus compatible CPUs and 
Memories, in all operating modes. An on-board micropro
grammed bipolar processor gives the SMD 2180 powerful 
macro level commands with automatic error recovery and 
self-diagnostic reporting. Interphase Corp, 13667 Floyd 
Circle, Dallas, TX 75243. Circle 209 

CP/M INTELLIGENT TERMINAL. As a stand-alone µC or 
workstation in a distr . processing network , Piiceon Infor
mation Processing System - said to be the first 8086-based 
µC to use a CP / M OS - consists of an ergonomically
designed full-page video display , 64 KB of RAM/8 KB of 
PROM. It has screen-labeled function keys and two opt. 
dual-sided , double-density floppy disk drives with 1.2 MB 
of storage each. Full-page video display has a 66-line-by-80-
char. format w/ a 7-by-9 dot matrix in a 9-by-15 field. Any 
combination of 128 ANSCII U&L char. and descenders are 
displayed in high/ low in tensity , with blinking, reverse, 

blank and underline. Detachable keyboard has a full alpha
numeric set of 107 keys, with N-key roll over. Features 
include: full cursor control w/ home key, V/H scrolling, 
justified print out , auto repagination, screenviewing of a 
full page document. It has two RS-232C ports for com
munications and printer. Optional auxiliary interface is 
for multi-terminal applications. Selectable baud rates (8) 
are 110 to 19 .2K. Transmission mode is conversational or 
block. Power consumption w/o drives : 120 W; w/ drives, 
230 W. $4,995, w/o diskette drives ; $6,522, w/ drives. In
cludes CP/M 86 OS and WP software. Piiceon Inc ., 2350 
Bering Dr. , San Jose , CA 95131. Circle 210 
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33 Selected Papers from the following Seminars: • Quality Assurance 
• Imaging for PCBs • Special Topics •PCB Fabrication • Design and Layout for 
PCBs •Materials for PCBs • PCB Assembly 

0mm'" 
UllESF 

Third International 
Printed Circuits Conference 

October 21 - 23, 1980 
LA Convention Center, Los Angeles, CA 

Proceedings 

To receive your copy, complete the coupon below and .,A. 

forward to: PC '80 West Proceedings, 1050 Commonwealth 
Ave., Boston, MA 02215, (617) 232-5470. Payment or •-1 
purchase order must accompany order. 

'f 

r-----------------, 
I Price ea.: $35 + $2.50 postage & handling* I 
I Please send me copies I 
I Enclosed is my check for $ I 
I *outside U.S., add $10.00 postage & handling I 
I I I NAME TITLE I 
I FlRM I 
I I 
I ADDRESS I 
I I 
I CITY/STATE/ZIP I 
L---------------~·~~ 
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POW ER SUPPLY CATALOG is a 20 pg description of Kep
co's voltage and current stabilized power supplies, digital pro
grammers and associated mounting and hardware acces
sories. Among the power supplies are unipolar and bipolar 
programmable low and high voltage units, employing linear 
feedback technology. There are high-efficiency switchers 
with single and multiple outputs ranging from I 0 to 300 W. 
Also listed is the ferroresonant power supply design. Kepco , 
Inc., I3 l-38 Sanford Ave, Flushing, NY 11352. Circle 218 

NEW COMPUTER CONCEPT. Designed around a I6-bit 
µP, this family of information processing systems con
centrates all processing power in multifunction work
stations. The system allows true multifunctionality - data 
processing, word processing, numerical processing and 
graphics capabilities - in a compact, ergonomically sound 
unit. The single-station system Model l I 21-I, has a minim
um of l 28kB of RAM; its deskside mass storage subsystem 
consists of one 10 MB, 8" Winchester disk and one floppy 
disk . In cluster configurations to be available first quarter 

!98I, up to I6 workstations can be combined , utilizing a 
Shared Resource Processor (SRP) to access up to 116.5 MB 
of combined Winchester and floppy disk mass storage. The 
family consists of 6 standard versions with unlimited con
figurability in 3 dimensions between the various levels of 
the system, including upgrade of individual workstation 
power; upgrade of system power through addition of work
stations and mass storage capacity; and reallocation of sys
tem capabilities through assignment of workstations from a 
mini- or large-cluster system to standalone configurations. 
System single-unit begins at $I l ,990. The largest packaged 
configuration presently defined, the I 6-station resource
sharing cluster with 58 MB of Winchester disk storage, 0.5 
MB of floppy disk and streaming tape cartridge back-up, 
is $133,500. Convergent Technologies, 2500 Augustine Dr., 
Santa Clara, CA 9505 ! . Circle 2.19 

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE SERVICE. A free software ex
change service has been established for DEC PDP-I I com
puter users. This service allows PDP-I I users to submit their 
software for software exchange credits which may be used 
to obtain any software listed in the "Quarterly Software 
Exchange Bulletin". Also available via a dial-up line is the 
elei.:tronic magazine "Digital Digest". PDP-11 Sof tware 
Exchange , 3169 Holcomb Bridge Rd, Suite 307 , Dept. 
1216, Norcross, GA 30071. Circle 220 

WORK STATION. Desk top Integrated Work Station 
includes intelligent terminal with video features , built-in 
card cage, holding a number of Multibus or LSl-11 Q-Bus 
cards and optional two 5 .25

11 
floppy drives . From $3 195. 

Callan Data Systems, 2637 Townsgate Rd., Westlake 
Village, CA 91361. Circle 214 

EXATRON'S 
RS·232C STRINGY/FLOPPY 
MASS STORAGE SYSTEM. 

Mini-disk speed, capacity and 
reliability for only $349.50. 

• Standard RS-232C communications link 
• Built-in operating system 
• Two file management structures: ASCII and binary 
• Three baud rates available: 300, 1200 and 9600 
• Busy/ready handshaking supported 

Call our HOTLINE . .. 
(800)-538-8559 

Gexatron 
Exatron, Inc . 

In California, 181 Com.nercial Street 
Sunnyvale, California 94086 
(408)-737-7111 Call (408) -737-7111 

·-c 
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MENTATION 
lOGGING 

-488 Y2-i nch 
gnetic tape recording systems 

0 Dual density , speeds to 75 lps 
0 World-wide computer data Interchange 
D Data acquisit ion, ATE, CAD, 

disc back-up and more ... 
D IBM and ANSI compat ible formats 
D Transfer rates to 100,000 bytes/sec. 
D Dual buffer to 16,384 bytes 
D Over 40 MBytes of storage 

D11lan 'Carparalian 
3670 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123 (71 4) 292-5584 TWX: 910-335-1 524 
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~~!~ Data Communications 

~;·.fi11:i INTERFACE '81 
Las Vegas Convention Center• March 30-April 2, 1981 

Three· Ways Betterl 
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THE RIGHT EXPOSITION - INTERFACE exhibitors are among 
the country's top manufacturers of data communications, 
distributed data processing and networking equipment and 
services. You will see the very latest in data communication 
systems ... distributed data processing ... printers/plotters ... 
mini- and micro-based systems ... media and supplies .. . 
terminals ... display terminals ... graphics terminals ... word 
processing systems ... software ... network arid value-added 
services ... teleprinters ... modems and multiplexers . .. 
network control and switching equipment. .. timesharing 
services ... OCR/OMR ... test and diagnostic equipment. . . 
security products, and other related products and services. 

THE RIGHT CONFERENCE -The INTERFACE 
Conference program offers timely and valuable sessions 
for the seasoned professional, the beginner, and everyone 
in between. Choose from over 70 sessions in 22 topic 
groupings, including the famous DataComm School and 
six new in-depth workshops .. . all presented by the 
industry's outstanding authorities. Here is your chance to 
stay ahead in this rapidly changing field. 

THE RIGHT PLACE. INTERFACE '81 will be held at the 
Las Vegas Convention Center, March 30- April 2, 1981 . 
Las Vegas, with all its attractions, has always been a ' 
delightful place to hold an exposition and conference . 
. Besides the ultramodern conveniences of the Convention 
Center and the hotels, there is much for you to see and 
do in Las Vegas, either before or after the show. 
PLAN AHEAD TO BE THEREI 
Write us or call us today and make your reservations: 
toll-free (800) 225-4620 (in Massachusetts, (617) 879-4502). 

c0o1pon-ec111y CRT RM RTI C N. Mepdn• 

[Ml THE INTERFACE 
~GROUP 
Conference & Exposition Management 
Producers of: INTERFACE, INTERFACE WEST, 
FEDERAL DP EXPO, COMDEX 
160 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701 • 6171879-4502 
Outside Massachusetts, 800-225-4620 

, 
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New Products 

CAD/CAM REFERENCE BOOK. This 306 pg. handbook 
is intended for both experienced and novice CAD/CAM 
users. It is composed of articles from educators, con
sultants, and Computervision CAD/CAM users from such 
institutions and companies as MIT, Harris Corp., General 
Electric, General Dynamics, and Reliance Electric. Among 
the topics covered are: "What is CAD/CAM?" ; "How is 
CAD/CAM Justified?"; "How to Select a CAD/CAM Sys
tem" ; "How to Get Started" ; "How to Organize and 
Manage a CAD/CAM Facility"; " Formulation of System 
Cost Effectiveness". The handbook also includes papers on 
using a CAD/CAM system for PCB design , IC design, wiring 
diagrams, mapping , piping design , numerical control, and 
the design of complex 2D and 3D structures. Computer
vision Corp., 201 Burlington Rd., Bedford , MA 01730. 

Circle 221 

PASCAL COMPILER AND SUPPORT FOR 68000/8086 
The PASCAL compiler is the first of ·a family of GenRad 
high level language compilers . It produces assembly source 
code as its output and conforms to ISO international 
PASCAL standards. Additional software support includes 
object program linker, powerful screen-based editor, inter
active debugger with disassembly and symbolic debugging , 
and command control language. Hardware support for the 

two 16-bit processors includes 2302 Slave Emulator and 
logic analyzer. Emulation is at full processor speed . The 
slave logic analyzer provides 3 breakpoints and a trace 
qualifier , each 48 bits wide. Trace memory is 64 bits wide 
and will store 256 events. Support is compatible with both 
the 2300 Series single user and the 230 I network configura
tions, with either floppy disk or combination hard /floppy 
disk mass storage systems. GenRad Development Systems 
Div., 5730 Buckingham Pkwy, Culver City , CA 90230. 

Circle 222 

MATRIX PRINTER combines 200 cps print speed with in
telligent , bi-directional printing and variable print densities 
for versatile , high-speed output. Features of the PM-LC I l 

·printer terminal include : 9-wire , bi-directional print head 
with shortest distance sensing logic; parallel, RS232 , or cur
rent loop interface; 600-character FIFO buffer storage 
(2,000 character buffer optional); adjustable width tractor 
paper feed with complete forms control, horizontal and 
vertical tabs, and 132, 1"58 or 176 columns; 10, 12 , or 13.3 
char./ in . with either 6 or 8 lines/ in. vertical spacing; under
lining and double-width character; graphics mode (I X6 dot 
matrix) ; full ASCII character set; and long-life cartridge 
ribbon. The PM-LC! IP desktop , dot matrix line printer, in
cluding PM-7258 parallel interface, and 25 1 cable is $2307, 
OEM discounts available. Configurations are also available 
for the Q-bus and as a stand-alone. Plessey Peripheral Sys
tems, 1691 BrowningAve,lrvine,CA927 14. Circle207 

Circle 56 on Reader Inquiry Card 

High· Speed 
M ~ 

Storage System 
Offers superior 
performance, 
throughput and 
reliability! 
Compatible with: 
•D.E.C. 
•Data General 
•Westing house 

The non-rotating MaxiRam is a solid-state disc 
replacement storage system that operates at the speed 
of main memory. It is ideal for the following : 
... if your processor is disc 1/ 0 bound. 
... if your CPU spends too much time in the 'wait' state. 
... if your present disc gives you reliability headaches. 

Write or call to find out how your memory performance 
and reliability can be dramatically improved. Units available 
in both core and semiconductor. 

~ Imperial Technology, Inc. 
I I I 831 S. Doug las Street • ~ I Segundo, 
~ California 90245 ·Telephone: (213) 679-9501 

Circle 57 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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V aractor-Controlled 
Hybrid PLL Aids Micro-Winchester Disk Drives 

Finis F. Conner 
Shugart Technology, 
360 El Pueblo Rd , 
Scotts Valley , CA. 

Data separators used in disk drive applications employing 
soft sectoring and MFM encoding usually consist of cir
cuits to do: start logic, PLL, data separator, address mark 

detection. This low-cost PLL uses a varactor (hyperabrupt) 
tuning as the oscillator controlling element. Here are some 
considerations if you're scaling an existing circuit from one 
frequency to another or designing a circuit from scratch. 

The oscillator is a series resonant circuit (CR1 , C2 , L1 

and C3 ). The gain and feedback elements are Q1 , Z1 and 
R4 . One major advantage of this oscillator is the ability to 
stop the oscillator (holding the frequency information), 

Voltage Delayed 
RO Data .... Phase 

Detector ~ 
Error 

Ampli,fier ~ Filter .. Controlled 
Osei . 

f-+- Data 
LK. (2X) c 

~ 

Sample 
On Data 
Means 

Fig 1 Block diagram of basic PLL. 

+5V (Well Filtered) 

DC CAI C2 

Error ----1..-1--'ill..-----I -----' 
Voltage 

D-~---- Data CLK. 
(2X) 

R4 

R5 

l~ 

-5V (Well Filtered) 

Fig 2 Voltage-controlled oscillator (CR1, C2, L 1, C3) uses a var actor. 
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and then restart it with a known phase relationship to the 
gating signal. The circuit elements that accomplish phasing 
areR1 , CR2 and one of the inputs to Z 1 • 

CR 1 is the varactor diode. Capacitance change is a func
tion of applied voltage change (dC/dV) and is the controll
ing element of the oscillator output frequency. Care is a 
requisite when choosing the varactor, and the normal bias 
to be used, so that operation is maintained on the steep 
portion of the "diode capacitance vs. reverse voltage curve." 
In this application, DC ERROR VOLT AGE is designed 
nominally to be 0 Volts , and the nominal bias chosen is -3 
V. To select a varactor, refer to the family of curves for a 
diode with nominal capacitance at -3 V bias equal to ap
proximately two times the total capacitance (Ct0 t) required 
for the inductor chosen . Also , select a diode that has good 
linearity above and below the nominal operating bias 
(straight line dC/dV, and the steeper the better) . In this ex
ample, the lower curve of the set represents a Motorola MV 
I404 or a DSW Electronics KV I 502 (which are both simi
lar) . The Q of the varactor is important only in a negative 
sense. If the Q is significantly below I 00 at the opera ting 
frequency then the effects must be included when model
ing the circuit tolerancing (Q = I/Rs X Cvaractor X 
21Tf) so Rs should be ..;;; ID; - 3 V bias). Finally, the tem
perature coefficient of the chosen varactor at the operating 
bias is important because the PLL will only acquire over a 
given range in the manner desired (phase acquisition only). 
As the varactor capacitance changes with temperature, a 
portion of the acquisition range is lost and inevitably some 
non-linearities of oscillator gain characteristics occur. 

C2 is used as a DC blocking capacitor only . As a general 
rule it is the most commonly used decoupling capacitor 
found on the board as Jong as it is I 00 times greater than 
Ctot or more . L1 is used to set the free running frequency 
for the oscillator. It is chosen for: Q;;o.50 at the operating 
frequency (OF), Fr;;o.I 0 times the OF, and magnetically 
shielded to minimize noise. C3 completes the circuit and is 
selected so that Ctot equals the desired value. 

An example using the Motorola MV 1404 for a disk 
drive with 5 X 106 bits/second transfer rate: Cvaractor at 
3.5 V == 58 pf; 3.0V == 76 pf; 2.5 V == 94 pf. Fosc = 2 X Bit 
rate = IO MHz. L1 is chosen for resonance at IO MHz with 
Ctot < Cvaractor· Assume Ctot (3.0 V) = 60 pf. LI = (27Tf)2 

X 60 pf)- 1 + 4 .22 µH . 
Keeping in mind the required Q and self resonant fre

quency goals, a Nytronics inductor mode: Wee - Wee - 3.9 
µHis chosen. SRF = 91 MHz. Q min. @7 .9 MHz= 40. Ctot 
= ((27Tf)2 x 3.9 µHr1 = 65 pf. C2 = ((Ctotr1 

-(Cvaractor r1 r 1 = 449 pf+ 470 pf. 
The gain of the oscillator is calculated by first calculating 

Ctot for the three voltages, Ctof 3 .5 V = 5 I .63 pf; 3 .0 V = 
65.42 pf; 2.5 V = 78.33 pf. Fr : 3.5 V =I l .22 MHz; 3.0 V = 
9.96 MHz ; 2.5 V = 9.11 MHz. Kosc = (F(3.5 V) - F(2.5 V)) 
/IV= (2.11 MHz/V)/s. 

The integration indicated in the denominator of the 
above equation (K0 sc) arises because the gain is constant 
over each increment of frequency. Therefore, as the fre
quency increases , the gain as a proportion decreases at a 
slope of -6dB/octave. This circuit has been found to beef
fective, and it is time-proven in applications. 

uC Controls Four-Phase Stepper Motor 
H.R. Pinnick, Jr., Dept. of Chemistry, 
Southeast Missouri State Univ., Cape 
Girardeau, MO 63701. 

This digital circuit controls a 4-phase 
stepper motor using a software solu
tion. At the time of our design, other 
hardware implementations existed to 
control a 4-phase stepper motor; but, 
because the added software would not 
cause the µC to be "compute-bound", 
we implemented stepper motor con
trol in software. The function MOTOR 
sets up registers B, C and E with the 
half-step full-step flag, clockwise coun
ter-clockwise flag and motor position 
index, respectively. These values are 
stored in R/W RAM and can be modi
fied by the program that calls MOTOR. 
MOTOR then calls function MVMTR 
which requires as input the appropri
ate values in registers B, C and E as de
scribed above . MVMTR computes the 
next motor position index, which is a 
pointer to an element in a look-up 
table. Access to the look-up table pro
vides the next motor pattern, which 
will cause the motor to move clock
wise or counter-clockwise at half-step 
or full-step. MVMTR outputs are the 
next motor pattern in register A (low-

;•••························· ····· ·············································· 
TITLE 1 HVHT R STEPPING MOTOR PROGRAM HOD 1.0' 

;• •························································· ··················· · 
ORG OOOOH 

:••• ··· ········································· ···················· ············ 
;FUNCTION: MOTOR 
;INPUTS: NONE 
;OUTPUTS: NONE 
; CALLS: HVHTR 
;DESTROYS: A,E , C,E,H,L , F/F'S 
;DESCRIPTION: SETS UP REGIS TERS USING RAtt STO RAGE TO 

I NDI CATE HALF STEP OR FULL STEP, CW OR CCW AN D CURR ENT 
~OTOR POSITION INDEX. FUNCTION MYMTR IS CALLE D TO 
CALCULATE NEXT MOTOR POSITION INDEX AND MOTOR PA TTERN. 

MOTOR: LXI H,MTRTB 

HOV C , I' 
INX H 
HOV B,H 
INX H 
HOV E, H 
CALL HV~T R 
HO V H, E 
OUT P8255 
RET 

;POINT TO TOP OF THE DATA TABLE 
;FOR THE STEPPER HOTOR 
;l'OVE CW-CCW FLAG TO REG. C 

;HOVE HALF STEP-FULL STE P FLAG TO REG. e 

;HOVE MOTOR POSITION INDEX TO REG. E 
;GET NEXT MOTOR PATTERN 
;S AV E CURRENT MOTOR POSITION IN DEX 
;STEP STEPPER HOTOR 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •• ••••••••••••••••• 
FUNCTION: HVHTR 
INPUTS: B - HALF STEP = 1 FULL STEP = 2 

c - cw = 0 ccw = 1 
E - CURRENT MOTOR POSITION INDEX 

OUTPUTS: A - NEXT MOTOR POSITION (LOWER NieBLE) 
E - NEW MOTOR POSITION INDEX 

CALLS: NONE 
DESTROYS: A,E,F / F'S 
DESCRIPTION: GIVEN HALF STEP OR FULL STEP, CW OR CCW, AND CURRENT 

HOTOR POSITION INDEX; COMPUTES NEW ~OTCR POSITION INDEX 
WHICH IS USED IN COMPUTING THE APPROPRIATE ELEMENT IN 
A LOOK UP TAPLE TO GIVE THE NEXT MOTOR POSITION 
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er nibble) and the new motor position 
index in register E. Function MOTOR 
then saves the motor position index in 
R/W RAM. The motor position is 
changed via the next motor pattern 
output to an 8255 PPI or equivalent. 
The appropriate driver circuit must be 
provided between the 8255 and the 
stepper motor windings . 

A hardware version, using digital 
ICs, was designed by Vikram Mannja 
of India and published earlier in Digital 
Design. His four-phase stepper over
came the need for a separate start/stop 
switch and inhibit controls. Two inde
pendent step/jog controls provide less 
complexity and save two ICs. Clock 
generated by the timer is twice the fre
quency of the internal clock (INT 
CLK). This stepper motor was used in 
process control systems as a control 
drive. The input signals are direction 
control and digital pulses only, there
by overcoming the need of a DAC and 
other analog circuits . A simple 2-line
to-1-line multiplexer can be inserted 
at the dotted line to enable the user to 
select either internal or external clock 
and direction control . 

l<VMTR: PUSH H 
LXI ll,HPOS1 

~CV A,C 
OPA A 
~ov A. E 
JZ MVHT1 
SUB B 
JMP 

MVMT 1: ADD 
MVr.T2: ANI 

MOY 
ADD. 
HOV 

MOV 
POP 
RET 

HVMT2 
B 
07H 
E,A 
L 
L,A 

A,H 
II 

SAVE RP HL 
POINT TO TOP OF HOTOR POSITION LOOK UP 
TAELE 
HOVE CW OR CCW TO REG A 
SET FLAGS 
l'OVE CURRENT MOTOR POSITION IUDEX TO REG A 
IF CW, THEN JUMP; OTHERWISE CCW, NO JUMP 
SUBTRACT STEP SIZE 

;ADD STEP SIZE 
;SAVE LOWER 3 BITS ONLY 
;MOVE EEW MOTOR POSITION INDEX TO REG E 
;ADD REG L TO A AND 
;MOVE REG A TO L. RP HL POINTS TO 
;NEXT MOTOR POSITION 
;MOVE NEXT MOTOR POSITION TO REG A 
;RESTORE RP HL 

;••············································································· 
;HVHTR TABLE TABLE CANNOT CROSS A 256 BYTE BOUNDRY 

l'POS1: D~ OAH ;EIGHT-STEP (HALF-STEP) INPUT SEQUENCE FOR 
MPOS2: DB OSH ;STEPPER MOTOR. ODD NUMBERS ARE 
MPOS3: DB 09H ;FULL STEP SEQUENCE. 
l'POS~: DB 01H 
HPOS5: DB 0511 
MPOS6: DP O~H 
MPOS7: DE 06H 
~'POSS: DB 02H 

;••············································································· 
; STORAGE AREA 

MTRTB: 
CWCCW: DS 

HSfS: DS 
MPI: DS 

END 

;CW:O CCW:1 DIRECTION DETERMINED BY 
;LOOKING FROM REAR Of STEPPER MOTOR 
;HALF STEP = 1 FULL STEP = 2 
;MOTOR POSITION INDEX 
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